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Abstract

Multi-core architectures are increasingly adopted in emerging real-time appli-

cations where execution time is required to be bounded in the worst case (i.e.,

time predictability) and low. Memory access latency is the main part forming

the overall execution time. A promising approach towards time predictability

is to employ distributed memory interconnects, either locally arbitrated inter-

connects or globally arbitrated interconnects, with arbitration schemes, and

the pipelined tree-based structure can break the critical path of multiplexing

into short steps with small logic size. It scales to a large number of processors

that high clock frequency can be synthesised. This research explores timing

behaviour of multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory inter-

connects and improves distributed time-predictable memory interconnects for

multi-core architectures. The contributions are mainly threefold. First, the

generic analytical flow is proposed for time-predictable behaviour of memory

accesses across multi-core architectures with locally arbitrated interconnects.

It guarantees time predictability and safely bound the worst case without ex-

act memory access profiles. Second, the root queue modification with the root

queue management is proposed for multi-core architectures with locally arbi-

trated interconnects that variation of memory access latency is reduced and

timing behaviour analysis is facilitated. Third, Meshed Bluetree is proposed

as the distributed time-predictable multi-memory interconnect, enabling mul-

tiple processors to simultaneously access multiple memory modules.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recently, Moore’s law [3][4] is still relevant, while Dennard Scaling [5] has

broken down. Moore’s law states that the number of transistors per unit

area doubles for each technology generation. Dennard Scaling states that

the power density stays roughly constant as transistors get smaller, and thus

the power consumption stays in proportion with area. Combined Moore’s

law with Dennard Scaling, computing performance per watt doubles about

every two years. However, the breakdown of Dennard Scaling limits the im-

provement of the computing performance by increasing the processor clock

frequency directly. Instead, the current trend is to scale the number of pro-

cessing cores to achieve high performance.

The conventional method tends to employ multiple processing cores within

a single chip. This promotes the multi-core architecture where the multi-

ple processing cores are constructed and interconnected with a shared bus.

Compared with the coupling of multiple single core processors, the multi-core

processor executes threads concurrently, providing higher performance with

less power consumption. However, this introduces the bus contention issue.
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Figure 1.1. Network-on-Chip Architecture

The communications between the processing cores, or between the process-

ing core and the memory module or the peripheral such as I/O peripheral,

must be delivered through the shared bus, leading to contention delays. This

becomes the bottleneck as the number of processing cores increases. In this

case, the multi-core architecture is not scalable.

An alternative method is network-on-chip (NoC) [6][7]. It employs a packet

switching communication network to connect the separate processing cores.

As shown in Figure 1.1, each processing core connects through a router to the

network. Then the communication packets can be delivered across the net-

work with the routing traffic. In this way, NoC allows easy data sharing that

a processing core can communicate with its target directly. This promotes

the many-core architecture. Compared with the multi-core architecture, NoC

provides faster communications with less bus contention. This potentially im-

proves the performance and reduces the power consumption. However, the

NoC design burden lies on the router architecture and the communication

mechanism [8][9]. It also involves research on topology and layered protocols.

While the processor performance keeps improving, the memory performance

remains the system bottleneck. High memory latency leads to expensive pro-
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Figure 1.2. Performance Gap between Memory and Processor [10]

cessor stalls, and this directly degrades the overall system performance. The

memory wall [11] is introduced to indicate that the performance of the sys-

tem is decided by the memory speed but no longer by the processor speed.

Figure 1.2 shows the processor speed against the memory speed over time.

The vertical axis is the logarithmic scale to record the performance gap be-

tween the processor and the memory, and the memory performance baseline

is 64KB DRAM in 1980. As shown in the graph, the speed of the processor

after 1990 can improve more than 60% every year, while the memory can only

improve about 7% [10]. The performance gap between the memory and the

processor is still widening with a rapid rate.

With the aim to alleviate the memory latency issue, several solutions have

been explored, such as the multi-threading. With enough support from both

the processor architecture and the OS, the multi-threading allows the switch-

ing from a thread to another concurrent thread instead of just waiting. This

avoids the processor stalls caused by the memory latency. However, this re-

quires large amounts of resources and introduces overheads. By contrast,

the architectural solution is the memory hierarchy design, and the processor

may still easily lose performance within the memory hierarchy. Further im-
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provement methods mainly rely on the cache to better exploit the locality.

Prefetch methods can also be employed with the aim to prepare next data

or instructions for the processor ahead of time. As for embedded systems,

scratchpad memory is introduced as as alternative for cache. It exploits the

application behaviour and manages the memory using explicit instructions.

With a growing number of applications being integrated into modern em-

bedded systems, it places a heavy request on memory subsystem, especially

within the multi-core and many-core architecture such as GPU application [12].

As the number of processors to access a single memory module increases,

memory access latency inevitably increases. Besides that, multi-core archi-

tectures are also increasingly adopted in the emerging real-time applications,

such as autonomous vehicles and robotics, where the memory access latency

is required to be bounded both in the worst case (i.e., time predictability)

and low. With the trend of integrating more applications or employing more

processors, the potential contention over memory accesses gets more severe

within such architectures. This harms time predictability which is highly

undesirable for real-time applications.

Distributed Time-Predictable Memory Interconnect

With the aim to achieve time predictability (or simply predict the timing

behaviour of memory accesses), multi-core and many-core architectures typi-

cally utilise an arbitration scheme to provide timing guarantees. The poten-

tial memory arbitration schemes include time division multiplexing (TDM)

scheme, round-robin scheme and priority-based schemes (e.g., static-priority

arbitration). The conventional centralised implementation of an arbitration

scheme is to deploy a single arbiter, allowing arbitration decisions to be made

at the central location. However, as the number of processors grows, the logic
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size of the arbiter hardware increases, which limits the maximum synthesis-

able clock frequency.

A promising approach recently investigated is to employ distributed memory

interconnects that the tree-based structure with pipelined stages can break

the critical path of the multiplexing into multiple shorter steps with smaller

logic size. Although this introduces additional delays in terms of clock cycles,

the latency across such interconnect is actually reduced that much higher syn-

thesisable clock frequency is allowed on the distributed hardware. It scales to

a large number of processors. The critical path of the distributed interconnect

remains constant as it is duplicatedly constructed with the growing number

of processors. In addition, pipelining is also supported.

The distributed memory interconnects can be classified as the locally ar-

bitrated interconnect and the globally arbitrated interconnect. The locally

arbitrated interconnect is simply constructed upon a distributed binary arbi-

tration tree which multiplexes the memory requests from processors to the

shared root memory module through the distributed data paths. By com-

parison, based on a distributed binary arbitration tree, the globally arbitrated

interconnect integrates the global scheduling to the distributed data paths.

In general, the locally arbitrated interconnect allows the average-case latency

to be much lower than the worst case, however making time predictability

challenging. By contrast, the globally arbitrated interconnect essentially limits

the average-case behaviour to be similar to the worst case, facilitating the

timing behaviour analysis. However, the processor utilisation within such

architecture is potentially reduced, degrading the overall system performance.

Besides that, the globally arbitrated interconnect requires complex scheduling

as well as strict coordination, potentially suffering synchronisation issue. The

detailed analysis is shown in following research.
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1.1 Research Questions

The focus of this research is to explore the timing behaviour of the multi-

core architectures with shared distributed memory interconnects and improve

the distributed time-predictable memory interconnect for multi-core architec-

tures.

As multi-core architectures are increasingly being adopted for real-time appli-

cations, the execution time of such application is required to be both bounded

in the worst case and low. However, the multi-core architecture is typically de-

signed for good average-case performance, and the resource contention within

such architecture is inevitable. It potentially causes contention over memory

accesses across the multi-core architecture, and this complicates the analysis

of memory access latency which is the main part forming the overall program

execution time. With the deployment of distributed memory interconnect,

the analysis of memory access behaviour across the multi-core architecture

further complicates that such architecture appears to be more sensitive to the

resource contention due to the introduction of the tree-based structure.

It is to be noted that this research focuses on the memory accesses issued by

processors to access the shared memory within the multi-core architecture.

In this case, memory access latency is the latency of memory request issued

to access the shared memory across the multi-core architecture, including the

time consumed across the memory access path, the time consumed for the

response of the shared memory, and the time consumed due to the resource

contention within the shared memory multi-core architecture.

Based on the above analysis, the following research questions are related and

formed. First, it is crucial to guarantee time predictability in multi-core ar-
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chitectures for real-time applications. In this research, time predictability

requires to statically analyse the timing behaviour of memory accesses across

the multi-core architecture and bound the worst-case memory access latency

within such architecture. Achieving time predictability within the multi-core

architecture is challenging that software components or tasks can contend for

the shared hardware resources, such as memory modules, with varying status.

Such contention gets more severe with the deployment of distributed memory

interconnect due to the tree-based structure. This complicates timing be-

haviour analysis and harms time predictability, leading to the first research

question Q1 which is summarised as follows.

Q1: Can analytical method predict timing behaviour of memory accesses and

bound the worst-case memory access latency in multi-core architectures with

shared distributed memory interconnects?

Second, the multi-core architecture inevitably leads to contention over mem-

ory accesses. Within the multi-core architectures with shared distributed

memory interconnects, the contention to the shared hardware resources, es-

pecially the contention to the overlapped data paths across the tree-based in-

terconnect, causes resource sharing issue that memory requests are not fairly

served. This potentially causes substantial varying memory access latency.

Wide variation of memory access latency leads to wide fluctuation of the over-

all system performance that the processor can stall with the varying memory

response time. In this case, conservative system design has to be consid-

ered with pessimistic timing assumptions. This leads to the second research

question Q2 which is summarised as follows.

Q2: Can multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory intercon-

nects be modified at the hardware level to reduce variation of memory access

latency?
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Third, with the trend of integrating more applications or employing more pro-

cessors into a system, memory workloads within the multi-core architecture

potentially keeps increasing, and the contention over memory accesses aggra-

vates. This increases memory access latency, and high memory access latency

degrades the overall system performance. Within the multi-core architecture

with the distributed memory interconnect, the architectural bottleneck is ei-

ther the shared memory resource or the shared tree-based interconnect which

connects multiple data paths however overlapped at the tree root. This leads

to the third research question Q3 which is summarised as follows.

Q3: Can multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory intercon-

nects be improved by architectural enhancement for increasing memory work-

loads?

This research attempts to explore a relevant topic in hardware-software inte-

gration. It addresses resource contention and time predictability across the

multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory interconnects, con-

tributing towards real-time multi-core systems. It is to be noted that the

timing behaviour analysis of memory accesses involves the integration of the

shared root memory module into the multi-core architecture. The efficiency of

such memory resource directly impacts memory access latency which can be

harmed by either varying response time or high response time of this shared

memory module. In this case, improvement on independent memory module

or memory subsystem is equally necessary.

1.2 Thesis Structure

The reminder of the thesis is structured as follows.
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Chapter 2 presents the literature review related to this research. First, it

provides the background knowledge and basic concepts of real-time systems.

Second, memory or memory subsystem is reviewed with the focus on time

predictability and memory latency, including cache, prefetch and scratchpad

memory. Third, the shared memory multi-core architecture is reviewed, in-

cluding memory arbitration schemes and distributed memory interconnects.

It also includes a review of state-of-the-art methods to alleviate resource con-

tention within the shared memory multi-core architecture.

Chapter 3 presents the basic architecture and analyses the given research

questions. Afterwards, the research hypothesis is summarised based on the

problem analysis.

Chapter 4 analyses timing behaviour of the multi-core architectures with

shared distributed memory interconnects. First, it proposes the generic an-

alytical flow to predict the timing behaviour of memory accesses by fully

exploring the architectural features and statically bound the worst-case mem-

ory access latency. This aims to solve the research question Q1. Second, it

continues to explore and analyse timing behaviour of the locally arbitrated

interconnect and the globally arbitrated interconnect.

Chapter 5 aims to solve the research question Q2. It analyses varying mem-

ory access latency across the multi-core architectures with shared distributed

memory interconnects and proposes an architectural enhancement to reduce

variation of memory access latency. Experimental results from hardware sim-

ulations and FPGA implementations evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed work.

Chapter 6 aims to solve the research question Q3. It analyses resource con-

tention over the multi-core architectures with increasing memory workloads
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and proposes an architectural extension of the tree-based interconnect to

enhance the multi-core architecture. Experimental results from FPGA im-

plementations with synthetic memory workloads and real-world benchmarks

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed work.

Chapter 7 draws the concluding remarks and proposes the future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter presents literature review related to this research. Section 2.1

provides background knowledge and basic concepts of real-time systems, in-

cluding time predictability and worst-case execution time (WCET). Sec-

tion 2.2 reviews memory and memory subsystem with the focus on time

predictability and memory latency. The potential improvement methods

are also reviewed, including cache, prefetch and scratchpad memory. Sec-

tion 2.3 presents the review of shared memory multi-core architectures. It

includes time-predictable memory interconnects and critical resource con-

tention within multi-core architectures. Afterwards, Section 2.4 summarises

and discusses these contents based on the given research questions.

2.1 Real-Time System

Real-time systems must guarantee the system response within specified time

constraints thus to provide accuracy and reliability. The term deadline defines
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the time that the system must produce response results. Real-time systems

can be classified by the consequence of missing the deadline [13] as hard (HRT)

where deadline miss with late delivered system response causes disastrous

consequences, firm (FRT) where deadline can be occasionally missed but

there is no benefits with the late delivered system response, and soft (SRT)

where deadline can be occasionally missed and the system response can be

late delivered.

Applications with HRT requirements, such as the flight control system, must

guarantee no deadline misses. By contrast, applications with FRT or SRT

requirements can have an upper limit on the number of deadline misses. For

example, radio applications (in terms of software) with HRT requirements

have to guarantee no deadline misses to prevent significant quality degrada-

tion. By contrast, video decoding applications with SRT requirements can

tolerate occasional deadline misses. There will be the modest reduction of

video quality with deadline misses as the consequence. In addition, applica-

tions can have both HRT requirements and SRT requirements [13].

As the nature of real-time systems, it is crucial to guarantee time-predictable

behaviour. It is to determine the range of time that a task executes for and

thus prove that a task can meet the time constraints. The common method

is to predict the worst-case execution time (WCET) of the task. Figure 2.1

shows task execution times. The shortest execution time is the best-case exe-

cution time (BCET), and the longest is WCET. As for the applications with

hard real-time requirements, WCET has to be equal to or less than the dead-

line. WCET analysis actually bounds the limit of execution times, and the

related analysis is both application-dependent and hardware-dependent [14].

WCET can be determined by static analysis. In general, it is to analyse the

target model to determine the critical execution path and apply timing factor
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Figure 2.1. Task Execution Time [15]

to the path flow [16]. However, with complicated system architecture, the

accurate timing model can be difficult to predict precisely due to the limited

predictability of the critical components, such as cache and DDR DRAM. This

can also be aggravated by varying state of the system. Therefore, the upper

bound on the WCET has to be determined as estimated worst case execution

time [16]. In this case, the static analysis leads to pessimistic results.

An alternative is to determine WCET by dynamic time analysis. It is to mea-

sure the end-to-end execution times from a number of executions [15]. This

actually determines the minimal observed execution time and maximal ob-

served execution time with test case. As shown in Figure 2.1, measurements

potentially overestimate BCET and underestimate WCET. Even though the

measurement-based method is not that safe for the HRT systems, it is com-

monly applied in most industry scenarios. The potential measurement can

be either to test with the worst-case initial state (determined from execution

flow), or to exhaustively test all possible system states.

Based on WCET, task execution is also influenced by the interference or the

blocking effects in the system. For example, the execution of the task can be
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blocked by other tasks due to the shared resources. This contributes to the

worst-case response time, and the worst-case response time of the task has

to be guaranteed less than the deadline. Further system design or analysis

requires effective scheduling algorithm, such as fixed priority scheduling [17],

to order the usage of systematic resources and guarantee the time constraints.

2.2 Memory

Within a system, memory or memory subsystem is to temporarily store the

instructions and data that are currently being used or likely to be used by the

processor. The hardware module random access memory (RAM) can be both

read and written to support the varying instructions and data. The contents

in the RAM module can be maintained as long as the power is supplied.

It is commonly employed to compose the memory subsystem. RAMs are

differentiated by the mechanisms in maintaining their contents. The dynamic

RAM (DRAM) uses a single MOS transistor and capacitor to store a single

bit data. It has to regularly refresh its content, or the charge leak may lead to

the loss of the data. By contrast, the static RAM (SRAM) uses a single flip-

flop to store a single bit data. As the SRAM does not have to be refreshed,

its access time is close to its cycle time.

Compared with DRAM, SRAM is much faster. However, SRAM is much

more expensive than DRAM in terms of the required number of transistors

to store data. For example, SRAM with the flip-flop circuit which requires 6

transistors to store a single bit data, while DRAM requires only 1. In this case,

a single DRAM module can have much more capacity than a single SRAM

module with the same number of transistors. Due to the trade-off between

the performance the economical considerations, DRAM is constructed as the
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Figure 2.2. DRAM Organisation [18]

primary memory. Modern systems employ the double data rate synchronous

DRAM (DDR DRAM) technology. DDR DRAM performs memory access in

lower cycle time and provides a higher data transfer rate. For example, DDR3-

800E can support 10ns cycle time and 800 megabytes per second transfer rate,

with the capacity up to 16 gigabytes.

Figure 2.2 show the modern DRAM organisation. DRAM stores data in a

number of banks. Each bank contains a memory array of rows with columns.

To access DRAM, the requested bank is first activated. Then the requested

row will be selected and loaded into the row buffer which only stores the most

recently accessed row. After that, the read or the write can be operated to the

columns in the row buffer. Finally, the row in the buffer will be stored back

to the memory array. In addition, all the banks will be refreshed regularly to

maintain the stored data by the pre-charge.

Due to the latency required to select a row and to pre-charge the row, the

internal controller is designed to leave the selected row open for next ac-
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cesses [19]. This benefits the performance for the task to access sequential

data, however it harms the time predictability. The access time to the pri-

mary memory depends on the previous access. It is variable that the same

row access requires much less time than the access to a different row. Be-

sides that, the bus turnaround between memory read operation and memory

write operation increases the latency. It also requires additional delays if the

internal controller issues the pre-charge at the time.

With the analysis above, considering the interference between tasks, DRAM

module provides the varying access latency that fluctuates with memory ac-

cess patterns. This unpredictable timing seriously impacts real-time systems.

It is possible to bound the latency of every single memory access with the

pessimistic worst-case assumptions. However, this definitely leads to very

pessimistic timing results. The efficiency of memory subsystem drops, and

execution time increases.

Time-Predictable Memory Access

Chang et al. [20] explores latency variation of DRAM with memory operations

caused by access patterns. It also proposes Flexible-LatencY DRAM with the

mechanism to balance latency variation across DRAM banks. This also re-

duces DRAM access latency which suffered from related memory operations.

Alternatively, Hassan et al. [21] proposes Reduced Latency DRAM. This type

DRAM employs the SRAM-like non-multiplexed address mode instead of the

row and column selection. Besides that, the pre-charge is handled by the au-

tomatic hardware mechanism rather than the internal controller. Compared

with the conventional DRAM, Reduced Latency DRAM provides much lower

access latency [22]. It also facilitates the design of time-predictable memory

controller.
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On the other hand, Akesson et al. [23] develops predictable memory access

pattern. It defines the memory accesses into read group, write group, and

refresh group. The read or write group only contains the read or write burst

to the corresponding banks in sequence. Then the memory groups can be

scheduled in pipelined manner referring to the memory operations. Besides

that, an amount of additional delay is also imposed between accesses to the

same bank. This eliminates the interference among memory accesses, and

guarantees a maximum latency bound. Based on this idea, Akesson et al. [23]

also develops the predictable memory controller Predator.

Similarly, Paolieri et al. [24] proposes the design of analysable memory con-

troller. It exhaustively analyses the upper bound of each task. Then this

controller schedules HRT task considering the worst-case interference and

non-HRT task with low priority to eliminate the interference. It actually allo-

cates memory accesses with enough bandwidth to guarantee the time bound.

In addition, Goossens et al. [25] develops memory controller to schedule con-

current memory requests by exploiting memory bank parallelism to reduce

conflicts. Based on TDM scheme, the bandwidth is shared according to task

criticality level at the cost of non-critical task performance.

Memory Latency

Memory latency becomes the major bottleneck in system performance. It

potentially leads to expensive processor stalls, and this effect has been aggra-

vated by modern digital products, especially those computationally intensive

applications with increasing demand to access high bandwidth data.

To reduce the memory write latency is not a fundamental problem. Methods

such as write buffer can be employed to reduce the latency. The processor
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Figure 2.3. Memory Hierarchy

writes the data with address into the buffer. Then the memory write process

is completed from the perspective of the processor. It can continue execution

with no stalls. By contrast, to reduce the memory read latency is the real

challenge. The processor has to wait for the requested data ready before

continuing any execution.

The potential solution is multi-threading. With enough support from proces-

sor architecture and OS, multi-threading allows the processor switching from

a thread to another concurrent thread instead of just waiting. This avoids

the expensive processor stalls caused by the memory latency. However, multi-

threading requires a large amount of resources and introduces overheads. It

may not suit embedded systems.

Alternatively, the design of memory hierarchy is employed to maximise the

overall system performance at an acceptable cost. Figure 2.3 shows the gen-

eral memory hierarchy, with fast, small and expensive cache module at the

top, and slow and large primary memory at the bottom. However, the pro-

cessor still easily loses performance within the memory hierarchy. Further

improvement mainly relies on the cache methods to better exploit the local-

ity. In addition, the prefetch methods can also be employed to prepare next

data or instructions for processor ahead of time. As for embedded systems,

scratchpad memory is introduced as as alternative for cache. The intuition is
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to exploit the application behaviour and manage the memory using explicit

instructions.

2.2.1 Cache

Cache is constructed using the fast and expansive SRAM in small size. It

stores the copies of likely to be used contents from the primary memory,

delivering data and instructions to the processor with much faster access

time.

Programs follow principle of locality either temporally or spatially. The tem-

poral locality is that if a data location is accessed, it tends to be accessed

again very soon. The spatial locality is that if a data location is accessed,

its nearby locations tend to be accessed in the near feature. Therefore, the

processor tends to access data and instructions from cache more frequently

than from the primary memory. This bridges the performance gap between

the primary memory and the processor.

The cache operation is controlled by its automatic hardware mechanism. It

stores data in a number of blocks or lines. A single cache block can be divided

into the valid bit, the tag field and the data field. The valid bit, with the

value either 0 or 1, explicitly indicates whether the data is valid or not. The

tag field is used to identify the current data. The data field stores a single

word or more.

To read data from cache, the processor requests the data with address. The

address (physical address) consists of the tag field, the index field and the

offset field. The index field is used to locate a specific block from the cache.

The tag field is used to be compared with the cache block tag field. If there
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is a match with the valid flag, the located cache block is desired. Then the

word can be selected from the cache block field using the address offset field.

Cache organisation can be classified according to the schemes in placing cache

blocks. If a cache block can only be placed at an exact location, the cache

is direct-mapped. If a cache block can be placed at any location, the cache

is fully-associative. Otherwise, the cache is set-associative, and the cache

block can be placed at a set number of locations. For example, two-way set-

associative cache provides two locations to place a single cache block. This

also introduces the degree of associativity. The direct-mapped cache is one-

way set-associative, and the fully-associative cache is n-way set-associative

where n is the total number of its cache blocks.

To write data to cache, the processor supplies the data with address. Then

the cache checks for the matching cache block with valid bit 0. It stores the

data into this cache block and sets valid bit to 1. However, if the cache block

is occupied with the valid flag, the situation differs. As for direct-mapped

cache, there is no choice but to discard the original data in the block and

replace with the new data.

By contrast, there are several replacement policies for fully-associative and

set-associative cache when there is no spare block in the cache or in the set.

For example, the random policy randomly discards a cache block thus to

store the new data. The first-in-first-out (FIFO) policy is to loop through

possible cache blocks, and the data stored earliest will be discarded first. An

alternative is the least recently used (LRU) policy. It tracks relative order

that cache blocks are accessed. The block which has not been accessed for

the longest time will be discarded first. In addition, there are also the bit

pseudo LRU policy with an additional most recently used (MRU) bit for each

cache block, and the tree-based pseudo LRU policy with binary decision [26].
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Figure 2.4. Cache Hierarchy

In general, processor issues requests to cache. If desired data is in the cache,

it provides good runtime efficiency. If not, cache miss occurs. The processor

has to wait for the data transfer delays from primary memory to cache as miss

penalty. The miss rate expresses the ratio of cache accesses results in a miss.

With high cache miss rate, memory subsystem performance degrades. The

compulsory miss occurs in cold starting with an empty cache. The capacity

miss occurs when cache is not large enough to store all useful data. The

conflict miss occurs in direct-mapped cache or set-associative cache when a

useful cache block is discarded but later desired. With the analysis above,

both cache organisations and cache replacement polices impact the memory

performance [27]. Further improvement is to optimise cache utilisation by

better exploiting the principle of locality.

Cache Optimisation

The architectural optimisation is to comprehensively combine the above as-

pects. It is to employ multiple levels of caches to structure the cache hierarchy,
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such as Intel i7 processor with 3 levels as shown in Figure 2.4. For example,

the first level employs separate direct-mapped caches in parallel. Although

there can be conflict misses due to the lack of associativity, direct-mapped

cache provides fastest access as it requires merely the time to access SRAM

module. By contrast, a next level is with higher associativity. It is slower and

larger to void misses, considering miss penalty between on-chip and off-chip.

The cache coherence can be tracked by the snooping or the directory-based

scheme.

Alternatively, compiler can improve the performance of the application pro-

gram by well exploiting the memory hierarchy features with no hardware

modifications. It is the most effective method to minimise cache misses and

develop data reuse possibility [28]. For example, loop transformation can

optimise the data access thus to improve the temporal locality. Then the

iteration executions within a loop nest will be optimised but not affecting

the execution results. It also provides good data parallelism. The potential

methods include loop permutation to exchange the execution order of inner

loops in a loop nest, loop fusion to merge separate loops, and loop fission to

reversely split a single loop. In addition, loop tiling [16] is to split a loop to

iterate over several smaller tiles of data with the array size to fit cache. It

significantly improves data efficiency that the data can be more repeatedly

reused rather than repeatedly reloaded.

On the other hand, data transformation optimises data layout thus to improve

the spatial locality. It actually reorganises data to better fit into cache to

reduce conflict misses. For example, inter array padding [29] is to insert

unused pads between arrays thus to separate the base addresses, and the

pad size is dependent on the array size. This can void cross interference. In

addition, data copying [30] is to copy non-contiguous data into consecutive

locations. Although it requires necessary processor overheads, data copying
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can avoid self interference. This can improve blocked algorithm and guarantee

data reuse in tiles. Panda et al. [31] addresses dynamic memory allocation

with the integration of memory architecture and processor register. It models

memory access and optimises data organisation.

Although cache improves the average-case performance for general purpose

applications, it provides unpredictable access time. The execution time even

varies for multiple runs of the same program. WCET does not benefit from

the employment of cache due to the pessimistic worst-case assumptions. The

potential solution is cache partitioning. It divides the cache in partitions, and

then assigns specific partitions to tasks exclusively. This reduces interference

between tasks. For example, Liedtke et al. [32] reduces cache contention with

OS support. It utilises page colouring to partition set-associative cache among

applications, and each application is reserved with a partition of cache.

Alternatively, contention locking is to flag specific contents as locked to pre-

vent these contents from being replaced. For example, Aparicio et al. [33]

develops instruction locking based on integer linear programming. It analy-

ses a single task and interference among tasks to dynamically load and lock

the most relevant cache blocks. Arnaud et al. [34] divides a task into par-

titions. It exclusively assigns and locks each task partition to a cache par-

tition. Similarly, Vera et al. [35] develops a complier framework for data

cache. It eliminates inter-task interference with cache partitioning and en-

sures predictable intra-task interference with cache locking. This alleviates

cache unpredictability and reduces the worst-case memory access time.

In addition, embedded systems also employ SRAM module directly for special

purposes, such as FIFO array. This introduces software-managed cache. It is

to disable the automatic hardware caching mechanism and explicitly manage

the cache operation by software. For example, Hallnor et al. [36] develops in-
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direct index cache. With the aim to avoid tag search, it uses the pointer with

a simple hash table to locate cache block. This allows the the fully-associative

memory structure to be managed by software with less time. Miller et al. [37]

develops a software system that allows SRAM module to be automatically

managed as cache. Even though the software managed cache requires addi-

tional complexity with overheads, it guarantees time predictability that the

memory access is with no cache miss.

2.2.2 Prefetch

Prefetch is to prepare next data or instructions ready before they are re-

quested by processor thus to hide long memory latency. Software prefetch is

supported by the compiler to appropriately insert explicit instructions at run-

time. This requires the application program knowledge. A similar prefetch

method is to pre-execute a piece of specific program thus to support the pri-

mary program. Obviously, it is difficult to apply for general applications. By

contrast, hardware prefetch is to observe and predict future data or instruc-

tions, and then fetch the corresponding blocks sufficiently far ahead of the

execution. It requires extra memory module, such as buffers, to store the

prefetched blocks without polluting cache contents.

If the prefetched block matches the memory request, it significantly reduces

the memory access latency. This can benefit BCET. However, the prefetched

blocks can be useless, or sometimes the prefetched contents can fail to be

ready in time. In this case, prefetch provides unpredictable behaviour. WCET

does not benefit from the employment of prefetch due to the pessimistic worst

case assumptions. Besides that, prefetch has to overlap with the demand

memory operation. As a speculative execution utilising spare memory band-

width, it is necessary to keep the demand memory access with no stalls. If
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prefetch interferes with memory execution, it instead degrades the memory

performance. The following section presents potential prefetch schemes.

Locality-based Prefetch

The simplest prefetch scheme is tagged prefetch [38]. It is to prefetch the

next block when the current block is accessed. By contrast, Jouppi et al. [39]

proposes stream prefetch. It is to prefetch the next consecutive blocks if

the current blocks are accessed in sequence. For example, if blocks with

addresses n− 2, n− 1 and n are accessed, the blocks with address n+ 1 and

n + 2 will be prefetched. If a prefetched block is accessed, a new one will

be prefetched. Stream prefetch performs well for instruction. It is ideal for

program which follows purely sequential access pattern. However, programs

trend to access multiple data arrays rather than only a single data array even

in a single process. These interleaved data arrays interference with steam

prefetch, polluting prefetch buffer contents. Palacharla et al. [40] develops

multiple stream prefetch buffers in parallel. It allows interleaved data arrays

to be prefetched concurrently for programs with regular access patterns.

Based on this, Fu et al. [41] proposes stride prefetch. It is to prefetch the

next consecutive blocks with an arbitrary stride. The stride is the number

of successive array elements, and it can be detected by a branch prediction

table and a lookahead program counter [42]. The table tracks the access pat-

tern which is dynamically updated by the branch prediction relying on the

processor state and branch history. The counter increments the lookahead

amount for the consecutive data array, and sets to 1 for instruction. Prefetch

addresses are then decided by adding the lookahead mount to the last ad-

dresses. Alternatively, the stride can be decided using block addresses [43].

A reference prediction table is employed to record last accessed addresses.
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Then the stride will be decided by calculating the distance between the ad-

dresses. When a single blocked is loaded, the first future block address will

be decided as n+ d where n is the current block address and d is the stride.

Pointer-based Prefetch

The steam prefetch and the stride prefetch rely on good data locality, and the

performance is limited to blocks with closeby addresses. However, it is difficult

to deal with data on irregular accesses, such as large jumps in addresses. Such

data access pattern is to follow pointers in a linked data structure. It is a

common way to build a large data structure, such as database. Nodes in

the data structure are linked together through pointers. A pointer at a node

points to another node, and the new address is decided by calculations on the

current node address. In this way, a linked data structure can be considered

as a chain of nodes which are dependent of each other.

A prefetch scheme is to straightforward utilise the natural pointers which

already exist at nodes [44]. It is to identify the data structure and discover

the way to traverse the data structure by the complier. Then the prefetch in-

structions will be inserted where the node addresses are available and prefetch

all possible future nodes. From the perspective of the compiler, it is actually

to prefetch the elements to be executed at the start of an iteration. In ad-

dition, Roth et al. [45] employs additional artificial pointers at nodes to link

non-successive nodes. For example, root jumping is to deploy root pointers

between the roots of different data structures which benefits iterations.

Similarly, content-directed prefetch [46] discovers potential pointers by hard-

ware and fetches all possible future blocks. The basic logic is that the address

of a block with the pointer will possibly be used to calculate the addresses
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Figure 2.5. Markov Prediction Table [47]

of future blocks which are pointed to. These future addresses are definitely

within the range of the same data structure and share the common base

addresses. The effectiveness of content-directed prefetch is affected by the

prediction accuracy, and the compiler can help to decide the most beneficial

blocks at runtime.

History-based Prefetch

As for more irregular accesses with no particular pattern, the prefetch scheme

is to utilise the access history. For example, Joseph et al. [47] employs Markov

prediction. It utilises miss history to obtain correlations between addresses,

provides possible future addresses and prioritises these blocks. Figure 2.5

shows the correlation table that two temporally successive miss addresses can

be paired with each other. The first address of a pair is the parent, and

the latter is the child. As a parent address may have any number of child

addresses, the parent is considered as the key to select the child afterwards.

When a particular address is accessed, its correlative addresses are decided

by checking the history with the table. Then the blocks will be prefetched

in sequential queue according to their weight. Markov prediction performs

well for programs with repeated irregular accesses, but the prediction is only

made with limited history of current parent addresses.
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Figure 2.6. Global History Buffer [48]

By contrast, Nesbit et al. [48] develops global history buffer to improve the

accuracy of the correlation. Rather than storing fixed amount of history

for each address, global history buffer only stores the history for the most

recent miss addresses. As shown in Figure 2.6, history addresses are stored

indirectly. The index table is accessed by a key, and it indexes global history

buffer through a hash map. The buffer is to store the most recent miss

addresses. The link pointer is also employed to link each buffer block with

the same key from the index table. In this way, these related addresses are

chained. The key can be selected as a piece of related information which is

useful in these links, such as a miss address or the program counter. This

allows better predictions with more complete knowledge of the addresses.

In addition, Srinath et al. [49] proposes feedback-directed prefetch to dynami-

cally utilise the access history. It monitors the last prefetch performance thus

to adjust the current prefetch execution. For example, it can tack whether

the prefetched blocks are useful. If the ratio of the useful blocks to the to-

tal blocks is high, the number of blocks to prefetch for a next time can be

increased. If low, the number can be reduced or even stops with an unac-

ceptably high number of useless blocks. The feedback-directed method can

support any prefetch scheme above. It contributes to hybrid prefetch scheme.

For example, stride prefetch can be improved to adjust its prediction region
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Figure 2.7. Scratchpad Memory Address Configuration [51]

at runtime. If necessary, it can predict addresses at n + 2d, n + 3d or even

n+ 4d ahead of program execution rather than just n+ d.

2.2.3 Scratchpad Memory

Scratchpad Memory (SPM) is introduced to embedded systems as a design

alternative for cache [50]. It is small high speed on-chip SRAM operated by

software. Similar to L1 cache, SPM resides on-chip locally to the processor.

It is to temporarily store data or instructions for processor with fast access.

Compared with cache, SPM only contains data field, with no tag field or the

tag comparator to acknowledge hit or miss. SPM operation is in full control

by software.

Figure 2.7 shows the common address configuration of the memory architec-

ture with SPM. The on-chip SPM occupies a distinct part of memory address

space, with the rest occupied by the off-chip primary memory. Data or in-

structions can only be transferred to or off SPM with explicit instructions.

DMA-based data transfer can also be employed to avoid processor involve-

ment [52]. To access SPM, the desired block is selected directly with no
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check or comparison. This guarantees a single clock cycle access with no

miss, providing predictable memory access latency. Compared with unpre-

dictable cache, SPM is more popular for real-time embedded systems. The

contents in SPM have to be managed effectively which requires the analysis

of the application program and the support from the compiler. The following

section presents potential SPM allocation schemes.

Scratchpad Memory Allocation Scheme

In general, data and instructions can be statically partitioned between the

on-chip SPM and the off-chip primary memory. As for the program data,

the most frequently accessed data blocks can be allocated to SPM [53]. It

relies on the compiler to recognise the access frequency of the data in the

application and partition these data blocks with the consideration of SPM

size. Then less accessed data blocks can be allocated to the primary memory.

This increases data reuse possibility in SPM. However, there may be conflicts

between data blocks. The data partitioning with access frequency actually

changes the entire data layout. It can cause the non-conflicting data blocks

to conflict with each other, even leading to unpredictable results.

By contrast, Panda et al. [54] allocates the most conflicting data to SPM.

Rather than only partitions of data, it analyses entire arrays. Large arrays

which fail to fit SPM size will be allocated to primary memory, and the re-

maining arrays will be allocated to SPM as many as possible with conflict

factor. The conflict factor is based on both the array access frequency and

the possibility to conflict with other arrays. SPM allocation priority will also

be assigned to the array with higher conflict factor and smaller size. This in-

troduces a comprehensive analysis of data features affecting partitioning [55],

such as variables or constants and life time of variables.
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Suhendra et al. [56] improves WCET through SPM allocation. It discovers

the worst-case path and analyses the access frequency of the relative ele-

ments along the path. Then the most frequently accessed elements will be

allocated to SPM thus to reduce WCET. However, it changes the entire data

layout, potentially changing the worst-case path. The method can also be

improved to measure the maximum potential WCET reduction of an element

over all possible execution paths thus to provide global WCET optimisation

of element allocation.

Instructions can also be allocated with similar static scheme. For example,

Steinke et al. [53] partitions and allocates instructions according to the ex-

ecution frequency. It relies on the compiler to decompose a function into

basic blocks. Then the most frequently executed basic blocks, rather than

the complete function, will be identified and allocated to SPM. However, it

may require additional jump instructions for the basic blocks in the on-chip

SPM to jump to the basic blocks in the off-chip primary memory. This intro-

duces overheads, especially for a large number of basic blocks with relatively

small size. Therefore, allocation priority will be assigned to the consecutive

basic blocks with no additional modifications.

The static SPM allocation schemes above improves the program execution

efficiency. The performance bottleneck seems to be the SPM size. With

too small size, SPM can only store very limited amounts of the beneficial

contents, which may not even achieve the locality benefits of a cache. Besides

that, the static management potentially under-utilises SPM that the contents

are allocated only once and remain constant at runtime. This fails to satisfy

the varying memory requests of dynamic program behaviours, especially those

applications with multiple compute intensive regions. Alternatively, dynamic

SPM allocation scheme performs dynamic data transfers between on-chip

SPM and off-chip primary memory to respond to dynamic memory requests.
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Kandemir et al. [57] dynamically transfers data tiles at runtime with inserted

instructions. It relies on the compiler to first recognise the memory data lay-

out and discover the data access patterns. Then the data will be partitioned

into small tiles. An ideal data tile is supposed to have high access frequency

and with the appropriate size to fit SPM. From the perspective of the com-

piler, this scheme combines both data transformation and loop transformation

to optimise application programs. It is actually to dynamically partition the

available memory space between the competing arrays in each loop thus to

increase data reuse and reduce data transfer. However, the performance relies

on good overall data regularity and regular access patterns, such as scientific

applications with large loop nests.

Chen et al. [58] improves data tile transfer for programs with irregular access

patterns. In addition to access frequency of array elements, the compiler also

analyses the runtime costs of each transfer and the access benefits of each data

tile using SPM. Only the most beneficial transfers with relatively low costs

will be selected with related control instructions inserted with the knowledge

above. If the benefit of a data tile access using SPM is unacceptably low, it

may even be accessed directly from the primary memory to avoid unnecessary

transfers.

The dynamic SPM allocation is also applicable to instructions. For example,

Verma et al. [59] selects and dynamically transfers the most frequently exe-

cuted program parts for SPM. Steinke et al. [60] limits the potential program

parts only to loops where a set of instructions continually repeat. Udayaku-

maran et al. [61] improves to further analyse the costs and the benefits of

all potential program parts. Besides that, it also partitions the program into

regions by using the most beneficial program points. A potential program

points can be the locations where the program has a significant change in

locality behaviour, such as at the start of a loop nest or even at the start
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Figure 2.8. Memory Configuration with Scratchpad Memory Management

Unit [63]

of a inner loop. This comprehensive analysis guarantees maximum benefits

utilising SPM.

Scratchpad Memory Manager

SPM allocation introduces a significant challenge to develop memory-aware

explicit management, and the design burden lies on the compiler. Alterna-

tively, Egger et al. [62] develops dedicated SPM manager on hardware which

exploits MMU to monitor the logical addresses thus to dynamically control

the page transfers for SPM contents. It requires hardware modification to

SPM module. The address comparator is combined to decide whether the

request can be an access to SPM or not. Based on the compiler knowledge,

SPM operation is managed by SPMM at runtime, rather than by the control

instructions inserted by the compiler. In this way, SPM manager actually

manages SPM module as a global resource.

Similarly, Whitham et al. [64] develops hardware SPM management unit.

Figure 2.8 shows memory configuration with SPM management unit which

employs a table to track logical addresses of blocks in SPM. A request accesses

SPM if the desired address is within the range of addresses in the table. If a

new block is transferred to SPM, the table will be updated for future accesses.
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It also remains the block logical address constant to the processor, and only

the block physical address may be changed through the transfer to or off

SPM. This makes access independent of all others for data accesses.

In addition, Whitham et al. [65][66] develops trace SPM to support proces-

sor. The trace SPM stores explicitly traces or microcode from post-compiler

stage. It is then deployed as a part of processor pipeline to directly control

without decoding process. This explores instruction parallelism at the mi-

crocode level and statically schedules the frequently executed code blocks to

reduce execution time.

2.2.4 Summary

This section reviews the memory subsystem. The primary memory is con-

strued with DRAM providing varying access latency that fluctuates with

memory access pattern. The performance gap between the processor and the

primary memory is the bottleneck of overall system. The potential solutions

to reduce memory latency includes cache, prefetch and SPM.

Cache is construed with SRAM. It exploits the locality benefiting the average-

case performance, but WCET does not benefit from the deployment of cache.

The optimisation includes to either improve data efficiency or alleviate cache

unpredictability to reduce the pessimistic worst case. By contrast, prefetch is

based on speculation. It benefits the BCET, but prefetch is unpredictable due

to the pessimistic worst-case assumption. Beside that, SPM is constructed

with SRAM only storing desired data or instructions with explicit instruc-

tions. It requires the accurate program behaviour analysis to develop efficient

memory aware management. Although it lacks the generality, SPM is more

applied in real-time embedded systems with tight worst-case bound. Ap-
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Figure 2.9. Bus-based Multi-Core Architecture

plying HRT constraints requires feasible memory architecture with efficient

management scheme for time predictability.

2.3 Shared Memory Multi-Core Architecture

The multi-core architecture is increasingly adopted in modern design. Fig-

ure 2.9 shows the conventional bus-based multi-core architecture. It employs

a shared bus to connect a number of processors and the shared memory mod-

ule. The communications between the processors, or between the processors

and the memory module must be delivered through the shared bus, such as

AHB (Advanced High-Performance Bus) in SoC design [67]. Once a single

access occurs, the bus is blocked, which leads to severe contention.

Alternatively, the crossbar design can be deployed to replace the shared bus.

For example, Figure 2.10 shows AXI (Advanced eXtensible Interface) inter-

connect [68]. The design utilises a set of switch boxes, employing dedicated

links to connect multiple masters (processors) and multiple slaves (memory

modules). This allows multiple those accesses between different master-slave

pairs to occur simultaneously. The crossbar interconnect alleviates the con-

tention issue. However, it requires additional hardware resource, and the

centralised design limits the maximum synthesisable clock frequency. In this
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Figure 2.10. AXI Interconnect [68]

case, the multi-core architecture is not scalable with the increasing number

of processors.

A promising architecture is network-on-chip (NoC) [6][7]. As shown in Figure

1.1, NoC architecture employs a packet switching communication network.

Each processor is connected through a router to the communication network.

Then communication packets can be delivered across the network with the

routing traffic. In this way, the NoC allows easy data sharing that a processor

can communicate with its target directly, and the processor potentially ac-

cesses its target with less contention compared with the bus-based multi-core

architecture. This promotes many-core architecture.

The design burden of of NoC lies on the router architecture and the com-

munication mechanism [8][9]. For example, Hermes [69] provides the best-

effort communication packet delivery across the router network between pro-

cessors, however it does not provide performance guarantees. By contrast,

Ætheral [70] employs TDM scheme in circuit switching across the router net-

work. It can provide the guaranteed service routing that a packet can be

delivered within the fixed timing period.
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Figure 2.11. Shared Memory Network-on-Chip Architetcure

NoC design also involves the research on the layered protocols and the topol-

ogy. For example, Figure 1.1 and Figure 2.11 both show the basic NoC

architecture based on Manhattan mesh. As for memory or memory subsys-

tem within the NoC architecture, it employs local memory modules to each

processor for fast accesses. The shared memory modules are commonly con-

nected to the edge of the router network as shown in Figure 2.11. In this

case, such accesses to memory can be operated in a similar to the requests to

I/O peripherals.

2.3.1 Memory Arbitration

In the general case, the multi-core or many-core architectures above have

more processors than memory modules. This potentially causes contention

over memory accesses, which will get more severe with the trend of integrating

more processors into the system. The contention to the shared resource leads

to interference among applications and harms real-time tasks where time pre-

dictability is necessary. With the aim to achieve time predictability (or sim-

ply predict the behaviour of memory accesses), the multi-core and many-core

architectures typically utilise an arbitration scheme to provide timing guar-
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antees within the architecture. The potential memory arbitration schemes

include time division multiplexing (TDM) scheme, round-robin scheme and

priority-based scheme.

Time Division Multiplexing and Round-Robin

Time division multiplexing (TDM) scheme statically pre-determines a peri-

odical cycle with a number of time slots where a time slot is a time interval

that a single memory access can be served. Each processing core is then as-

signed with a corresponding time slot in the cycle. In this way, the arbitration

periodically iterates over the cycle and checks the eligible sates. With strict

TDM scheme, the arbitration takes the same time for each slot regardless

of whether there is any memory request from the corresponding processing

core. This isolates every single memory request, allowing easy timing anal-

ysis. However, the shared resource can be idle even with pending requests,

potentially wasting bandwidth.

Based on the periodical cycle, round-robin scheme allows better utilisation of

the available bandwidth. The arbitration skips any empty slot, and immedi-

ately moves to the next eligible one with a pending memory access. Besides

that, round-robin scheme serves memory requests at any time, rather than

TDM scheme only at the slot boundary. This promotes the work-conserving

manner that the shared resource is never idle with pending memory requests.

In this case, considering the potential empty time slots that memory requests

can be stacked with no service, memory accesses with strict TDM scheme

can suffer additional interference without work conservation. By contrast,

round-robin scheme is widely used in practical applications even with in-

creased complexity in timing analysis. It can also be extended to guarantee

the processor with the minimum service for a number of memory requests,
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such as weighted round-robin arbitration scheme [71]and deficit round-robin

arbitration scheme [72].

Priority-based Arbitration

Priority-based arbitration scheme allows memory requests with higher prior-

ity to be served before others. The basic scheme is static-priority arbitration

by which fixed priorities are statically assigned to processors with no changes

at runtime. However, the system can be flooded by memory requests with

higher priority, while low priority requests are stacked lack of memory service.

This potentially leads to starvation. By contrast, dynamic-priority arbitra-

tion allows most critical memory requests to be served first. This relies on

effective analysis to accurately recognise the program behaviour.

Static-priority arbitration scheme can be extended to provide service to a

number of memory requests before others. This promotes frame-based static-

priority arbitration, which makes the trade-off between the frame size and

the latency. Based on this idea, Akesson et al. [73] proposes credit-controlled

static-priority arbitration scheme. It employs rate control with static prior-

ity. In this case, the available bandwidth will be regulated and allocated to

the processors according to the application behaviour. With the aim to bet-

ter utilise the available bandwidth, credit-controlled static-priority allows the

successive memory requests from a specific processor to be in transfer with

the rate control. Besides that, it can be applied in mixed-criticality systems.

Similarly, Shah et al. [74] develops priority-based budget scheduling scheme.

The above static-priority arbitration scheme with rate control relies on effec-

tive analysis to accurately recognise the program behaviour and only benefit

specific applications.
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2.3.2 Distributed Memory Interconnect

The conventional centralised implementation of an arbitration scheme is to

employ a single arbiter, allowing the related arbitration decisions to be made

at the central location. However, this requires the design of single-clock-cycle

data path, and such design suffers the long-wire issue [75][76]. However, as the

number of processors grows, the logic size of the arbiter hardware increases,

which limits the maximum synthesisable clock frequency.

A promising approach recently investigated is to employ distributed memory

interconnects that the tree-based structure with pipelined stages can break

the critical path of the multiplexing into multiple shorter steps with smaller

logic size. Although this introduces additional delays in terms of clock cycles,

the latency across the interconnect is actually reduced, as much higher syn-

thesisable clock frequency is allowed on the distributed hardware. It scales to

a large number of processors. The critical path of the distributed interconnect

remains constant as it is dedicatedly constructed with the growing number of

processors. In addition, pipelining is also supported.

In general, the distributed memory interconnects can be classified as the lo-

cally arbitrated interconnect and the globally arbitrated interconnect. The

locally arbitrated interconnect is simply constructed upon a distributed bi-

nary arbitration tree which multiplexes the memory requests from processors

to the shared root memory module through the distributed data path. By

contrast, based on a distributed binary arbitration tree, the globally arbitrated

interconnect integrates the global scheduling to the distributed data paths.

The following section reviews state-of-art research on the design of memory

interconnects.
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Figure 2.12. Mesh-of-Trees [77]

Mesh-of-Trees

Figure 2.12 shows the design of Mesh-of-Trees (MoT) interconnect [77] which

can relay memory requests from multiple clients PCs to multiple memory

modules MMs. Based on the mesh-of-trees topology [78][79], MoT is con-

structed by the coupling of a routing tree and an arbitration tree. The routing

tree provides independent routing paths for multiple memory requests from

different clients PCs. The arbitration tree multiplexes these memory requests

and further routes these memory requests to the corresponding memory mod-

ules MMs. As the memory address range can be partitioned across these

multiple memory modules MMs, accesses to different memory modules MMs

can be processed concurrently. The memory response transfers back to the

corresponding clients PCs through the same network with a reverse process.

A similar design can be found in the research [80].
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In addition, MoT can be developed to support the communications between

multiple processors and multi-bank L1 memory [81]. It can allow memory

requests to transfer through the network within a single clock cycle. If a

memory request is stalled by the arbitration tree due to the contention to a

specific memory module MM, this request will be quarantined and allowed

to relay in the next clock cycle. In this way, MoT is actually deployed as

a set of switches coordinated by a global control signal and operates as the

circuit-switched round-robin manner with centralised control, enabling simple

timing analysis.

MoT potentially increases system bandwidth by spreading memory addresses

over multiple MMs, and the single-clock-cycle design obviously provides low

latency in terms of clock cycles. However, the single-clock-cycle data path

inevitably requires the long-wire design [82]. This increases the wire delay.

With the expanding system configuration (i.e., the number of PCs and MMs),

the logic size of the centralised design increases logarithmically, which severely

limits the maximum synthesisable clock frequency. Besides that, MoT only

provides fair memory accesses with relatively balanced workload patterns on

PCs. If the memory workloads are unbalanced, there can be many interfering

requests stalled due to the contention to the shared MMs. This actually

blocks MoT paths, leading to varying memory access latency.

Arbitration Tree

In contrast to the conventional centralised design above, distributed memory

interconnects are also emerging in multi-core and many-core architectures,

including the locally arbitrated interconnects and the globally arbitrated inter-

connects. Among locally arbitrated distributed memory interconnects, single

arbitration tree [83] can be developed and constructed with globally syn-
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Figure 2.13. Arbitration Tree [83]

chronised timestamps as shown in Figure 2.13. It multiplexes the memory

requests from the clients MB to the shared memory module.

The arbitration node is known as the step in this design, and each step only

operates the arbitration of the two local inputs. When a memory request

is relayed to the arbitration tree, an individual timestamp is generated and

attached to the request by the globally synchronised component t. Then the

local step will only allow the request with the lower timestamp to relay. In

this way, the local arbiter at each distributed multiplexing stage applies the

first-come-first-served scheme. As the memory requests can be stalled by any

subsequent step, the local buffer b is employed just after each step. This

also avoids the long-wire design and increases the maximum synthesisable

clock frequency. The memory response can transfer back to the correspond-

ing clients through a similar tree path that operates the demultiplexing but

without the timestamp arbitration.

This design utilises binary arbitration tree to construct the distributed mem-

ory interconnect. The pipelined stages break the long wire and allows a

higher synthesisable clock frequency to support architectural scalability that
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the hardware consumption scales linear to the increasing number of clients.

However, the application of this design is very limited, and the interconnect is

only feasible to very few platforms. Initially, this arbitration tree is dedicat-

edly designed for the Microblaze-based system which employs AXI bus [84],

thus with small numbers of outstanding memory requests. In this way, the lo-

cal first-come-first-served scheme can only provide time predictability to such

fixed memory access pattern. In AXI single-mode data transfer, there will

be only 1 outstanding memory request from a single Microblaze [85]; while

in AXI burst mode, the successive burst beats from a single Microblaze will

share the same timestamp. Only with these assumptions, there will be very

limited interfering requests in the tree network, and the worst-case latency

of a request is the wait for the transfer of all the requests with the lower

timestamps.

Bluetree

Bluetree [86][87] is initially developed for NoC architecture. It is the exter-

nal memory tree attached to the NoC architecture, which provides a second

network exclusive for the accesses to the shared memory module. This sepa-

rates the memory traffic from the processor router network and thus prevents

memory access from interfering with communication between processors.

As shown in Figure 2.14, Bluetree is constructed by a set of pipelined stages

of 2-to-1 multiplexers, connecting the clients µ at the tree leaves to the shared

memory module D at the tree root. When a client issues a memory request,

this request will be multiplexed and relayed to the shared memory across the

distributed tree network. Then the memory response returns to the corre-

sponding client across the bi-directional interconnect. Arbitration occurs to

each Bluetree multiplexer in the memory request path to decide which request
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Figure 2.14. Bluetree

from either the local client direction to be relayed to the memory direction,

potentially to the next Bluetree multiplexer stages. The Bluetree multiplexer

actually employs independent local arbitration scheme to allow the flow of

successive memory requests from a local direction. On the other hand, the

memory response path is non-blocking (in any Bluetree multiplexer). The

Bluetree multiplexer simply decides the route direction of the memory re-

sponse. In addition, a buffer is designed in each Bluetree multiplexer to

break the critical data path of memory accesses.

The locally arbitrated Bluetree interconnect does not require full synchroni-

sation, and the Bluetree-based memory architecture allows multiple memory

requests to be transferred through the tree network simultaneously. This

potentially allows high service bandwidth, which supports multiple memory

requests to be relayed in the tree interconnect. However, the contention

across the Bluetree memory request path requires complicated analysis on

the time-predictable behaviour. Besides that, the local arbitration scheme

requires extra logic size to each arbiter at the distributed pipelined stage,

which potentially limits the maximum clock frequency in turn.
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Figure 2.15. TDM Tree [88]

TDM Tree

Compared with the locally arbitrated design, the globally arbitrated distributed

memory interconnect integrates the global scheduling to the distributed data

paths. Among globally arbitrated interconnects, TDM Tree [88] is built upon

the integration of global TDM scheduling components with a distributed tree-

based multiplexing network as shown in Figure 2.15.

With TDM Tree interconnect, multiple clients (processor core) are connected

through the network interface NI, the distributed tree network and the mem-

ory interface MI to the shared memory module. NIs coordinate to perform
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the global TDM scheduling scheme, and memory requests can also be stalled

at the corresponding local NIs. When a TDM time slot arrives, a memory

request from a specific processor is allowed to relay to the tree network. With

the global scheduling interval, there is no contention to the shared resources,

neither the data paths nor the root memory module. This guarantees no

interference exists between memory accesses. The scheduling interval can be

decided by the timing behaviour of both the shared memory module and the

tree network. As for memory response, the processor core tag can be used to

determine the demultiplexing path.

Due to the TDM policy, there is no interfering request in the tree network at

a time. In this way, there is no design of arbitration or flow control in the

tree network, and it is only deployed with pipelined multiplexing stages for

high synthesisable clock frequency. However, the deployment of TDM Tree

requires strict synchronisations and complex schedules. The global scheduling

interval also limits the potential service bandwidth. Besides that, TDM Tree

does not support work conservation. The tree network and the shared memory

module can be idle even with many memory requests stalling at local NIs.

This potentially leads to a considerable waste of available bandwidth.

Globally Arbitrated Memory Tree

Based on the global scheduling interval, Globally Arbitrated Memory Tree

(GAMT) [89][90] extends the distributed multiplexing tree with priority-

based rate control schemes, aiming to better utilise the available bandwidth

with flexibility. In addition to global TDM scheduling, GAMT also supports

frame-based static priority and credit-controlled static priority. The selec-

tion of arbitration scheme affects the time-predictable behaviour of memory

accesses.
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Figure 2.16. GAMT [89]

As shown in Figure 2.16, the accounting component makes the scheduling

decision based on the selected arbitration scheme. The accounting logic is

to track the eligibility of a client to receive service using a global scheduling

interval. Then the priority assignment component is to assign the unique pri-

ority to the request according to the accounting logic. The priority resolution

component is actually the distributed tree network of pipelined multiplexer

stages, and it guarantees the service to the request with the highest priority.

In this way, the arbitration is implemented by both the global scheduling

and the local distributed multiplexing. Once the request reaches the memory

controller as shown in the figure, the feedback is generated to update the

eligibility status of the corresponding client with the accounting logic. If two

scheduled requests arrive at a multiplexer stage simultaneously, the request

with the higher priority will be allowed to relay, leaving the other request to

be rescheduled at the next scheduling interval.

GAMT applies the coordination of local distributed arbiters with the global

scheduling interval. It can allow successive memory requests from a specific

processor to relay to the tree network with an arriving time slot. This poten-

tially provides sufficient flexibility for mixed-criticality systems with diverse
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bandwidth and latency requirements. However, the deployment of GAMT

requires strict coordination and complex schedules, potentially suffering the

synchronisation issue. GAMT can only benefit specific applications, as it

is generally hard to model the memory requests on hardware, unlike task

scheduling in operating systems. Besides that, GAMT also introduces high

logic overhead. Both the accounting component and the priority resolution

component in the GAMT require large logic size to check the request priority.

This inevitably limits the maximum clock frequency.

2.3.3 Critical Resource Contention

In the general case, multi-core and many-core architectures are typically

designed towards average-case performance, with inevitable interference be-

tween software components or tasks within the system. The consequent con-

tention to the shared hardware resources can block the flow of memory re-

quests or communication packets. It can also block any subsequent flow, even

causing the resource sharing issue. The architectural bottleneck of the multi-

core system is the shared memory module, and the contention over memory

accesses aggravates with an increasing number of applications integrated or

processors employed, potentially leading to high and varying memory access

latency.

The intuition to alleviate such contention is to deploy an effective root mem-

ory subsystem as presented in Section 2.2. For example, the appropriate

memory hierarchy can be employed instead of a single shared module to re-

duce the average-case memory latency. An alternative method is to better

utilise local memory modules at the processors by exploiting the locality of

the applications. Following this idea, Dasari et al. [91] analyses memory con-

tention within the multi-core architecture with cache partitioning for precise
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Figure 2.17. Memory Centric Scheduling

timing bounds. In addition, SPM can be employed with explicit instructions,

which facilitates timing behaviour analysis and verification within the multi-

core architecture. For example, Kelter et al. [92][93] analyses the multi-core

architecture with local instruction SPM and data SPM. It bounds the mem-

ory access latency considering the dependency that the current access latency

impacts subsequent accesses.

Based on a time-predictable hardware platform, the design of real-time system

tends to further employ additional partition schemes to achieve temporal

isolation. For example, phased execution model can be employed to refactor

code into memory phases and execution phases. The memory phase is to store

data into local cache or SPM, and the execution phase is for the processor

execution only with accesses to local cache or SPM. During the operation,

the memory phases between different processors can interference with each

other. This causes processor stalls due to the resource contention. Therefore,

memory centric scheduling can be utilised to reschedule memory phases and

execution phases as shown in Figure 2.17 where M is denoted for memory

phase and E for execution phase. This effectively avoids the interference of

memory phases between processors.

Following the above idea, PREM [94] is proposed to further improve time

predictability. It decomposes tasks to execution phases and memory phases,

allowing system bandwidth reservation to each phase. It also reserves enough
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budget for the sections of code that cannot be explicitly refactored into mem-

ory phases and computation phases. A similar method is periodic memory

regulation, such as MemGuard [95]. It reserves memory bandwidth for each

core to void inter-core memory access interference.

By contrast, the tree-based architecture appears more sensitive to the con-

tention to the critical resource — the overlapped data path is also shared

as well as the root memory module, especially the multi-core architecture

with the locally arbitrated interconnect. It allows multiple memory requests

in transfer simultaneously, leading to contention over either the shared root

memory module or the overlapped data paths across the tree-based intercon-

nect. Once the root memory is occupied, the entire request flow is blocked.

This complicates the timing behaviour analysis of memory accesses across

such architecture.

Garside et al. [96] analyses the worst-case memory access latency across the

locally arbitrated Bluetree-based architecture regardless of memory workloads.

It explores the latency of a memory request over the blocking that this mem-

ory request experiences across the given request path. Afterwards, the worst-

case blocking condition is proposed that all multiplexers are blocked along the

request paths to the memory module. In this case, all multiplexers harm the

request flow within this architecture. Results of the worst-case blocking are

from simulations employing the above condition. The timing behaviour analy-

sis of multi-core applications employing Bluetree is based on this method [87].

However, this worst-case analysis only considers limited blocking. For exam-

ple, a buffer is also included within a Bluetree multiplexer to break the critical

data path of memory accesses according to the distributed design. If all these

buffers across the request path are occupied, potentially by interfering mem-

ory requests, this condition will harm the flow of memory requests as well,

leading to additional blocking compared with the above analysis. It is possible
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that Bluetree in the above research is designed with a different architectural

choice.

Compared with the locally arbitrated design, the multi-core architecture with

globally arbitrated interconnect can provide contention-free request paths,

avoiding memory access interference. The relevant timing analysis is rela-

tively simple and the worst case potentially reflects the global scheduling

cycle. For example, GAMT [89][90] employs additional rate control schemes

based on the reserved time slots for clients. It guarantees each client shar-

ing the root memory resource a minimum reserved rate or bandwidth after a

maximum latency [90].

In addition to the above research, the impact of the critical resource con-

tention has been widely studied on multi-core and many-core architectures,

especially in NoC application. The contention to the shared router blocks the

flow of communication packets, leading to high and varying latency across the

processor router network. The term hot spot [97][98] or hot module [99] is

introduced to describe the components which are with limited bandwidth

and in high demand by other components in a system. The following section

reviews state-of-art methods to alleviate such critical resource contention.

Resource Reserving

An improvement method to alleviate critical resource contention is to reg-

ulate the accesses to such hot module based on resource reserving. For

example, Walter et al. [99] proposes wormhole switching with credit-based

control scheme to regulate the accesses to a single hot module in the NoC

architecture. Each source in the NoC architecture owns a quota that limits

the number of packets it can send towards the hot module. When a source
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quota is exhausted, it can only resume transmission after being granted an

additional credit. The hot module is designed with an allocation controller

that receives credit request from a source and sends credit reply back. This

aims to distribute the limited bandwidth of the hot module almost equally

among sources in the system to achieve resource fairness. Similarly, Hansson

et al. [100] proposes channel tree where time slots are reserved for multi-

ple communication channels to achieve contention-free routing in the NoC

architecture. This potentially provides isolation among applications.

On the other hand, Shi et al. [101] analyses wormhole switching with priority-

based control scheme for NoC communications. It proposes an off-line schedu-

lability analysis and provides the upper bound of packet latency across this

architecture, based on delays caused by direct interference from higher pri-

ority traffic flows and indirect interference from other higher priority traffic

flows, aiming to achieve time predictability of real-time communication in the

NoC architecture.

Investing Additional Hardware Resource

An alternative method to alleviate critical resource contention is to invest ad-

ditional hardware resource. For example, virtual channel with flow control are

commonly employed to enhance the shared router in NoC applications. This

can alleviate the router contention from multiple communication flows across

the NoC architecture and provide flexibility in channel utilisation. Kavald-

jiev et al. [102] proposes virtual channel router with simplified dynamic ar-

bitration, aiming to reduce the size of the virtual channel design. Based on

this research, Kavaldjiev et al. [103] analyses NoC applications with virtual

channel that the traffic guarantee can be provided based on virtual channel

allocation. On the other hand, Mello et al.[104] analyses and evaluates the
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effectiveness of virtual channel on reducing latency of communication packets

over NoC dimensioning. It also discusses that virtual channel can reduce la-

tency variation of communication packets, potentially contributing to insure

quality of service of the NoC architecture.

As for the shared memory multi-core architecture with tree-based intercon-

nects, Audsley et al. [105] proposes that multiple memory modules or multiple

memory banks can be independently employed at the root of the distributed

interconnect. Each memory module or memory bank is potentially designed

for each criticality level to support mixed-criticality systems. This provides

diverse memory features and potentially increases memory bandwidth. This

research also analyses time predictability of the proposed memory architec-

ture. However, it leaves the design burden to the shared root memory con-

troller, and such centralised design at the tree root impacts the maximum

clock frequency of the synthesised hardware.

Message Combining

A different method to alleviate critical resource contention is message combin-

ing. For example, Pfister et al. [97] introduces the term hot spot and analyses

the contention across multi-stage interconnection networks, especially those

networks with shared memory resource. It proposes that pairwise memory re-

quests directed at an identical memory location can be combined at a switch

node into a single memory request. Afterwards, when the memory reply to the

combined memory request reaches a switch node where it was combined, mul-

tiple memory replies are decombined for multiple individual requests. Based

on this research, Lee et al. [106] demonstrates the limitations of the above

pairwise combining as network size increases and proposes k-way combining

where up to k messages can be combined at switche nodes.
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As for the shared memory multi-core architecture with tree-based intercon-

nects, this method can be modified that memory requests simultaneously

arriving at an arbiter can be combined. This aims to reduce the number

of memory requests thus to reduce contention over overlapped data paths.

Then memory response is decombined to multiple individual ones along the

response path. However, this design leaves the burden to the shared root

memory module with increased data width. Besides that, it requires an in-

creasing logic size for arbiters at each pipelined stage. This harms the synthe-

sisable clock frequency with an expanding system i.e., an increasing number

of processors.

2.3.4 Summary

This section reviews the shared memory multi-core architectures. The mem-

ory arbitration is employed to provide the time-predictable memory access

behaviour within multi-core architeucres, including TDM, round-robin and

priority-based schemes. TDM isolates memory accesses, and round-robin

can provide work-conserving manner. By comparison, round-robin has been

widely used despite with complicated timing behaviour analysis. In addition,

priority-based schemes relies on effective program analysis to benefit specific

applications.

The conventional centralised implementation of the arbitration scheme leads

to limited maximum synthesisable clock frequency with the increasing number

of processors. By contrast, the distributed implementation constructs the

tree-based memory interconnect with a number of pipelined stages to break

the critical path of the multiplexing into multiple smaller steps with smaller

logic size. It allows much higher clock frequency, scaling to a large number

of processors. The locally arbitrated interconnect is simply constructed upon
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a distributed binary arbitration tree which multiplexes the memory requests

from processors to the shared root memory module through the distributed

data path. Based on this architecture, the globally arbitrated interconnect

further integrates the global scheduling to these distributed data paths.

Besides that, this section also includes a review of state-of-the-art methods

to alleviate critical resource contention within multi-core and many-core ar-

chitectures.

2.4 Summary and Discussion

This chapter presents the literature review related to this research, and basics

of real-time systems is reviewed in Section 2.1.

Section 2.2 reviews memory or memory subsystem with potential improve-

ment methods on guaranteeing time predictability and reducing memory la-

tency. This contributes to an effective shared memory module or shared

memory subsystem for the multi-core architecture that the response time of

the shared root memory can be bounded with the worst case and low. In ad-

dition, such memory can be further improved for increasing workloads with

the reviewed methods. However, the integration of the root memory into the

multi-core architecture complicates the timing behaviour analysis of memory

accesses across such architecture.

Section 2.3 reviews the shared memory multi-core architectures, potentially

with shared distributed memory interconnects, and the focus is resource con-

tention. Such architectures can provide the time-predictable hardware plat-

form, and the review also includes potential methods to alleviate critical

resource contention. Table 2.1 summaries these methods including resource
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reserving, investing additional hardware resources and message combing, with

examples and references. This table also compares these methods in terms of

corresponding architectures and brief descriptions of research focus. It is to be

noted that only the research by Shi et al. [101] and Audsley et al. [105] involve

time predictability on either the NoC architecture or the tree-based intercon-

nect. As the examples of these methods are initially designed for different

architectures with different assumptions, the effectiveness of these methods

on alleviating critical resource contention across the multi-core architectures

with shared distributed memory interconnects requires further analysis in the

following research.
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Chapter 3

Multi-Core Architectures with

Shared Distributed Memory

Interconnects

Based on the literature review, this chapter continues to analyse the given

research questions. The reminder of this chapter is structured as follows. Sec-

tion 3.1 analyses the basic multi-core architecture with the shared distributed

memory interconnect, including a comparison of the locally arbitrated inter-

connect and the globally arbitrated interconnect. Section 3.2 presents problem

analysis over the multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory in-

terconnects and suggests potential improvement methods. Afterwards, Sec-

tion 3.3 summarises the research hypothesis.
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D
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Figure 3.1. 8-Client Basic Architecture

3.1 Basic Architecture

This research focuses on the multi-core architecture with shared distributed

memory interconnect. An example of the basic architecture that 8 clients

share 1 memory module is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of 8 clients, the

interconnect, and the shared memory module. A client can be a single pro-

cessing core or a multi-core processor, and denoted by µi where i is the client

index. Each client has a memory access path Pi, with P1 for the client µ1 as

highlighted in the figure. The interconnect B employs multiple stages of 2-to-

1 multiplexers to construct the tree network, connecting clients at the leaves

to the shared memory module D at the tree root. Across this bi-directional

network, memory requests issued by the clients are multiplexed and relayed

to the shared memory, and memory responses return to the corresponding

clients. As the number of clients grows, the tree network scales with more

multiplexer stages, which increases the interconnect depth Nβ. For example,

Nβ is equal to 3 in this figure.
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In general, multi-core systems are typically designed for average-case perfor-

mances, with inevitable interference from the software components or tasks.

The consequent contention to the shared hardware resources, especially the

shared memory resource, can cause blocking within the system, potentially

leading to varying and high memory access latency. As shown in Figure 3.1,

both the root memory module and the overlapped data paths are shared

by all clients. The entire architecture can be affected by any blocking in the

overlapped path, especially with blocking closer to the tree root (i.e., the root

multiplexer stage β0 or the shared memory module D). When there is a mem-

ory request occupying the memory module, many others stall, just waiting

along the shared paths. These pending requests block the entire interconnect

and also block subsequent requests.

Locally Arbitrated Interconnect and Globally Arbitrated Intercon-

nect

The distributed memory interconnects can be classified as the locally ar-

bitrated interconnect and the globally arbitrated interconnect. The locally

arbitrated interconnect, such as Bluetree [86][87], allows multiple memory

requests in transfer simultaneously, however potentially leading to varying

blocking behaviour within the architecture. This makes the timing behaviour

analysis of memory accesses complicated and challenging, and memory access

latency can vary severely that the average case can be much lower than the

worst case.

By contrast, the globally arbitrated interconnect aims to provide the contention-

free data paths for memory accesses. It integrates the global scheduling

scheme with the distributed multiplexing stages and budgets a processor

with limited memory bandwidth towards temporal isolation. This poten-
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tially limits the average-case behaviour to be or to be similar to the worst

case, facilitating the timing behaviour analysis of memory accesses.

However, the globally arbitrated design fails to alleviate memory workloads.

Instead, restrictive reservations reduces the processor utilisation within such

architecture, resulting in relatively high average latency. It potentially slows

down or even stalls a processor, consequently degrading the overall system

performance. For example, TDM Tree [88] strictly shapes memory accesses

to the shared resource and thus eliminates contention. In this case, pending

memory requests can stall even with an empty interconnect and an idle mem-

ory module, wasting available bandwidth. Similarly, GAMT [89][90] employs

additional rate control schemes based on the reserved time slots. It only

benefits specific applications with successive memory requests.

Besides that, the globally arbitrated design requires global clock synchronisa-

tion for complex scheduling as well as strict coordination, potentially suffering

synchronisation issue. Memory requests can be distributed in time, and they

must wait for the strict scheduling interval. If a memory request misses its

reserved time slot, it has to wait for a next eligible cycle. In this case, memory

access latency increases with proportional to the global cycle.

Table 3.1 summaries the locally arbitrated interconnect and the globally arbi-

trated interconnect, with examples and references. This table also compares

the locally arbitrated interconnect and the globally arbitrated interconnect in

terms of brief descriptions on memory access latency and time predictabil-

ity, which is the research focus. Both interconnects can provide the time-

predictable hardware platform, and time predictability of the locally arbitrated

interconnect is more complicated and challenging. The locally arbitrated de-

sign can lead to severely varying memory access latency. By contrast, the

globally arbitrated design is with high average memory access latency.
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In the following research, the locally arbitrated architecture is defined as the

multi-core architecture with the locally arbitrated interconnect, and the glob-

ally arbitrated architecture is the multi-core architecture with the globally

arbitrated interconnect. According to the previous analysis, the locally ar-

bitrated architecture can be deployed for any application however leading

to varying blocking behaviour within such architecture. By contrast, the

deployment of the globally arbitrated architecture relies on the analysis of

accurate application behaviour that the memory access pattern, such as the

dependency of successive memory accesses, impacts the applicability and the

effectiveness of the globally arbitrated architecture.

3.2 Problem Analysis

Based on the above analysis, this section continues to analyse resource con-

tention and time predictability across the locally arbitrated architecture and

the globally arbitrated architecture.

3.2.1 Time Predictability

In this research, time predictability requires to statically analyse the timing

behaviour of memory accesses across the multi-core architectures and bound

the worst-case memory access latency within such architecture. The locally

arbitrated architecture can allow multiple memory requests in transfer, poten-

tially leading to varying blocking behaviour and thus complicates the timing

behaviour analysis. By contrast, the globally arbitrated architecture aims to

achieve contention-free data paths based on the global scheduling interval,

provided that the strict synchronisation can be guaranteed. In this case, the
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worst case can be bounded reflecting its global cycle. By comparison, time

predictability of the locally arbitrated architecture is more challenging, and

guaranteeing time predictability of the locally arbitrated architecture is the

research focus.

In practice, there is often uncertainty with memory access profiles, such as

uncertainty on the number of memory requests and memory issuing time in-

stants. In such cases, exact timing analysis is not valid. Bluetree, as an exam-

ple of the locally arbitrated interconnect, has been deployed in multi-core ap-

plications [87]. The relevant timing behaviour analysis of the Bluetree-based

architecture only considers very limited blocking effect due to the architec-

tural choice [96][87], and the worst-case analysis employs a simulation-based

method [96].

Instead, this research proposes the generic analytical flow to predict the mem-

ory access behaviour by fully exploring the architectural features of the locally

arbitrated design and statically bound the worst-case memory access latency

across the locally arbitrated architecture. The details are shown in Chapter 4

which aims to solve the research question Q1. In addition, Chapter 4 con-

tinues to explore and analyse the timing behaviour of the locally arbitrated

architecture and the globally arbitrated architecture, with experiments for

demonstration.

3.2.2 Varying Memory Access Latency

The multi-core architecture inevitably causes contention over memory ac-

cesses, potentially leading to substantial varying memory access latency. Wide

variation of memory access impacts the system performance and also affects

the system design choice as the memory access latency is the main part form-
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ing the overall execution time. The multi-core architecture with the shared

distributed memory interconnect appears to be more sensitive to the resource

contention due to the tree-based structure that the overlapped data paths are

also shared by all clients as well as the root memory module.

The locally arbitrated architecture allows multiple memory requests in trans-

fer simultaneously and thus leads to varying memory access latency due to

varying blocking behaviour within such architecture. By contrast, the glob-

ally arbitrated architecture budgets processors based on the global scheduling

interval. This aims towards contention-free data paths, potentially limiting

the average case to be similar to the worst case. However, memory requests

can be more distributed in time. In practice, varying memory workloads

may not perfectly satisfy the global scheduling interval, and this potentially

leads to substantial varying memory access latency. Based on this analysis,

both locally arbitrated and globally arbitrated architectures potentially suffer

variation of memory access latency. By comparison, the globally arbitrated

architecture is more suitable for specific applications according to the previ-

ous analysis. Therefore, the research focus is to reduce variation of memory

access latency across the locally arbitrated architecture.

Although the deployment of the locally arbitrated architecture does not re-

quire to model memory requests in applications, it potentially suffers severe

varying memory access latency due to the varying blocking behaviour. This

is caused by the contention to the critical resource, especially the contention

to the overlapped data paths which complicates blocking behaviour analy-

sis. Due to the architectural feature of the tree-based structure, any blocking

closer to the tree root blocks the entire interconnect. Requests can be blocked

waiting in paths, which also blocks subsequent requests. Besides that, with

blocking along the interconnect, new issued requests can overtake and get

ahead of pending requests due to local arbitration at distributed stages. In
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this case, the sequence of pending requests is broken, and requests are not

fairly served. This leads to additional blocking to a portion of pending re-

quests which suffer higher latency than the average case as a consequence.

This also complicates timing behaivour analysis which requires to derive de-

tailed status of memory flows and local arbiters at every pipelined stage. In

turn, it can lead to conservative system design with enough safety margin to

guarantee memory response.

The methods to alleviate critical resource contention has been widely studied

on multi-core architectures. A method is to regulate the accesses to critical

resource based on resource reserving. However, it relies on effective program

analysis to benefit specific applications. This analysis is similar to that of

the globally arbitrated architecture, and the applicability and the effectiveness

very much depend on memory access patterns. A different method is message

combining which can potentially combine memory requests thus to reduce the

contention to the overlapped data paths within the tree-based interconnect.

However, this significantly increases the data width to either the shared root

memory controller or the pipelined arbiter stages especially the stages closer

to the tree root. It actually tends to move the workloads and leave the burden

to the centralised location, i.e., the interconnect root, where the increasing

logic size with an expanding system severely harms the synthesisable clock

frequency.

Instead, an alternative method is to invest additional hardware resources,

such as employing virtual channel with flow control to alleviate the router

contention from multiple communication flows in NoC applications. Follow-

ing this idea, this research proposes the root queue modification with the

root queue management to smooth resource sharing and reduce variation of

memory access latency across the locally arbitrated architecture. In general,

it is to employ and utilise an additional hardware queue with queue manage-
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ment between the root of the locally arbitrated interconnect and the shared

memory module. The details are shown in Chapter 5 which aims to solve the

research question Q2.

3.2.3 Increasing Memory Access latency

Memory workloads within the multi-core architectures potentially keeps in-

creasing with the trend of either integrating more applications or employing

more processors, and the contention over memory accesses aggravates. The

locally arbitrated architecture allows multiple memory requests in transfer si-

multaneously that the contention over either the shared root memory module

or the overlapped data paths increases with increasing memory workloads.

This leads to increasing memory access latency. By contrast, the globally ar-

bitrated architecture avoids contention over memory accesses based on global

scheduling interval. However, it does not alleviate memory workloads. For

example, with the increasing number of processors, memory access latency

increases as well as the global scheduling cycle. In this case, both the locally

arbitrated architecture and the globally arbitrated architecture suffer critical

resource contention, potentially leading to increasing memory access latency

with increasing memory workloads.

The methods to alleviate critical resource contention has been widely studied

on multi-core architectures. The intuition is to deploy more effective root

memory subsystem or local memory modules to processors. The effectiveness

of such method essentially relies on the analysis of accurate application be-

haviour thus to exploit data efficiency as well as to predict the memory access

behaviour to bound the worst case. A method is to regulate the accesses to

critical resource based on resource reserving. The design of real-time sys-

tems also tends to achieve temporal isolation. Similar to the analysis of the
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globally arbitrated architecture, it aims to provide contention-free behaviour

without alleviating memory workloads. A different method is message com-

bining which can potentially combine memory requests to reduce resource

contention over the overlapped data paths within the tree-based architec-

tures. However, it fails to alleviate workloads to the shared root memory

module.

Instead, an alternative method is to invest additional hardware resources,

such as employing virtual channel to alleviate the router contention from

multiple communication flows in NoC applications. As for the tree-based

structure, Audsley et al. [105] proposes that multiple memory modules or

memory banks can be independently employed at the root of the locally ar-

bitrated Bluetree-based architecture (potentially through a shared memory

controller), aiming to provide diverse memory features to support mixed-

criticality systems. This potentially increases memory bandwidth. However,

it moves the design burden to the shared memory controller, and the shared

tree root remains the architectural bottleneck of the locally arbitrated inter-

connect.

Following the idea of multiple root memory modules being engaged, this re-

search proposes an architectural enhancement that the tree-based distributed

memory interconnect can be extended to a multi-memory interconnect based

on the mesh-of-trees topology [78][79]. In this way, the new distributed multi-

memory interconnect allows multiple processors to simultaneously access mul-

tiple memory modules with time-predictable behaviour. This potentially alle-

viates the contention to a single shared memory module as well as the shared

distributed memory interconnect thus to reduce memory access latency in the

average case. The details are shown in Chapter 6 which aims to solve the

research question Q3.
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3.3 Research Hypothesis

Based on the above problem analysis, the hypothesis of this research is sum-

marised as follows.

Distributed memory interconnect for multi-core architectures can be improved

by architectural enhancement on hardware that the root queue modification

with the root queue management reduces variation of memory access latency

and the mesh-of-trees extension enables multiple processors to simultaneously

access multiple memory modules, whilst guaranteeing the time-predictable be-

haviour.

The reminder of this research continues to address resource contention and

time predictability across the multi-core architectures with shared distributed

memory interconnects. This aims to improve the shared memory multi-core

architecture with guaranteed time-predictable behaviour, reduced variation

of memory access latency and enhanced architectural features for increasing

memory workloads, contributing towards real-time multi-core systems.
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Chapter 4

Analysing Timing Behaviour of

Multi-Core Architectures with

Shared Distributed Memory

Interconnects

Based on the analysis in previous chapters, this chapter continues to analyse

the timing behaviour of the multi-core architectures with shared distributed

memory interconnects. The reminder of this chapter is structured as follows.

Section 4.1 analyses the resource contention and the blocking effect across the

data paths within the locally arbitrated architecture and proposes the generic

analytical flow to predict the memory access behaviour and statically bound

the worst-case memory access latency. This section aims to solve the research

question Q1: Can analytical method predict timing behaviour of memory ac-

cesses and bound the worst-case memory access latency in multi-core archi-

tectures with shared distributed memory interconnects? Section 4.2 further
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explores and analyses the locally arbitrated architecture and the globally ar-

bitrated architecture, with experiments to demonstrate the timing behaviour

of both architectures. Afterwards, Section 4.3 summarises this chapter and

presents discussion.

4.1 Time Predictability of Multi-Core Archi-

tectures with Shared Distributed Mem-

ory Interconnects

In general, the multi-core architectures are typically designed for good average-

case performance that software components or tasks can contend for the

shared hardware resources. Within such systems, memory accesses over the

distributed tree-based interconnect can cause contention to both the over-

lapped data paths and the shared root memory module. The challenge is to

achieve time predictability which requires to statically analyse the timing be-

haviour of memory accesses across the multi-core architecture and bound the

worst-case memory access latency within such architecture. This is particu-

larly important for real-time applications and will be solved in this section.

The locally arbitrated architecture allows multiple memory requests in trans-

fer leading to varying blocking behaviour and thus complicates the timing

behaviour analysis. By contrast, the globally arbitrated architecture aims to

achieve contention-free data paths based on the global scheduling interval,

provided that the strict synchronisation can be guaranteed. In this case, the

worst case can be bounded reflecting its global cycle. By comparison, time

predictability of the locally arbitrated architecture is more challenging, and
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guaranteeing time predictability of the locally arbitrated architecture is the

research focus.

Compared with another locally arbitrated Arbitration Tree [83], the design

of Bluetree is more feasible which has been deployed in multi-core appli-

cations [87]. The relevant timing behaviour analysis of the Bluetree-based

architecture only considers very limited blocking effect due to the architec-

tural choice [96][87], and the worst-case analysis employs a simulation-based

method [96]. Instead, this research proposes the generic analytical flow to pre-

dict the memory access behaviour by fully exploring the architectural features

of the locally arbitrated design and statically bound the worst-case memory

access latency across the locally arbitrated architecture. The locally arbitrated

Bluetree is shown as an example in this research.

4.1.1 Bluetree-based Architecture

The Bluetree-based architecture follows Figure 3.1 where the Bluetree inter-

connect B employs multiple stages of Bluetree multiplexers to connect clients

µi at tree leaves to the shared memory module D at the tree root. Figure 4.1

shows the design of the Bluetree multiplexer with requests coming from two

client directions.

Arbitration occurs in the request path (RQ) to decide which direction of

request to be relayed to the memory direction, and potentially next Bluetree

multiplexers. The blocking factor α of the internal arbiter is defined such that

every α requests from Client Direction 0 can be blocked by at most a single

request from Client Direction 1 where Client Direction 0 can be considered

as the local high-priority path, and Client Direction 1 is the local low-priority

path. Starvation can be prevented by allowing a request from the low-priority
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Figure 4.1. Bluetree Multiplexer

path to be relayed for every α requests from the high-priority path. If there

is no request from Client Direction 0, the arbiter imposes no blocking on

Client Direction 1 with outstanding requests. The implementation of the

local arbiter requires an internal blocking counter. When the blocking factor

is set as α = 1, Bluetree can be considered as the distributed binary tree

with local round-robin scheme, providing relatively fair access to the shared

memory for all clients.

On the other hand, the response path (RS) is non-blocking. The internal

demultiplexer simply decides the route direction of the memory response as

shown in Figure 4.1. In addition, a buffer is implemented along each direction

as a common pipeline design practice. The Bluetree multiplexer interface is

designed to operate in the client-server manner, which allows each local Blue-

tree multiplexer to function independently, without requiring the operating

state knowledge of any other Bluetree multiplexer nearby. The Bluetree in-

terconnect does not require full clock synchronisation.
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CMD CPU_ID ADDR DATA

Figure 4.2. Bluetree Communication Packet Format

The communication packet format across the Bluetree-based architecture is

shown in Figure 4.2, including the command field CMD (i.e., the memory

command type such as memory read or memory write), the client identifier

field CPU ID, the address field ADDR, and the 32-bit data field DATA.

In a memory request packet, CMD ‘0’ indicates a read request, and CMD ‘1’

indicates a write request. In a memory response packet, CMD ‘0’ indicates a

read response, and CMD ‘1’ indicates a write acknowledgement. CPU ID is

required for the packet transfer across the interconnect, and it is used for each

distributed multiplexing stage to track or decide the route. When a client

issues a request, the corresponding CPU ID is encoded by the local arbiter at

each Bluetree multiplexer to track the route: left shift by 1 bit with ‘0’ for the

local high-priority path, or left shift 1 bit with ‘1’ for the local low-priority

path. CPU ID is also used by the demultiplexer along the response path to

decide the route back to the corresponding client, decoded by the right shift

operation at each local stage. Within a Bluetree-based architecture, 8-bit

client identifier field can support a maximum Bluetree depth Nβ = 8.

In the above design, the total bit-width of a memory packet also decides the

width of the data bus as well as the Bluetree multiplexers. It is to be noted

that this design is reconfigurable and allows flexible extension. For example,

a priority field can be employed in the route information for the priority-

based arbitration scheme. An extra interface is needed for the conversion

of the packet format (e.g., converting the packet format between the Blue-

tree interconnect and the AXI bus). In addition, the design of the Bluetree

interconnect is independent of memory addressing scheme.
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4.1.2 Timing Behaviour Analysis

The locally arbitrated Bluetree-based architecture is initially designed to pro-

vide good average-case performance and guarantee the worst-case memory

access latency. In general, the latency t of memory access ω consists of three

parts as follows: the request path latency tRQ, the root memory latency t(D),

and the response path latency tRS.

t(ω) = tRQ(ω) + t(D) + tRS(ω) (4.1)

When there is no contention to the memory access ω, i.e., in the best case, it

takes 1 clock cycle to cross each pipelined stage, along both the request path

and the response path. Therefore, the best-case request path latency tBCRQ(ω)

equals to Nβ. According to the Bluetree multiplexer design, the response

path is non-blocking. Then the best-case overall latency tBC of the memory

access ω can be calculated as follows.

tBC(ω) = tBCRQ(ω) + t(D) + tRS(ω)

= 2×Nβ + t(D)
(4.2)

The best-case memory access latency tBC(ω) gives the minimum latency that

a memory access experiences across the locally arbitrated architecture. It is

based on the assumption of no contention, i.e., every pipelined stage is always

in the idle status, ready to accept the request and the response without any

delay. When there is resource contention to either the data path or the shared

root memory, the request may be blocked, which leads to increasing request

path latency tRQ(ω), and consequently increasing total latency t(ω).

The analysis of blocking effect starts from a single Bluetree multiplexer. Fig-

ure 4.3 shows the blocking behaviour of a single Bluetree multiplexer with
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Figure 4.3. Blocking Behaviour of Bluetree Multiplexer

the local arbitration scheme. With the blocking factor α, every α requests

from the high-priority path Client Direction 0 can be blocked by at most a

single request from the low-priority path Client Direction 1, and every single

request from the low-priority path can be blocked by up to α requests from

the high-priority path.

As shown in the graph, there are four successive memory requests ω0, ω1, ω2

and ω3 from Client Direction 0, and two successive requests ωA and ωB from

Client Direction 1. ω0 and ωA arrive to the Bluetree multiplexer simultane-

ously, and the only Bluetree buffer stores these requests in sequence according

to the local arbitration scheme. The blocking factor α is set as α = 3, and

the value of the local blocking counter also changes with the data transfer

which can be split into stages as follows.

S0 The Bluetree buffer is empty and ready to accept a next memory request.

The value of the blocking counter is 0.

S1 As Client Direction 0 is the high-priority path, ω0 is allowed to cross. By

contrast, ωA from the low-priority Client Direction 1 is blocked. This also

blocks ωB. Simultaneously, the blocking counter increments. The similar be-
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haviour repeats for next requests ω1 and ω2 from Client Direction 0, blocking

the transfer of ωA and ωB from Client Direction 1.

S2 When the value of blocking counter reaches its maximum limit α that

α = 3, ωA from the low-priority Client Direction 1 is finally allowed to cross to

the Bluetree buffer, with ω3 from the high-priority Client Direction 0 blocked.

Simultaneously, blocking counter resets.

S3 The request transfers as S1 process: ω3 from Client Direction 0 crosses

to the Bluetree buffer, and ωB from Client Direction 1 is blocked, with the

blocking counter incrementing.

S4 As there is no request from Client Direction 0, ωB crosses. Once a request

from the low-priority path crosses, the blocking counter is reset, regardless of

the current value.

Blocking within the entire Bluetree-based architecture can be classified as

inter-path blocking and intra-path blocking. The inter-path blocking occurs

when a request crosses an arbiter stage and gets blocked by the other local

path. Therefore, the inter-path blocking is affected by the local arbitration

scheme. On the other hand, the intra-path blocking occurs when a request is

blocked by any other request or response ahead of it, from either the same

client or the other clients. Besides that, the interaction between the inter-path

blocking and intra-path blocking needs to be considered. For example, when a

request ω3 experiences inter-path blocking from ωA as shown in Figure 4.3, ωA

overtakes and gets ahead of ω3, which potentially leads to additional intra-

path blocking in the overlapped request path.

Based on the above blocking analysis, the memory access across this locally

arbitrated architecture exhibits predictable behaviour. If exact memory ac-
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cess profiles are known, the detailed status of the memory flow and the local

arbiter at every pipelined stage can be derived that the accurate timing can

be computed. However, it is to be noted that such exact analysis becomes

more complicated as the Bluetree depth Nβ increases. First, a larger number

of pipelined buffers along the data path potentially leads to more intra-path

blocking. Second, the inter-path blocking can increase with the number of ar-

biters. Third, there is interference between pipelined stages. As the nature of

tree-based architectures, if there is any blocking in the stage close to the root,

the entire network will be affected. For example, if the Bluetree root stage is

blocked, the request flow within this Bluetree-based architecture stalls. Sim-

ilarly, with more inter-path blocking closer to the Bluetree leaf stage, there

will be more consequent intra-path blocking in the overlapped paths.

4.1.3 Worst-Case Analysis

In practice, there is often uncertainty with the memory access profiles, such

as uncertainty on the number of memory requests and the memory issuing

time instants. In such case, the exact timing analysis is not valid. A similar

consideration has been adopted in [96]. However, the relevant worst-case

analysis only considers very limited blocking effect and employs a simulation-

based method. Instead, the reminder of this section proposes the worst-case

analysis by fully exploring the architectural features of the locally arbitrated

design (however with pessimistic results). This analysis can also be extended

to other configurations than the Bluetree-based architecture.

Based on the analysis that inter-path blocking and intra-path blocking blocking

only occur along the Bluetree request path, the worst-case assumption is

proposed that the Bluetree request path gets flooded by interfering requests

— (i) all pipelined buffers across the data path are occupied, and (ii) the
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local arbiter always harms the request flow. Therefore, the calculation on the

worst-case latency tWC of the memory access ω can be reformed as follows

where tWC
RQ is the worst-case request path latency. It is to be noted that the

root memory latency t(D) is considered as a fixed constant to simplify further

analysis, which potentially represents the worst-case latency of a memory

module such as DDR DRAM.

tWC(ω) = tWC
RQ (ω) + t(D) + tRS(ω) (4.3)

Each blocking that the request ω experiences in the request path induces an

amount of path latency proportional to the root memory latency t(D) within

the Bluetree-based architecture. Essentially, the request flow stalls until the

memory is idle again to accept the next request. This latency caused by

waiting for the root memory masks the path latency across the pipelined

stages. Therefore, the maximum blocking number denoted as NWC
RQ (ω), which

the request ω experiences across the request path, can be used to calculate

the worst-case request path latency tWC
RQ (ω) as follows.

tWC
RQ (ω) = NWC

RQ (ω)× t(D) (4.4)

In this way, the calculation of the worst-case latency tWC of the memory

access ω across the architecture with the Bluetree depth Nβ can be reformed

from (4.3) as follows.

tWC(ω) = tWC
RQ + t(D) + tRS(ω)

= NWC
RQ × t(D) + t(D) +Nβ

= (NWC
RQ + 1)× t(D) +Nβ

(4.5)

The term priority path is introduced here to analyse the maximum blocking

number, involving both the inter-path blocking and the intra-path blocking.
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Similar to [96], priority path in this reasearch is used to track the local priority

at each Bluetree stage βk across the request path where k is the stage index.

Referring to the interconnect in Figure 3.1, priority path P1 for the client µ1

can be P1 = {L,H,H}, for example, where L is for the local low-priority

and H for the local high-priority. Therefore, the path P1 within the Bluetree

interconnect is across the local low-priority path at the Bluetree stage β2, the

local high-priority path at β1, and the local high-priority path at the Bluetree

root stage β0, eventually to the memory module D1. The related local priority

can be expressed as P1(β2) = L, P1(β1) = H, and P1(β0) = H.

By tracking the local priority, the calculation of the maximum blocking num-

ber NWC
RQ (ω) across the corresponding Bluetree request path is iterative, based

on the calculation of the maximum blocking number at each Bluetree stage

βk. Intuitively, the blocking number at any given Bluetree stage βk is de-

pendent on (i) the amount of blocking that has occurred at previous stages

along the request path, and (ii) the amount of blocking that can occur at the

current stage, which is dependent on the local blocking factor α. Following

this idea, NWC
RQ (βk) is defined as the iterative blocking up to and including the

Bluetree stage βk, and the maximum arbiter blocking number NWC
α (βk) is to

represent the blocking at the Bluetree stage βk only. The iterative calculation

can be expressed as follows where +1 indicates that the local Bluetree buffer

is also occupied.

NWC
RQ (βk) = NWC

RQ (βk+1) +NWC
α (βk) + 1 (4.6)

The maximum arbiter blocking number NWC
α (βk) is locally decided by the

blocking factor α at the corresponding Bluetree stage βk. With the local

arbitration scheme discussed earlier, every α requests from the local high-

priority path can be blocked by at most a single request from the local low-

priority path, and every single request from the local low-priority path can
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be blocked by up to α requests from the local high-priority path. Given

the iterative blocking NWC
RQ (βk+1), N

WC
α (βk) can be calculated with the local

priority Pi(βk) where +1 is to include the request ω and determine the total

amount of requests to cross the local arbiter at this Bluetree stage.

NWC
α (βk) =

 d (N
WC
RQ (βk+1)+1)

α
e H

(NWC
RQ (βk+1) + 1)× α L

(4.7)

For example, if there are NWC
RQ (βk+1) + 1 requests at the local high-priority

path of a Bluetree stage (the number of requests accumulated across the

stages plus the request itself), the maximum blocking from the low-priority

path is this number divided by α and then applied a ceiling function.

To summarise the above analysis, the maximum blocking number up to and

including any given Bluetree stage βk can be computed with (4.6) and (4.7).

The maximum blocking number that the request ω experiences across the re-

quest path NWC
RQ (ω) can be calculated iteratively, starting from the Bluetree

leaf stage to the Bluetree root stage β0 within the interconnect. Finally, the

maximum blocking number in the request path NWC
RQ (ω) equals to the max-

imum blocking number accumulated to the root stage NWC
RQ (β0) as follows.

Afterwards, the worst-case latency tWC(ω) can be calculated with (4.5).

NWC
RQ (ω) = NWC

RQ (β0) (4.8)

As examples applying the above method, Table 4.1 shows the maximum block-

ing number for 8-client Bluetree-based architectures respectively. The row is

for Bluetree local blocking factor α, and each local arbiter is set with the

same value in the entire interconnect. The column is for the Bluetree path

Pi. The table content shows the maximum blocking number NWC
RQ for each

request path. With NWC
RQ given, the worst-case latency can be calculated us-

ing (4.5). For example, assuming the root memory latency t(D) = 20 in clock
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Table 4.1. Maximum Blocking Number in 8-Client Bluetree-based Architec-

ture

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7

α = 1 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

α = 2 17 23 28 41 32 44 53 80

α = 3 14 24 32 58 38 66 90 170

cycles, the worst-case memory access latency across any path in the 8-client

Bluetree-based architecture with the blocking factor α = 1 can be calculated

as tWC(ω) = (NWC
RQ + 1)× t(D) +Nβ = (30 + 1)× 20 + 3 = 623.

As shown in Table 4.1, with increasing Bluetree blocking factor α, the maxi-

mum blocking number in the request path NWC
RQ (ω) decreases with more lo-

cal high-priority tracks. With blocking factor α = 1, the maximum blocking

number NWC
RQ remains the same value for different request paths. Accord-

ing to the design of Bluetree local arbitration, the Bluetree interconnect can

be considered as distributed tree stages with local round-robin scheme when

α = 1. It provides fair accesses to the shared memory for all clients.

Analytical Results and Measured Results

This section compares the analytical worst-case memory access latency and

the measured worst-case memory access latency across the 8-client Bluetree-

based architecture, with blocking factor α = 1, 2 and 3 where each local

arbiter is set with the same value in the entire interconnect. The root memory

latency is assumed as a constant t(D) = 20 in clock cycles. In this case, the

analytical results are calculated with maximum blocking number in Table 4.1

following the above example.
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Figure 4.4. Worst-Case Memory Access Latency across Bluetree-based Ar-

chitecture

The measured results are from hardware simulations. Traffic generators are

employed as clients, and each traffic generator keeps pushing memory re-

quests into its memory access path. In this case, the system can be flooded

with memory requests (potentially pending), aiming towards that each mem-
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ory request experiences its maximum blocking. The root memory module

is implemented using Bluespec BRAM package [107] with extra delays as a

constant t(D) = 20 in clock cycles. The system is implemented using Blue-

spec System Verilog [107][108], with simulations running on BlueSim simu-

lator [107][108]. This simulation measures memory access latency across the

8-client Bluetree-based architecture that the latency of each memory access

is measured.

In this measurement, it is observed that memory access latency gradually

increases with the proceeding of the simulation until remaining at a constant

value. This maximum measured constant is selected as the measured worst-

case memory access latency across the relevant memory access path. Fig-

ure 4.4 shows the comparison of analytical worst-case results and measured

worst-case results with bar chart. The horizontal axis is for memory access

path Pi, and the vertical axis is for the worst-case results in clock cycles. It is

observed that the measured results are smaller than the analytical results in

each memory access path. Referring to Figure 4.4 (a), the worst-case memory

access latency is identical with blocking factor α = 1 in each memory access

path, both analytical and measured results. In addition, difference between

an analytical result and a measured result slightly varies in Bluetree-based

architectures with blocking factor α = 2 and 3.

Discussion

This proposed method defines the generic analytical flow to predict the mem-

ory access behaviour across the locally arbitrated architecture and statically

bound the worst-case memory access latency. It can be extended to other

architectural configurations than the Bluetree design, which requires modifi-

cation to the analysis of the local arbitration scheme. This worst-case analysis
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can produce pessimistic bounds as the results, which potentially leads to con-

servative system design and resource dimensioning, as the memory access

latency is the main part forming the overall program execution time.

It is to be noted that this proposed method focuses on the timing behaviour of

single memory request. If a sequence of memory requests is studied as a whole,

this method may overestimate the overall latency of this sequence, which

potentially leads to a higher maximum arbiter blocking number NWC
α (βk)

at any distributed stage. In this case, instead of a single request ω, the

sequence of requests are assumed as τ = {ω1, ω2, ω3, ...} as a whole. The

maximum blocking number that this sequence experiences across the request

path NWC
RQ (τ) can be calculated iteratively using with (4.6) and (4.7), starting

from the Bluetree leaf stage with a start value τ . Such modification actually

calculates the maximum blocking number of the last request in the sequence,

and the rest of requests in this sequence is considered as the intra-path blocking

to the last request at the Bluetree leaf stage. This aims to avoid duplicate

accumulation of inter-path blocking to memory requests in the sequence.

In summary, the locally arbitrated distributed memory interconnect shows

time-predictable behaviour. If the exact memory access profiles can be pro-

vided, the accurate memory access latency in such architecture can be deter-

mined with no pessimism as discussed in the previous analysis, based on the

detailed status of the memory flow and the local arbiter at every pipelined

stage. With uncertainty on memory access profiles which is often the case in

reality, the worst-case analysis proposed in this section has to be employed

for real-time applications even with pessimistic results. The worst-case bound

provided can also be tightened in the future work, e.g., by restricting the de-

mand from processors with limit, and the discussion on the tightness also

requires sufficiently representative memory workloads to be fair.
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4.2 Timing Behaviour of Multi-Core Archi-

tectures with Shared Distributed Mem-

ory Interconnects

Distributed time-predictable memory interconnects are designed for multi-

core architectures to support real-time applications. The above worst-case

analysis actually shows the behaviour when the locally arbitrated Bluetree

architecture is flooded by memory requests, thus with pessimistic results.

This section further explores and analyses the timing behaviour of the lo-

cally arbitrated architecture and the globally arbitrated architecture in more

general cases, with experiments to demonstrate the timing behaviour of both

architectures.

Memory Workloads

Due to architectural features of multi-core architectures with shared dis-

tributed memory interconnects, multiple memory requests have to share the

overlapped interconnect as well as the root memory module. Taking the lo-

cally arbitrated architecture as an example, simultaneous memory requests

in transfer cause contention, and thus memory access latency is increased.

With increasing memory workloads, more available system bandwidth is con-

sumed. If the requested bandwidth keeps increasing, the system will saturate

at some point, without delivering any additional bandwidth. In this case, any

further memory request will only have to wait for the service of the system.

This saturation phenomenon commonly occurs with shared resource [109]. As

shown in Section 4.1, the saturation point of the locally arbitrated Bluetree-

based architecture is determined by the static worst-case analysis. It clearly
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bounds the maximum request number in a specific Bluetree path. However,

memory workloads of the relevant worst-case assumption is independent of

the response time that a client just keeps pushing requests into the system

regardless of memory response.

First, the number of memory requests issued to the system is limited, ei-

ther by the characteristics of the application software, or by the architecture

of a processor (i.e., maximum number of outstanding memory requests be-

fore the processor stalls). Second, the workload pattern is dependent on the

memory response. With such workload pattern, blocking still occurs due to

the contention to the shared resource, and memory access latency increases.

However, a client has to slow down the release of memory requests, waiting

for memory response. The increase of memory access latency stops in turn.

This dependency actually reflects the process of practical applications. For

example, a processor has to receive data from memory before any related op-

eration. The characteristics of the above workload pattern can be represented

as follows.

Nµ
RQ(µi) is outstanding request number from a client with index i. A client

can issue memory requests successively until this limit. Then the client stalls,

waiting for memory response. Only when there is any memory response re-

turned to this client, another new memory request can be issued. In addition,

outstanding request number to the shared memory Nµ
RQ(D) is the sum of

Nµ
RQ(µi) in the entire interconnect.

T µRQ(µi) is request interval between two successive memory requests. A client

issues successive requests with intervals, normally in clock cycles. It reflects

necessary processor execution time or the time across the data path in prac-

tical applications. In addition, variation of request interval is also introduced

that memory requests are more distributed in time. By contrast, when the
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request interval is fixed as 1 T µRQ(µi) = 1, memory requests will be issued into

the system more intensively.

Workload pattern Nµ
RQ(µi) and T µRQ(µi) describes memory workloads with

limited outstanding requests and dependent on memory response time. With

either an increased Nµ
RQ(µi) or a decreased T µRQ(µi), memory workloads from

client µi to relevant memory access path increase.

4.2.1 Locally Arbitrated Architecture and Globally Ar-

bitrated Architecture

Based on the previous analysis, the locally arbitrated architecture allows mul-

tiple memory requests in transfer leading to varying blocking behaviour. The

generic analytical flow to predict the memory access behaviour across the

locally arbitrated architecture is proposed in Section 4.1, and the Bluetree de-

sign is shown as an example. In general, the locally arbitrated architecture can

allow average-case timing behaviour to be much lower than the worst case.

By contrast, the globally arbitrated architecture provides the contention-free

data paths based on the global scheduling interval, provided that the strict

synchronisation can be guaranteed. This limits the average-case memory ac-

cess latency to be similar to the worst case, facilitating the timing behaviour

analysis.

The reminder of this section continues to explore the timing behaviour of

locally arbitrated architectures and globally arbitrated architectures with ex-

periments. The root memory latency is assumed as a constant t(D) = 20 in

clock cycles. Taking the design of Bluetree and TDM Tree as examples, both

8-client architectures are running with the same clock frequency. According
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to the proposed analytical method, different Bluetree blocking factor leads

to different blocking behaviour of Bluetree multiplexer at a local distributed

stage. This allows Bluetree blocking factor to be set with a specific value at

a specific stage across a specific data path to benefit specific memory work-

loads. In this section, Bluetree blocking factor is set as α = 1, and each

local arbiter is set with the same value in the entire Bluetree interconnect.

This can provide relatively fair accesses for all clients regardless of memory

workloads. By comparison, the global scheduling interval of TDM Tree is set

as 160 in clock cycles that 8 clients share the root memory with t(D) = 20

in this architecture. (It is to be noted that the global scheduling interval

is roughly decided for observations only.) In addition, traffic generators are

employed as clients with synthetic memory workloads which follow the above

workload pattern Nµ
RQ(µi) and T µRQ(µi).

Multiple experiments with varying memory workloads has been conducted,

and different groups of memory workloads lead to different experimental re-

sults. In this section, 5 groups are selected to demonstrate and compare the

difference of timing behaviour across the locally arbitrated Bluetree-based ar-

chitecture and the globally arbitrated TDM Tree-based architecture. These

include workload conditions such as balanced or unbalanced path workloads

and varying or increasing request intervals.

Hardware Simulations: Increasing Memory Workloads

The initial experiment is conducted by hardware simulations with relatively

simple workload patterns. Each traffic generator issues 36 memory requests

totally. Request interval is fixed as 1 T µRQ(µi) = 1, and outstanding request

number Nµ
RQ(µi) varies as shown in Table 4.2. The column is for client µi,

and the row is for 3 groups of outstanding request number. For example,
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Table 4.2. Increasing Outstanding Requests for 8-Client Architectures

µ0 µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4 µ5 µ6 µ7

group a 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0

group b 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 1

group c 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 1

outstanding request number Nµ
RQ(µ1) = 0 is that client µ1 is with no memory

workloads. In this way, the table content shows increasing memory workloads

from group a to group c with increasing outstanding request number for

clients. In addition, each client is with different outstanding request number

Nµ
RQ(µi) in each group, leading to unbalanced path workloads.

In this experiment, the root memory module is designed using Bluespec

BRAM package [107] with extra delays as a constant t(D) = 20 in clock

cycles. Both the 8-client Bluetree-based system and the 8-client TDM Tree-

based system are implemented using Bluespec System Verilog [107][108], with

simulations running on BlueSim simulator [107][108]. This experiment mea-

sures memory access latency across both 8-client architectures that the la-

tency of each memory access is measured. In addition, memory request re-

lease time of each memory access is also measured. The measured results are

shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 with scatter plot. The horizontal axis is

for memory request release time in clock cycles, and the vertical axis is for

memory access latency in clock cycles.

Figure 4.5 (a) shows memory access latency across the 8-client Bluetree-based

architecture with only memory requests in path P3 and path P4. At the start

period of the simulation, outstanding request number to the shared memory is

Nµ
RQ(D) = 3, and thus memory access latency increases to approximately 60

very quickly referring to the figure. With different outstanding request num-
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Figure 4.5. Memory Access Latency across 8-Client Bluetree-based Architec-

ture

ber Nµ
RQ(µ3) = 2 and Nµ

RQ(µ4) = 1 but with the same total request number,

simulations in different paths complete at different time instants. For exam-

ple, the simulation in path P3 with Nµ
RQ(µ3) = 2 completes at approximately

1000. Afterwards, with the decreasing of outstanding request number to the

shared memory Nµ
RQ(D) = 1, memory access latency across path P4 reduces
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Figure 4.6. Memory Access Latency across 8-Client TDM Tree-based Archi-

tecture

to approximately 20 until the end of the simulation. Figure 4.5 (b) shows

memory access latency with increased memory workloads. The distribution

of scatters shows similar trend as that in Figure 4.5 (a). By contrast, with

increased outstanding request number, the highest measured memory access

latency increases to approximately 150.
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Figure 4.5 (c) shows memory access latency across the Bluetree-based archi-

tecture with further increased memory workloads. Memory access latency

increases sharply in a very short period of time from the start period of the

simulation, with intensively issued memory requests into the system. Essen-

tially, as the memory workload pattern is dependent on the response time,

the release of memory requests drops that the increase of memory access la-

tency stops in turn. Memory access latency in each path tends to reach the

corresponding maximum limit. With fixed request interval as T µRQ(µi) = 1,

regular values of memory access latency can be observed. For example, mem-

ory access latency in path P4 and path P5 is approximately 280 or 240. As the

locally arbitrated Bluetree allows varying blocking behaviour, the inter-path

interference also affects paths nearby. Referring to the above example, mem-

ory access path P5 with only 1 outstanding request Nµ
RQ(µ5) = 1 is severely

affected by path P4 with Nµ
RQ(µ4) = 3, and thus memory access latency in

path P5 varies, either 280 or 240.

Figure 4.6 shows memory access latency across the 8-client TDM Tree archi-

tecture. Compared with Figure 4.5 (a), Figure 4.6 (a) shows that the globally

arbitrated TDM Tree does not support work conservation. With only mem-

ory requests in path P3 and path P4, the interconnect or the memory module

can be idle. However, the strict TDM scheme only allows 1 memory request

to be relayed to the empty data path at a time. In this case, the measured

memory access latency in path P4 is approximately 160 which reflects the

global cycle. As a result, the simulation finally completes at approximately

5500. Figure 4.6 (b) shows similar scatter distribution with increased mem-

ory workloads, and the highest measured memory access latency increases

in Figure 4.6 (c) with further increased memory workloads. Compared with

Figure 4.5 (c), memory access latency in Figure 4.6 (c) is identical in either

in path P4 or path P5 with different path outstanding request number.
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Table 4.3. Balanced Outstanding Requests for 8-Client Architectures

µi µ0 µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4 µ5 µ6 µ7

Nµ
RQ(µi) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

FPGA Experiments: Balanced Path Workloads

This experiment is conducted on FPGA implementations with synthetic mem-

ory workloads. Each traffic generator issues 100 memory requests totally fol-

lowing workload pattern Nµ
RQ(µi) and T µRQ(µi). Outstanding request number

is set as Nµ
RQ(µi) = 2 as shown in Table 4.3, thus balanced path memory

workloads, and request interval varies with randomly generated values be-

tween 1 to 64 as T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 64]. The values used as request intervals are

shown in Appendix A.1. This aims to provide varying memory workloads

closer to practical applications. The root memory module is designed using

FPGA BRAM [110] with extra delays as a constant t(D) = 20 in clock cycles.

Both the 8-client Bluetree-based system and the 8-client TDM Tree-based

system are synthesised using Xilinx Vivado [111][112] and implemented on

Zedboard [113] with 100MHz of clock frequency. This experiment measures

memory access latency across both 8-client architectures that the latency of

each memory access is measured. In addition, memory request release time

of each memory access is also measured.

Figure 4.7 shows scatter plot of memory access latency with memory request

release time in this measurement. The horizontal axis is for memory request

release time in clock cycles, and the vertical axis is for memory access latency

in clock cycles. Compared with Figure 4.7 (a) and Figure 4.7 (b), the distri-

bution of scatters shows similar trend. It is also observed in Figure 4.7 (a)

that memory access latency drops in the end period of the experiment.
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Figure 4.7. Memory Access Latency with Balanced Path Workloads across

8-Client Bluetree-based Architecture and 8-client TDM Tree-based Architec-

ture

Figure 4.8 shows boxplot of memory access latency in this measurement. The

horizontal axis is for memory access path, and the vertical axis is for memory

access latency in clock cycles. Following the above analysis, the distributions

show similar trend in Figure 4.8 (a) and Figure 4.8 (b), although in each

memory access path, the interquartile range in Figure 4.8 (a) is slightly larger

than that in Figure 4.8 (b). It is also observed that there are more outliners in

Figure 4.8 (a) than that in Figure 4.8 (b). This reflects the reduced memory

access latency in the end period of the experiment in Figure 4.7 (a). With such

decreasing of outstanding request number, memory access latency reduces

across the Bluetree-based architecture. By comparison, TDM Tree limits the

average case to be similar to the worst case.
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Figure 4.8. Boxplot of Memory Access Latency with Balanced Path Work-

loads across 8-Client Bluetree-based Architecture and 8-client TDM Tree-

based Architecture

FPGA Experiments: Increasing Request Intervals

This experiment is conducted using the similar setup of the above experiment.

Based on balanced outstanding requests Nµ
RQ(µi) = 2 as shown in Table 4.3,

the variation of request interval increases as T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 256]. The values

used for request intervals are randomly generated as shown in Appendix A.2.

Figure 4.9 shows scatter plot of memory access latency with memory request

release time in this measurement. Compared with Figure 4.7 (a) of the above

measurement, scatters are more distributed in Figure 4.9 (a). Compared with

Figure 4.7 (b), much more distributed scatters can be observed in Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9. Memory Access Latency with Increasing Request Intervals across

8-Client Bluetree-based Architecture and 8-client TDM Tree-based Architec-

ture

(b), although the highest measured memory access latency almost remains

the same.

Figure 4.10 shows boxplot of memory access latency in this measurement.

Compared with Figure 4.8, median and mean are both reduced in Figure 4.10

that the increased request interval reduces memory workloads. However,

both the interquartile range and the difference between the maximum line

and the minimum line significantly increases in Figure 4.10. Variation of

memory access latency becomes more severe in this experiment. Compared

with Figure 4.10 (a), the interquartile range is much larger in Figure 4.10

(b). In this case, the TDM Tree-based system suffers more severe variation
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Figure 4.10. Boxplot of Memory Access Latency with Increasing Request

Intervals across 8-Client Bluetree-based Architecture and 8-client TDM Tree-

based Architecture

of memory access latency than the Bluetree-based system. Memory requests

are more distributed in time that request interval varies as T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 256].

It does not satisfy the global cycle of TDM Tree which is 160.

FPGA Experiments: Unbalanced Path Workloads

Based on the above setup, this experiment is conducted using unbalanced

path workloads and varying request intervals. Outstanding request number

Nµ
RQ(µi) is set as group c in Table 4.2, and request interval varies as T µRQ(µi) ∈

[1, 64] with randomly generated values in Appendix A.1. Figure 4.11 shows
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Figure 4.11. Memory Access Latency with Unbalanced Path Workloads across

8-Client Bluetree-based Architecture and 8-client TDM Tree-based Architec-

ture

scatter plot of memory access latency with memory request release time in this

measurement. Referring to the figure, scatters in Figure 4.11 (a) distributes

with similar trend in Figure 4.5 (c), and scatters in Figure 4.11 (b) distributes

with similar trend in Figure 4.6 (c).

Figure 4.12 shows boxplot of memory access latency. Compared with Fig-

ure 4.12 (b), in each memory access path, although median and mean are

lower, either the interquartile range or the difference between the maximum

line and the minimum line is much larger in Figure 4.12 (a), especially in

path P1 and path P2. Based on the previous analysis, Bluetree allows varying

blocking behaviour, and the inter-path interference also affects paths nearby.
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Figure 4.12. Boxplot of Memory Access Latency with Unbalanced Path Work-

loads across 8-Client Bluetree-based Architecture and 8-client TDM Tree-

based Architecture

In this experiment, the Bluetree-based system suffers severe variation of mem-

ory access latency.

FPGA Experiments: Varying Request Intervals

Based on the above unbalanced outstanding request number Nµ
RQ(µi), vari-

ation of request interval increases in this experiment as T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 256]

from Appendix A.2. Figure 4.13 shows scatter plot of memory access latency.

Compared with Figure 4.11 (a) of the above measurement, the highest mea-

sured memory access latency is much lower in Figure 4.13 (a) that memory
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Figure 4.13. Memory Access Latency with Varying Request Intervals across

8-Client Bluetree-based Architecture and 8-client TDM Tree-based Architec-

ture

workloads decrease in this experiment due to the increased request interval.

Compared with Figure 4.11 (b), scatters are much more distributed in Fig-

ure 4.13 (b).

Figure 4.14 shows boxplot of memory access latency in this measurement.

Compared with Figure 4.14 (a), in each memory access path, both the in-

terquartile range and the difference between the maximum line and the min-

imum line are much larger in Figure 4.14 (b), as well as much higher median

and mean. In this case, varying request interval T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 256] does not

satisfy the global cycle of TDM Tree. As a result, the TDM Tree-based sys-

tem suffers more severe variation of memory access latency than the Bluetree-
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Figure 4.14. Boxplot of Memory Access Latency with Varying Request Inter-

vals across 8-Client Bluetree-based Architecture and 8-client TDM Tree-based

Architecture

based system, especially in path P3 and path P4 with increased outstanding

request number.

Discussion

This section explores and analyses timing behaviour of locally arbitrated and

globally arbitrated architectures with experiments, and Bluetree and TDM

Tree are taken as examples. The locally arbitrated architecture allows vary-

ing blocking behaviour, and it potentially suffers variation of memory access

latency that the average-case timing behaviour is much lower than the worst
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case. Taking figures of Bluetree experimental results as examples, the up-

per scale limit of the vertical axis (600 in clock cycles) is approximately set

according to the analytical worst-case memory access latency (623 in clock

cycles which is statically bounded with the proposed analytical method in

Section 4.1), and memory access latency varies below this extreme limit.

By contrast, the globally arbitrated architecture potentially limits the average

case to be similar to the worst case. However, varying memory workloads may

not satisfy the global scheduling interval, thus leading to substantial varying

memory access latency. Based on the previous analysis, the deployment of

the globally arbitrated architecture can rely on effective analysis of accurate

application behaviour thus to benefit specific applications. For example, ad-

ditional rate control schemes can be employed based on the reserved time

slots to benefit a sequence of successive memory requests (i.e., GAMT).

4.3 Summary and Discussion

This chapter analyses the timing behaviour of the locally arbitrated architec-

ture and the globally arbitrated architecture. Section 4.1 analyses the resource

contention and the blocking effect across the data paths within locally arbi-

trated architectures and proposes the generic analytical flow to predict the

memory access behaviour and statically bound the worst-case memory access

latency when there is uncertainty on memory access profile. This contributes

to solve the research question Q1. In addition, Section 4.2 explores the tim-

ing behaviour of the locally arbitrated architecture and the globally arbitrated

architecture using experiments with synthetic memory workloads.

The main contribution presented in this chapter is summarised as follows.
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The generic analytical flow is proposed for time-predictable behaviour of mem-

ory accesses across multi-core architectures with locally arbitrated intercon-

nects. Without exact memory access profiles, this static analysis can guaran-

tee the safe worst-case bound for real-time applications applying calculations.

It is to be noted that the worst-case memory access latency is bounded when

there is uncertainty on memory access profile, thus with pessimistic results.

The bound provided can also be tightened in the future work, e.g., by re-

stricting the demand from processors with limit, and the discussion on the

tightness also requires sufficiently representative memory workload patterns

to be fair.
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Chapter 5

Reducing Variation of Memory

Access Latency across

Multi-Core Architectures with

Shared Distributed Memory

Interconnects

This chapter proposes the root queue modification with the root queue man-

agement to reduce variation of memory access latency across the locally arbi-

trated architecture. It employs and utilises an additional hardware queue with

queue management between the distributed interconnect root and the shared

memory module. This aims to solve the research question Q2: Can multi-core

architectures with shared distributed memory interconnects be modified at the

hardware level to reduce variation of memory access latency?
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Figure 5.1. Processor Operation vs. Memory Operation

The reminder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 analyses

variation of memory access latency within the locally arbitrated architecture

and the globally arbitrated architecture. Section 5.2 proposes the root queue

modification and explains its operation with analysis on the time-predictable

behaviour of memory accesses. Section 5.3 evaluates the effectiveness of the

root queue modification on reducing variation of memory access latency with

hardware simulations, and Section 5.4 continues to evaluate the effectiveness

of this architectural modification with FPGA experiments. Afterwards, Sec-

tion 5.5 summarises this chapter and presents discussion.

5.1 Problem Analysis

The multi-core architecture is typically designed for good average-case per-

formance, and the resource contention within such architecture is inevitable.

This potentially causes contention over memory accesses due to resource shar-

ing issue, and such contention can lead to substantial varying memory access

latency. Wide variation of memory access latency leads to wide fluctuation

of the overall system performance as memory access latency is the main part

forming the overall execution time. Figure 5.1 shows an example that the
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processor stalls with varying slack time, depending on the varying memory

response time. In this case, variation of memory access latency directly im-

pacts the processor utilisation and the dependent processes. In addition, the

variation of memory access latency can also lead to very pessimistic worst-

case assumptions in the timing analysis — where the maximum contention

has to be assumed for most, if not all, memory accesses — thus with large

safety margins.

The multi-core architecture with the shared distributed memory interconnect

appears to be more sensitive to the resource contention due to the tree-based

structure that the overlapped data paths are also shared by all clients as well

as the root memory module. The locally arbitrated architecture allows mul-

tiple memory requests in transfer simultaneously and thus leads to varying

memory access latency due to varying blocking behaviour within such archi-

tecture. By contrast, the globally arbitrated architecture budgets processors

based on the global scheduling interval. This aims towards contention-free

data paths, potentially limiting the average case to be similar to the worst

case. However, memory requests can be more distributed in time, and varying

memory workloads may not perfectly satisfy the global scheduling interval,

thus leading to substantial varying memory access latency.

Based on the above analysis, both the locally arbitrated architecture and the

globally arbitrated architecture potentially suffer variation of memory access

latency, which can also be illustrated with experimental results in Section 4.2.

By comparison, the globally arbitrated architecture is more suitable for specific

applications. Therefore, the reminder of this research focuses on to reduce

variation of memory access latency across the locally arbitrated architecture.

The locally arbitrated Bluetree-based architecture is taken as an example in

the following research.
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Although the deployment of the Blurteee-based architecture does not require

to model memory requests in applications, it potentially suffers varying block-

ing behaviour caused by the contention to critical resource, especially the con-

tention to the overlapped data paths. The interaction between the inter-path

blocking and intra-path blocking complicates the analysis of the varying block-

ing behaviour. First, due to the architectural feature of tree-based structure,

any blocking closer to the tree root blocks the entire interconnect. Many

requests are blocked waiting in the shared data paths, which also blocks sub-

sequent requests. Second, with blocking along the interconnect paths, new

issued requests can overtake and get ahead of pending requests due to the

local arbitration at distributed stages. In this case, the sequence of the pend-

ing requests is broken which leads to additional blocking, and the system

resource is not fairly shared. Third, due to the design of the local arbitration,

Bluetree shows varying blocking behaviour at distributed stages. Even with

α = 1 which provides relatively fair resource sharing, the blocking behaviour

still varies. In addition, varying memory workloads aggravates the varying

blocking behaviour within the architecture.

The varying blocking behaviour across the Bluetree-based architecture causes

resource sharing issue that pending requests are not fairly served. This leads

to varying memory access latency. First, if the sequence of pending requests

is broken, the system resource is not fairly shared. This causes additional

blocking to these pending requests, which aggravates the variation of mem-

ory access latency in turn. The inter-path interference also affects paths

nearby. As a result, a portion of memory requests inevitably suffer much

higher latency than the average case at runtime. Second, it complicates the

timing behaviour analysis which requires to derive the detailed status of the

memory flow and the local arbiter at every pipelined stage with exact memory

access profiles. However, such analysis becomes much more complicated with

an expanding system configuration (i.e., an increasing number of clients) as
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discussed in Section 4.1. This potentially leads to conservative system design

with enough safety margin to guarantee the memory response. If a client suf-

fers variation of memory access latency with uncertainty on memory access

profile, it has to refer to the worst-case assumption to determine memory

access latency, thus with pessimistic results.

The methods to alleviate critical resource contention has been widely stud-

ied on multi-core architectures. A method is to regulate accesses to critical

resource based on resource reserving. However, it relies on effective program

analysis to benefit specific applications. This analysis is similar to that of the

globally arbitrated architecture, and the applicability and the effectiveness

very much depend on memory access patterns. A different method is mes-

sage combining which can potentially combine memory requests and reduce

the contention to the overlapped data paths within the tree-based intercon-

nect. However, this significantly increases data width to either the shared

root memory controller or the pipelined arbiter stages especially the stages

closer to the tree root. It actually tends to move the workloads and leave

the burden to the centralised location, i.e., interconnect root, where the in-

creasing logic size with an expanding system severely harms the maximum

synthesisable clock frequency.

Instead, an alternative method is to invest additional hardware resources to

enhance the multi-core architecture, such as employing virtual channel with

flow control to alleviate the router contention from multiple communication

flows in NoC applications. Following this idea, this research proposes the root

queue modification with the root queue management to enhance the locally ar-

bitrated Bluetree-based architecture. It is to employ and utilise an additional

hardware queue with queue management between the Bluetree interconnect

root and the shared memory module to smooth resource sharing and reduce

variation of memory access latency across the Bluetree-based architecture.
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Figure 5.2. Bluetree-based Architecture with Root Queue Modification

5.2 Root Queue Modification

This section enhances the locally arbitrated architecture and modifies the

Bluetree design with an additional hardware queue. As shown in Figure 5.2,

the queue is employed to connect the root of the Bluetree interconnect and

the shared memory module. As request paths overlap to the root of the

tree-based interconnect, every single request will be relayed into the shared

hardware queue. The root queue buffers all the requests that arrive at the

Bluetree root.

The design of the root queue is based on bypass FIFO buffer. If the queue is

empty, a request can be relayed to the root memory module directly without

any additional delay. If the queue is not empty, it temporarily stores the

requests that arrive but can not be immediately processed by the root memory

module. The FIFO buffer also treats the queued requests equally, and the
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first-arrived request will be relayed to the memory module first. In this

way, it remains the arrival sequence of memory requests from the Bluetree

interconnect, alleviating the contention over the overlapped data paths.

With the introduction of the root queue at the Bluetree root, the pending

memory requests are relayed across the FIFO buffers in sequence, instead of

blocking each other. It alleviates the inter-path interference. This architec-

tural modification actually introduces additional resources to influence the

timing behaviour. With sufficient root queue size, all the outstanding mem-

ory requests can be stored in the buffers, rather than blocking the overlapped

interconnect. In this way, there is no contention to the shared request paths.

The root memory responses to these requests in FIFO sequence, and new ar-

rival requests have to wait in queue behind. This can be defined as the queued

service which smooths the resource sharing and thus reduces the variation of

memory access latency across this locally arbitrated architecture.

The premise of queued service is that the size of the root queue is sufficiently

large enough to store all outstanding requests in the system. Due to the ar-

chitectural features, the locally arbitrated Bluetree interconnect also provides

buffers as well as the root queue. The amount of the total queued buffers in

this architecture is analysed as follows.

• The root memory provides 1 buffer - a request occupying the memory

module can be considered as stored locally.

• The employed root queue provides Q buffers (size).

• The Bluetree root multiplexer provides 1 pipelined buffer.

• Either the Bluetree multiplexer adjacent to the root stage provides 1

buffer. If buffers from both Bluetree multiplexers are considered, there
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may be path contention. With the aim to guarantee the queued service,

only a single buffer can be considered as applicable.

Based on the above analysis, the total size of the buffers at the Bluetree

root is Q+ 3. On the other hand, as for practical applications, the number of

memory requests issued to a system is limited, and the memory access pattern

is dependent on memory response. This potentially follows the workload

pattern Nµ
RQ(µi) and T µRQ(µi). In this case, outstanding request number to

the shared memory Nµ
RQ(D) is assumed as the sum of Nµ

RQ(µi) in the entire

Bluetree interconnect. With these above assumptions, the minimum size of

the root queue QS for the queued service is QS = Nµ
RQ(D) − 3. The queued

service requirement can be summarised as follows.

Q ≥ QS where QS = Nµ
RQ(D)− 3 (5.1)

When the queued service requirement is satisfied, the system stores the out-

standing memory requests into the root buffers in sequence. The queue mod-

ification effectively smooths the sharing of the critical interconnect paths

within the multi-core architecture. Besides that, this method requires no

modification to software operations.

5.2.1 Timing Behaviour Analysis

The timing behaviour analysis of memory accesses across the modified lo-

cally arbitrated architecture follows the generic analytical flow in Section 4.1.

The employment of the root queue introduces additional blocking within this

architecture, and memory requests stalled in the root queue only leads to

intra-path blocking. With blocking at the tree root, the entire interconnect

stalls, blocking the flow of memory requests in each path. However, this does
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not complicate the blocking behaviour within the shared distributed inter-

connect, and the maximum increase of memory access latency is proportional

to the root memory latency t(D).

Memory request ω in priority path gives ω ∈ Pi. The maximum blocking

number up to and including any given Bluetree stage βk can be computed

with (4.6) and (4.7). The maximum blocking number that the request ω

experiences across the request path NWC
RQ (ω) can be calculated iteratively,

starting from the Bluetree leaf stage to the Bluetree root stage β0 within the

interconnect. With the root queue size Q, the maximum blocking number in

the request path NWC
RQ (ω) can be determined with the sum calculation that

the iterative process result accumulated to the root stage NWC
RQ (β0) plus Q

as follows. For example referring to Table 4.1, as for the 8-client Bluetree

architecture with the root queue size Q = 8, the maximum blocking number

in the worst case is NWC
RQ = 27 + 8 = 35 with the local blocking factor α = 1.

NWC
RQ (ω) = NWC

RQ (β0) +Q (5.2)

Afterwards, the worst-case memory access latency tWC(ω) can be calculated

with (4.5). With this worst-case assumption, memory requests suffer pes-

simistic blocking, thus no variation.

As for practical applications, the number of memory requests issued to a

system is limited. Outstanding request number Nµ
RQ(µi) can be determined

by workload pattern from clients such as exact memory access profiles. This

relies on effective analysis on accurate behaviour of application software. In-

stead, outstanding request number Nµ
RQ(µi) can be determined by the archi-

tecture of a processor, i.e., maximum number of outstanding memory requests

before the processor stalls. For example, a processor can be designed employ-

ing AXI protocol, which allows only a single outstanding request between
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the master-slave pair. An alternative method is to utilise traffic shaping to

limit the number of outstanding memory requests and thus determine out-

standing request number Nµ
RQ(µi). Afterwards, outstanding request number

to shared memory Nµ
RQ(D) can be determined with the sum calculation in

this architecture. The increasing of Nµ
RQ(D) complicates the timing analysis

in the original locally arbitrated Bluetree-based architecture, and it requires

to derive the detailed status of the memory flow and the local arbiter at ev-

ery pipelined stage with exact memory access profiles. By contrast, with the

root queue modification, the value of Nµ
RQ(D) can be used to determine the

minimum size QS with (5.1) thus to satisfy the queued service requirement.

When the queued service requirement is satisfied, this architecture stores the

outstanding memory requests into the root buffers, waiting for the service of

the shared memory module in FIFO sequence. In this case, the root queue

modification smooths the resource sharing and thus reduces variation of mem-

ory access latency. Besides that, the root queue modification also facilitates

timing analysis for real-time applications. The queued service allows memory

requests to experience the same maximum queued delay, and the pending

period due to the root memory latency t(D) can mask the data path latency

across the pipelined buffers. Therefore, the worst-case memory access latency

of ω across this architecture can be bounded as follows.

tWC(ω) ≤ Nµ
RQ(D)× t(D) (5.3)

It is to be noted that if traffic shaping is employed to determine outstand-

ing request number Nµ
RQ(µi), the bound provided by the above analysis only

guarantees the worst-case memory access latency between the traffic shap-

ing components across the interconnect and the shared root memory module,

instead of the end-to-end latency from clients. This requires additional anal-
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ysis to determine the time consumed between clients and the traffic shaping

components in such design.

In addition, request interval T µRQ(µi) also affects memory workloads. With

a very small request interval such as T µRQ(µi) = 1, memory requests will be

issued arriving to the interconnect root more intensively. This actually quickly

fills the shared root queue. If request interval T µRQ(µi) remains identical,

memory access latency will be identical. By contrast, the varying request

interval T µRQ(µi) leads to varying memory access latency. Considering the

memory workload pattern which is dependent on the response time, the new

issued requests arrive at the root queue distributed in time. In this case, such

memory requests suffer varying queued delays.

To sum up, with sufficient root queue size to satisfy the queued service re-

quirement in (5.1), memory access latency across this architecture only varies

with varying memory workloads, but no longer due to the resource sharing

issue. In this case, memory access latency can be bounded applying (5.3).

However, memory access latency can still vary with either the decreasing

of outstanding request number Nµ
RQ(D) or the increasing of request interval

Nµ
RQ(µi). If memory workloads change dramatically, these pending memory

requests can suffer widely varying queued delays at the root of the intercon-

nect (potentially in the root queue). Accordingly, memory access latency

varies widely.

5.2.2 Root Queue Management

A potential improvement method to further reduce variation of memory ac-

cess latency or even keep memory access latency identical is to utilise dummy

packets at root of the locally arbitrated interconnect. Dummy packet is gen-
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Figure 5.3. Root Queue Management with Hardware Design
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erated locally without any information from clients. It is used to fill in the

root queue until the queue is full. When a dummy packet is relayed out of

the root queue, it stalls consuming a time period which equals to the root

memory latency t(D).

The root queue management is then deployed to both dummy packets and

demand packets which are memory requests. First, when demand packets

arrive at the root queue, they have to be allowed into the queue first rather

than any dummy packet. Second, when there is any demand packet arriving

but pending out of the root queue, the first dummy packet in the FIFO

queue has to be discarded. This aims to guarantee that all demand packets

experience same queued delays and do not suffer any additional delay due to

dummy packets.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of the hardware design of this root queue man-

agement. Dummy packets are generated locally at the root of the interconnect

and used to fill in the root queue. In this case, before demand packets arrive,

such as no memory requests issued by clients during the cold starting of the

system, the hardware queue is already full with dummy packets. Dummy

packets essentially consume time period t(D) however with no memory re-

sponse. When demand packets arrive at the root queue, the 2-to-1 multiplexer

simply employs the static priority-based arbitration scheme, always allowing

the demand packet to have the higher priority and get relayed into the queue

first. Besides that, the pending check process is used to guarantee there is no

demand packet waiting out of a full root queue. If any, the queue discards

the first dummy packet in the FIFO sequence. This hardware root queue

management can allow demand requests with similar queued delays, and the

relevant delays vary within a period which equals to the root memory latency

t(D).
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The root queue modification can eliminate the resource sharing issue within

the locally arbitrated architecture, and thus memory access latency varies

with varying memory workloads. Based on this, the root queue management

further reduces variation of memory access latency that memory access la-

tency only varies within a single root memory time — no longer varies with

memory workloads. With further reduced variation of memory access latency,

the average-case memory access latency is closer to the worst-case memory

access latency across this modified architecture. In this case, the root queue

management leads to increased average memory access latency, which poten-

tially increases the overall program execution time, especially harming those

applications with not intensive root memory accesses.

The above hardware design illustrates an example of the root queue manage-

ment. It is more applicable to the hardware platform with fixed architectural

feature, such as a system employing AXI protocol with fixed outstanding

request number. Besides that, this design requires additional hardware re-

source including buffers and deployment of the root management. As the

queue management keeps checking and filling processes, this design also in-

creases power consumption at runtime. An alternative design can rely on the

aid of compiler with explicit instruction on the root queue management or

the effective application behaviour analysis for flexibility in utilisation of the

root queue, which remains the future work.

5.3 Evaluation: Hardware Simulations

This section evaluates the effectiveness of the root queue modification on

reducing variation of memory access latency across the locally arbitrated

Bluetree-based architecture by hardware simulations. Multiple experiments
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with varying experimental parameters has been conducted, and 1 group is

selected in this section to evaluate memory access latency across 8-client

Bluetree-based architectures with increasing root queue size.

Traffic generators are employed as clients with synthetic memory workloads

which follow the workload pattern Nµ
RQ(µi) and T µRQ(µi). Each traffic gen-

erator issues 36 memory requests totally. Request interval is fixed as 1

T µRQ(µi) = 1 for a relatively simple workload pattern, and outstanding re-

quest number Nµ
RQ(µi) varies as group c in Table 4.2. In this case, the anal-

ysis of experimental results partially follows that of Figure 4.5 (c). Bluetree

blocking factor is set as α = 1, and each local arbiter is set with the same

value in the entire Bluetree interconnect to provide relatively fair accesses

for all clients. The root queue is designed using bypass FIFO in Bluespec

SpecialFIFOs package [107], and the root queue is reconfigurable with the

root queue size Q. In this architecture, the queued service requirement is

QS = Nµ
RQ(D) − 3 = 13 − 3 = 10, referring to the sum of the outstanding

request number Nµ
RQ(µi). In addition, Q = 0 indicates no root queue modi-

fication. The root memory module is designed using Bluespec BRAM pack-

age [107] with extra delays as a constant t(D) = 20 in clock cycles. Bluetree-

based systems are implemented using Bluespec System Verilog [107][108],

with simulations running on BlueSim simulator [107][108].

The experimental parameter is the root queue size Q which increases from

0, 5, 10, 15 to 20. This experiment measures memory access latency across

the modified 8-client Bluetree-based architectures that the latency of each

memory access is measured. In addition, memory request release time of

each memory access is also measured. The measured results are shown in

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 with scatter plot. The horizontal axis is for memory

request release time in clock cycles, and the vertical axis is for memory access

latency in clock cycles.
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Figure 5.4. Memory Access Latency with Increasing Root Queue Size

Figure 5.4 (a) demonstrates same measured results as in Figure 4.5 (c). Mem-

ory access latency increases sharply in a very short period of time from the

start period of the simulation, with intensively issued memory requests into

the system. Essentially, as workload pattern is dependent on response time,

the release of memory requests drops that the increase of memory access la-

tency stops in turn. Memory access latency in each path tends to reach the
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Figure 5.5. Memory Access Latency with Increased Root Queue Size

corresponding maximum limit. With fixed request interval, regular values of

memory access latency can be observed. As Bluetree allows varying blocking

behaviour, varying memory access latency can be observed. For example,

memory access latency in path P4 and path P5 varies, approximately either

280 or 240. Besides that, the inter-path interference also affects paths nearby.

For example, path P2 with Nµ
RQ(µ2) = 1 is severely affected by path P3 with

Nµ
RQ(µ3) = 3, and thus it suffers high memory access latency at approxi-

mately 325 due to additional blocking. With the decreasing of outstanding

requests Nµ
RQ(D) in the end period of the simulation, the contention to the

shared resource reduces and memory access latency reduces.

Figure 5.4 (b) shows memory access latency across modified Bluetree-based

architecture with root queue size Q = 5. Compared with Figure 5.4 (a),
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memory access latency tends to coincide to be identical (as with fixed request

interval) in Figure 5.4 (b). With the root queue, some pending requests can

be stored in the shared FIFO buffer instead of blocking in the overlapped

data paths. In this way, the root memory is able to response to these pend-

ing requests in sequence. This smooths resource sharing, and thus variation

of memory access latency is reduced. However, in this measurement, the root

queue modification benefits some memory access paths that memory access

latency in paths with high memory workloads reduces. For example, memory

access latency in path P4 with Nµ
RQ(µ4) = 3 no longer varies between 280 and

240, instead remaining at approximately 240. By contrast, memory access la-

tency in paths with relatively lower workloads increases due to the smoothing

effects. For example, memory access latency in path P7 with Nµ
RQ(µ7) = 1

increases from 200 to 240. Besides that, root queue size Q = 5 is not enough

to buffer all the outstanding requests in this architecture. As shown in the

figure, memory access latency in either path P2 or path P3 still suffers high

memory access latency due to the resource sharing issue.

When the root queue is reconfigured with Q = 10, the queued service require-

ment is satisfied that the resource sharing issue is eliminated where Q ≥ QS

and QS = Nµ
RQ(D)−3 = 13−3 = 10 in this architecture. Figure 5.4 (c) shows

the measured results. The root queue is fully filled quickly from the start pe-

riod of the simulation, and then memory access latency remains identical (due

to fixed request interval). Afterwards, the worst-case memory access latency

can be bounded as tWC(ω) ≤ Nµ
RQ(D)× t(D) = 13× 20 = 260, and the high-

est measured value is 259. It drops significantly compared with Figure 5.4 (a)

(where the highest observed memory access latency is approximately 325). In

the end period of the simulation, memory access latency reduces with the de-

creasing of outstanding request Nµ
RQ(D). In this case, memory access latency

across the Bluetree-based architecture with root queue modification varies

with varying workloads, but not due to the resource sharing issue.
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Figure 5.5 shows memory access latency with further increased root queue

size Q = 15 and Q = 20. Both Figure 5.5 (a) and Figure 5.5 (b) show the

same results as Figure 5.4 (c). In this case, the root queue modification with

a larger root queue size (larger than the queued service requirement) has no

effect to the timing behaviour.

5.4 Evaluation: FPGA Experiments

This section continues to evaluate the effectiveness of the root queue mod-

ification on reducing variation of memory access latency across the locally

arbitrated Bluetree-based architecture by FPGA experiments. Multiple ex-

periments with varying experimental parameters has been conducted, and 3

groups are selected in this section following experimental setup in previous

chapters. These experiments evaluate memory access latency across 8-client

Bluetree-based architectures with no root queue modified, with sufficient root

queue modification that queued service requirement is satisfied, and with root

queue management, by varying memory workloads.

Traffic generators are employed as clients with synthetic memory workloads

which follow the workload pattern Nµ
RQ(µi) and T µRQ(µi). Each traffic gen-

erator issues 100 memory requests totally. Bluetree blocking factor is set as

α = 1, and each local arbiter is set with the same value in the entire Bluetree

interconnect to provide relatively fair accesses for all clients. The root queue

is designed using bypass FIFO in Bluespec SpecialFIFOs package [107] with

reconfigurable root queue size Q. The root memory module is designed using

FPGA BRAM [110] with extra delays as a constant t(D) = 20 in clock cy-

cles. Bluetree-based systems are synthesised using Xilinx Vivado [111][112]

and implemented on Zedboard [113] with 100MHz of clock frequency.
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In the following experiments, synthetic memory workloads vary with either

varying outstanding request Nµ
RQ(µi) or varying request interval T µRQ(µi).

These experiments measure memory access latency across Bluetree-based ar-

chitectures that the latency of each memory access is measured. In addition,

memory request release time of each memory access is also measured.

5.4.1 Memory Access Latency with Unbalanced Path

Workloads

Following experimental setup of hardware simulations, the initial FPGA ex-

periment is conducted with unbalanced path workloads. Outstanding request

number Nµ
RQ(µi) varies as group c in Table 4.2, and request interval T µRQ(µi)

varies as T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 64] with randomly generated values in Appendix A.1.

Figure 5.6 shows scatter plot of memory access latency with memory request

release time in this measurement. The horizontal axis is for memory request

release time in clock cycles, and the vertical axis is for memory access latency

in clock cycles. Figure 5.6 (a) with no root queue shows the same results as

Figure 4.11 (a). Compared with Figure 5.6 (a), scatters in Figure 5.6 (b) tends

to coincide. This follows similar trend from Figure 5.4 (a) to Figure 5.4 (c)

in the measurement of hardware simulations. However, with varying request

interval, memory access latency varies in this measurement. In addition, the

highest measured memory access latency reduces to 258 in Figure 5.6 (b)

where the worst-case memory access latency is bounded as 260 with sufficient

root queue size (referring to the analysis of hardware simulations). However,

with the variation of outstanding request to shared memory Nµ
RQ(D), memory

access latency still varies in Figure 5.6 (b), such as the reduction of memory

access latency in the end period. By comparison, scatters in Figure 5.6 (c)
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Figure 5.6. Memory Access Latency with Varying Workloads

almost coincide from the start to the end in this measurement. However, a

much longer horizontal axis can be observed that the execution time of this

experiment is much longer than others.

Figure 5.7 shows boxplot of memory access latency in this measurement. Sim-

ilar to the analysis of hardware simulations, the root queue modification tends
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Figure 5.7. Boxplot of Memory Access Latency with Varying Workloads

to benefit memory access paths with relatively higher memory workloads. For

example, compared with the measured results of no root queue and with root

queue, median and mean in Figure 5.7 (d) for path P3 with Nµ
RQ(µ3) = 3

drops, and the difference between the maximum line and the minimum line is
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noticeably reduced in in Figure 5.7 (e) for path P4 with Nµ
RQ(µ4) = 3. How-

ever, either the interquartile range or the difference between the maximum

line and the minimum line remains or even increases in some memory access

paths, such as in Figure 5.7 (f) for path P5 and in in Figure 5.7 (h) for path

P7, even with only 1 outstanding request. With the variation of outstanding

request to shared memory Nµ
RQ(D), the root queue is not fully filled and thus

memory requests suffer varying queued delays. In this case, only with the root

queue modification, memory access latency still varies with varying memory

workloads. By comparison, the root queue management guarantees similar

queued delays. Referring to the figure, at the expense of higher median and

mean, both the interquartile range and the difference between the maximum

line and the minimum line are significantly reduced, in each memory access

path.

5.4.2 Memory Access Latency with Balanced Path Work-

loads

This experiment is conducted with balanced path workloads. Outstanding

request number is fixed as Nµ
RQ(µi) = 2 as shown in Table 4.3, and request

interval varies as T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 64] with randomly generated values in Ap-

pendix A.1. Figure 5.8 shows scatter plot of memory access latency with

memory request release time in this measurement. The horizontal axis is for

memory request release time in clock cycles, and the vertical axis is for mem-

ory access latency in clock cycles. Compared with scatter plot of Figure 5.8

(a), Figure 5.8 (b) and Figure 5.8 (c), scatters of memory access latency

with memory request release time least distributed in Figure 5.8 (c). It is

also observed similar horizontal axises, thus similar execution time of these

experiments.
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Figure 5.8. Memory Access Latency with Balanced Path Workloads

Figure 5.9 shows boxplot of memory access latency in this measurement.

Compared with the measured results of no root queue, both the interquartile

range and the difference between the maximum line and the minimum line are

noticeably reduced with root queue in each memory access path, and median

and mead almost remains the same values. By comparison, the interquartile

range and the difference between the maximum line and the minimum line
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Figure 5.9. Boxplot of Memory Access Latency with Balanced Path Work-

loads

is further reduced with root queue management in each memory access path,

with slightly increased median and mean referring to the figure. In addition,

no outliners are observed with root queue management.
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Figure 5.10. Memory Access Latency with Increasing Request Intervals

5.4.3 Memory Access Latency with Increasing Request

Intervals

Based on similar setup of the above experiment, the variation of request

interval increases as T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 256] in this experiment, with randomly
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Figure 5.11. Boxplot of Memory Access Latency with Increasing Request

Intervals

generated values in Appendix A.2. Figure 5.10 shows scatter plot of memory

access latency with memory request release time in this measurement. The

horizontal axis is for memory request release time in clock cycles, and the
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vertical axis is for memory access latency in clock cycles. Compared with

Figure 5.10 (a) and Figure 5.10 (b), scatters less distributed, and the highest

measured memory access latency noticeably drops. By comparison, scatters

tend to coincide in Figure 5.8 (c). However, a longer horizontal axis can be

observed referring to the figure, and thus the execution time of this experiment

is much longer than others.

Figure 4.14 shows boxplot of memory access latency in this measurement.

By comparison, the root queue management reduces variation of memory

access latency to the minimum, with both the smallest interquartile range

and the smallest difference between the maximum line and the minimum line

in each memory access path. With widely varying request intervals T µRQ(µi) ∈

[1, 256], memory requests are not intensively issued to this system. Referring

to the measured results of the original Bluetree-based architecture with no

root queue, both median and mean are reduced to half of those in the above

experiment with request interval T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 64]. The similar reduction

trend can also be observed in measurements with root queue modification.

The modified Bluetree system is actually not sufficiently loaded with request

interval T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 256], and thus the root queue is not fully filled. In this

case, memory requests suffer varying queued delays. By contrast, the root

queue management guarantees a full root queue, thus almost the same queued

delays. As shown in the figure, either the interquartile range or the difference

between the maximum line and the minimum line is approximately 20, and

this time period equals to the root memory latency t(D). In this experiment,

the worst-case memory access latency in the queued service can be bounded

as tWC(ω) ≤ Nµ
RQ(D)×t(D) = 16×20 = 320. Compared with the root queue

modification, the root queue management keeps memory access latency much

closer to the worst-case bound in the queued service.
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5.5 Summary and Discussion

This chapter proposes the root queue modification with the root queue man-

agement to the locally arbitrated architecture by employing and utilising an

additional hardware queue with queue management between the shared dis-

tributed interconnect root and the shared memory module. With sufficient

root queue size, the queued service eliminates the resource sharing issue within

the locally arbitrated architecture that memory access latency only varies with

varying memory workloads. This root queue modification also facilitates the

timing behaviour analysis that the worst-case memory access latency can be

bounded applying calculations instead of deriving with exact memory ac-

cess profiles. Besides that, the root queue management is further proposed

by utilising dummy packets to reduce variation of memory access latency.

This guarantees that memory requests experience the same queued delays.

Based on the root queue modification, the root queue management keeps the

average-case memory access latency closer to the worst case in the queued

service.

Experiments with hardware simulations and FPGA implementations demon-

strate the effectiveness of the proposed work on reducing the variation of mem-

ory access latency. Experimental results from hardware simulations demon-

strate more noticeable effectiveness with the increasing of the root queue size.

The root queue modification reduces variation of memory access latency and

also reduces the highest measured memory access latency. Experimental re-

sults from FPGA implementations demonstrate that memory access latency

only varies due to varying memory workloads with the root queue modifi-

cation, but no longer due to resource sharing issue. By comparison, the

root queue management further reduces variation of memory access latency
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to minimum that memory access latency can only vary with varying root

memory latency, regardless of memory workloads.

In summary, the root queue modification with the the root queue manage-

ment effectively reduces variation of memory access latency across the locally

arbitrated architecture and facilitates the timing behaviour analysis. This

contributes to solve the research question Q2.

The main contribution presented in this chapter is summarised as follows.

The root queue modification with the root queue management is proposed for

multi-core architectures with locally arbitrated interconnects that variation of

memory access latency is effectively reduced and the timing behaviour analysis

is also facilitated, contributing towards real-time multi-core systems.

It is to be noted that this research implements the root queue management

in hardware design as an example. An alternative design can rely on the aid

of compiler with explicit instruction on the root queue management or the

effective application behaviour analysis for flexibility in utilisation of the root

queue.
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Chapter 6

Meshed Bluetree: Distributed

Time-Predictable

Multi-Memory Interconnect for

Multi-Core Architectures

This chapter proposes a novel distributed multi-memory interconnect, Meshed

Bluetree, for multi-core architectures. It is the extension of the tree-based dis-

tributed memory interconnect employing mesh-of-trees topology. The Meshed

Bluetree architecture is constructed by the coupling of a router network and

multiple locally arbitrated Bluetree-based architectures in parallel, allowing

multiple processors to simultaneously access multiple memory modules with

time-predictable behaviour. This aims to solve the research question Q3:

Can multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory interconnects be

improved by architectural enhancement for increasing memory workloads?
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The reminder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 analyses

resource contention over the locally arbitrated architecture and the globally

arbitrated architecture with increasing memory workloads. Section 6.2 pro-

poses the design of Meshed Bluetree and explain the operation with analysis

on the time-predictable behaviour of memory accesses. Section 6.3 evaluates

the hardware consumption of Meshed Bluetree. Section 6.4 evaluates memory

access latency across the Meshed Bluetree architecture with FPGA experi-

ments using synthetic memory workloads. Section 6.5 evaluates the overall

system performance of the Meshed Bluetree architecture with FPGA experi-

ments using real-world benchmarks. Afterwards, Section 6.6 summarises this

chapter and presents discussion.

6.1 Problem Analysis

In the emerging real-time application scenarios, such as autonomous vehicles

and robotics, there is a stringent requirement on the execution time of applica-

tion being both bounded in the worst case (thus time predictability) and low.

To deal with complex functionality and achieve high performance, multi-core

architectures are widely deployed where multiple processors share a single

memory module. With the trend of either integrating more applications or

employing more processors into the shared memory multi-core architecture,

the contention over memory accesses potentially aggravates.

The multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory interconnects

are able to provide the time-predictable behaviour over memory accesses. Be-

sides that, the distributed pipelined stages can allow high synthesisable clock

frequency, scaling to a large number of processors. The locally arbitrated ar-

chitecture allows multiple memory requests in transfer simultaneously that
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the contention over either the shared root memory module or the overlapped

data paths increases with increasing memory workloads. This leads to increas-

ing memory access latency. By contrast, the globally arbitrated architecture

avoids contention over memory accesses based on global scheduling interval.

However, it does not alleviate memory workloads. For example, with the in-

creasing number of processors, memory access latency increases as well as the

global scheduling cycle. In this case, both the locally arbitrated architecture

and the globally arbitrated architecture potentially suffer increasing memory

access latency with increasing workloads.

The methods to alleviate critical resource contention has also been widely

studied on multi-core architectures. Intuitively, more effective root memory

subsystem or local memory modules at processors can be deployed to allevi-

ate the contention over memory accesses. The effectiveness of such methods

essentially relies on the analysis of accurate application behaviour thus to

exploit data efficiency as well as to predict the memory access behaviour to

bound the worst case. A method is to regulate accesses to critical resource

based on resource reserving. The design of real-time system also tends to

achieve temporal isolation. Similar to the analysis of the globally arbitrated

architecture, it aims to provide contention-free behaviour without alleviat-

ing memory workloads. A different method is message combining which can

potentially combine memory requests to reduce the contention over the over-

lapped data paths within the tree-based interconnect. However, it fails to

alleviate workloads to the shared root memory module.

Instead, an alternative method is to invest additional hardware resources,

such as employing virtual channel to alleviate the router contention from

multiple communication flows in NoC applications. As for the tree-based

structure, Audsley et al. [105] proposes that multiple memory modules or

memory banks can be independently employed at the root of the locally ar-
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bitrated Bluetree-based architecture (potentially through a shared memory

controller), aiming to provide diverse memory features to support mixed-

criticality systems. This potentially increases memory bandwidth. However,

it moves the design burden to the shared memory controller, and the shared

tree root remains the architectural bottleneck of the locally arbitrated inter-

connect.

Following the idea of multiple root memory modules being engaged, this re-

search proposes an architectural enhancement that the tree-based distributed

memory interconnect can be extended to a multi-memory interconnect based

on the mesh-of-trees topology [78][79]. In this way, the new distributed multi-

memory interconnect allows multiple processors to simultaneously access mul-

tiple memory modules. This potentially alleviates the contention to a single

shared memory module as well as the shared distributed memory intercon-

nect. It aims towards time-predictable behaviour (i.e., with the analytical

memory access latency and bounded worst case), memory access latency re-

duction in the average case, as well as scalability for multi-core architectures.

The locally arbitrated Bluetree-based architecture is employed as an exam-

ple which does not require to model memory requests in applications. This

design can be extended to other configurations than the Bluetree design.

6.2 Meshed Bluetree

This section proposes the design of Meshed Bluetree, the distributed multi-

memory interconnect for multi-core architectures. The topology of this design

is based on mesh-of-trees (MoT) [78][79]. In the research [77], MoT is devel-

oped with single-clock-cycle data paths, using a set of switches coordinated by

a global control signal to establish a complete memory access path dedicated
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for a specific processor at a time. This MoT operates in the circuit-switched

round-robin manner with centralised control, allowing data transfer between

processors and memory modules within a single clock cycle and enabling

relatively simple timing analysis. However, with an expanding system config-

uration (i.e., the number of processors and memory modules), the logic size

of this centralised design increases logarithmically, which severely limits the

maximum synthesisable clock frequency.

By contrast, the design of Meshed Bluetree employs distributed data paths

with local arbitration. Although additional clock cycles are introduced, it

allows much higher synthesisable clock frequency, scaling to a large system.

The Meshed Bluetree architecture is proposed to alleviate the resource con-

tention within the conventional locally arbitrated architecture, enabling multi-

ple processors to share multiple memory modules. This aims to achieve good

and scalable average-case performance, whilst providing time-predictable be-

haviour.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the architecture of Meshed Bluetree, which is con-

structed by the coupling of a distributed router network (the upper half)

and multiple Bluetree-based architectures in parallel (the lower half). In this

particular example, the Meshed Bluetree architecture employs 8 clients shar-

ing 4 independent memory modules. Each client µi has a memory access path

P(i,j) to connect to the memory module Dj where i is the client index and j

is the memory module index. For example, the path P(1,1) for the client µ1 to

connect to the memory module D1 is highlighted in the figure. The memory

modules can be paralleled memory banks within a single DRAM module as

analysed in [105]. The design can also be extended with paralleled scratchpad

memory (SPM), cache, or mixed types of memory components. The Meshed

Bluetree architecture allows sufficient design flexibility to support multi-core

applications.
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When a client µi issues a memory request, the router network R first decides

the routing path and relays the request to a specific Bluetree-based architec-

ture. Then the corresponding Bluetree interconnect Bj further multiplexes

and relays this request to the destination memory module Dj. It is to be

noted that the same subscript j indicates a one-to-one relationship between

a Bluetree interconnect and a memory module. The memory response re-

turns across the bi-directional meshed interconnect in a reverse process. As

the memory address range can be partitioned across these paralleled mem-

ory modules, the simultaneous accesses to different memory modules can be

processed concurrently. This potentially reduces the contention over a single

memory module as well as a single shared memory interconnect and thus

reduces memory access latency.

The router network R is constructed with multiple stages of Bluetree routers.

With the number of memory modules ND growing, the router network R

scales with more pipelined router stages, which increases the router depth

NR in the tree-based architecture. In Figure 6.1, NR is equal to 2. The de-
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sign of the Bluetree router is shown in Figure 6.2. The local request path

(named RQ as before) of Bluetree router is non-blocking, and the internal de-

multiplexer decides the route direction of memory requests. Pipelined buffers

and client-server interfaces are also implemented, similar to the design of

Bluetree multiplexer.

Arbitration occurs in the local response path (named RS as before) to de-

cide which Bluetree direction of memory response to be relayed to the client

direction, and potentially to next Bluetree routers. An applicable local ar-

bitration scheme can be round-robin, which provides locally fair access for

both Bluetree directions. It is also feasible to employ static-priority arbitra-

tion at the local router stage, always allowing the memory response from a

single direction to have higher priority and get relayed first. The consecutive

responses along a specific path have time intervals in between, related to the

responding speed of the memory modules. Therefore, a memory response

will not be blocked at a single router stage for long, even with a lower prior-

ity. The exact amount of blocking along the response path depends on the

number of responses ahead in transfer. This Meshed Bluetree architecture

allows memory modules with different response time, potentially supporting

mixed-criticality applications.

The term system cardinality is introduced to describe the configuration of the

Meshed Bluetree architecture. It is expressed as the product of the number of

clients Nµ and the number of memory modules ND. For example, the system

cardinality of the Meshed Bluetree in Figure 6.1 is 8× 4. With an increasing

system cardinality, the Meshed Bluetree scales with either higher router depth

NR or higher Bluetree depth Nβ, indicating larger hardware consumption.

The number of components required to construct the Meshed Bluetree in-

terconnect is analysed as follows, including Bluetree multiplexers, Bluetree
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routers and Bluetree wires. For a single Bluetree memory architecture within

Figure 6.1, the number of Bluetree multiplexers Nmux increases with the num-

ber of clients Nµ, considering the tree topology. For the Meshed Bluetree ar-

chitecture, the total number of Bluetree multiplexers Nmux also increases with

the number of memory modules ND as follows. Taking Figure 6.1 as an ex-

ample, the number of Bluetree multiplexers Nmux is equal to (8−1)×4 = 28.

Nmux = (Nµ − 1)×ND (6.1)

Similarly, the number of Bluetree routers Nrouter required to construct the

tree-based router network increases with both the number of memory modules

ND and the number of clients Nµ as follows. Taking Figure 6.1 as an example,

the number of Bluetree routers Nrouter is equal to (4− 1)× 8 = 24.

Nrouter = (ND − 1)×Nµ (6.2)

Bluetree wire refers to the data bus for the communication between any two

Bluetree components within the interconnect, i.e., clients, memory modules,

Bluetree multiplexers and Bluetree routers. The number of Bluetree wires

Nwire is calculated as follows. For each Bluetree multiplexer, there is a Blue-

tree wire (pointing towards the memory direction), thus (Nµ − 1) × ND in

the architecture. For each Bluetree router, there is a Bluetree wire (pointing

towards the client direction), thus (ND − 1) × Nµ in the architecture. Then

the rest ND ×Nµ Bluetree wires connect Bluetree multiplexers and Bluetree

routers. Taking Figure 6.1 as an example, the number of Bluetree wires Nwire

is equal to (8− 1)× 4 + (4× 2− 1)× 8 = 84.

Nwire = (Nµ − 1)×ND + (ND × 2− 1)×Nµ (6.3)

The width of the data bus within the Meshed Bluetree interconnect depends

on the communication packet format as shown in Figure 6.3. Developed from
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CMD CPU_IDADDR DATA MEM_ID

Memory Access Information Route Information

Figure 6.3. Meshed Bluetree Communication Packet Format

the Bluetree communication packet format, Figure 6.3 includes the memory

access information and the route information in general. The memory access

information is generated or received by the client or the root memory, for

example, including the 1-bit command field CMD (i.e., the memory command

type such as memory read or memory write), the 32-bit address field ADDR

and the 32-bit data field DATA. In the memory request packet, CMD ‘0’

indicates a read request, and CMD ‘1’ indicates a write request. In the

memory response packet, CMD ‘0’ indicates a read response, and CMD ‘1’

indicates a write acknowledgement.

The route information is required for the packet transfer across the intercon-

nect, and it is used for for each distributed multiplexing stage to track or

decide the route. The route information can include the 8-bit client identifier

field CPU ID and the 8-bit memory identifier field MEM ID as an example.

In this case, it can support a maximum Bluetree depth Nβ = 8 and a maxi-

mum router depth NR = 8. When a client issues a request, the corresponding

CPU ID is encoded by the local arbiter at each Bluetree multiplexer to track

the route: left shift by 1 bit with ‘0’ for the local high-priority path, or left

shift 1 bit with ‘1’ for the local low-priority path. CPU ID is also used by

the demultiplexer along the response path to decide the route back to the

corresponding client, decoded by the right shift operation at each local stage.

Similarly, MEM ID is required by Bluetree routers.

In the above example, the total bit-width of a packet is 81, which is also the

width of the data bus as well as the Bluetree multiplexers and the Bluetree
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routers. It is to be noted that this design is reconfigurable and allows flexible

extension, such as additional bits for the priority field of a priority-based

arbitration in the route information. An extra interface is needed for the

conversion of the packet format, for example, converting the packet format

between the Meshed Bluetree interconnect and the AXI bus. In addition, this

design is independent of memory addressing schemes.

In general, a single memory access across the Meshed Bluetree architecture

experiences higher latency, due to the longer pipelined data path with the

router network. However, simultaneous memory accesses can be processed

by the paralleled memory modules concurrently, which effectively alleviates

the contention over a shared memory module. In this way, latency of in-

tensive memory accesses can be reduced, and thus the overall system per-

formance is improved. Besides that, the Meshed Bluetree architecture sup-

ports memory isolation, potentially simplifying software or OS development

for multi-core systems. This architecture also provides sufficient flexibility for

mixed-criticality systems with diverse memory bandwidth or memory latency

requirements.

6.2.1 Timing Behaviour Analysis

The timing behaviour analysis of memory accesses across the Meshed Blue-

tree architecture follows the generic analytical flow in Section 4.1 which is

proposed for the locally arbitrated architecture. The reminder of this section

focuses on the bound of the worst-case latency which is particularly important

for the real-time applications. In general, the calculation on the worst-case

latency tWC of the memory access ω consists of the worst-case request path

latency tWC
RQ (ω), the root memory latency t(Dj), and the worst-case response

path latency tWC
RS (ω) as follows. It is to be noted that inter-path blocking
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and intra-path blocking potentially occur along both the request path and the

response path in the Meshed Bluetree architecture.

tWC(ω) = tWC
RQ (ω) + t(Dj) + tWC

RS (ω). (6.4)

For the request path, the employment of the router network R introduces

intra-path blocking to the memory request ω before Bluetree stages. With

the router depth NR, the maximum blocking number in the router request

path is equal to NR, under the assumption that all the buffers are occupied

at every pipelined stage. This blocking within the router network aggravate

the inter-path blocking in the overlapped Bluetree request paths, which gets

more severe closer to the root memory modules.

In this case, the maximum blocking number along the full request path

NWC
RQ (ω) can be statically determined applying calculations, and the worst-

case assumption remains that the system is flooded by memory requests.

Path P(i,j) gives priority path in a Bluetree-based architecture. The maxi-

mum blocking number that the request ω experiences across the request path

NWC
RQ (ω) can be calculated iteratively, starting with the value NR from the

router network R to the Bluetree root stage β0 within the interconnect Bj.

Finally, the maximum blocking number in the request path NWC
RQ (ω) equals

to the maximum blocking number accumulated to the root stage NWC
RQ (β0).

With the increasing Bluetree local blocking factor α, the maximum blocking

number in the request path NWC
RQ (ω) decreases with more local high-priority

tracks. Afterwards, the worst-case request path latency tWC(ω) can be cal-

culated with (4.4). According to the Bluetree arbitration design, when the

blocking factor is set as α = 1, the Bluetree interconnect provides relatively

fair accesses for all requests regardless of the client index.
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The analysis for blocking in the response path is different from that for the

request path in the locally arbitrated architecture. According to the design

of the Meshed Bluetree architecture, the consecutive memory responses are

separated by certain time intervals, depending on the responding speed of

the memory modules. Therefore, a response path will not be flooded by

interfering responses. The maximum blocking that the memory access ω

experiences in the response path is much less than that in the request path.

In general, the response path is non-blocking within a Bluetree interconnect

Bj, and the memory response can experience blocking in the router network

R. The blocking analysis within the router network varies, depending on

whether the root memory modules have homogeneous latency.

If all the paralleled memory modules have the identical root memory latency

t(Dj), there will be no blocking within the router network R. The memory

requests from the same client are always issued successively. Therefore, there

is only a single response arriving at each arbitration stage at a time, thus

no inter-path blocking. If the root memory latency t(Dj) varies on different

memory modules over the paralleled Bluetree-based architectures, the inter-

path blocking occurs in the router network R. A response only stalls in each

pipelined stage for at most 1 clock cycle due to a single contending response

from the other local path. Referring to the previous analysis, Bluetree router

can locally employ either the round-robin arbitration scheme or the static-

priority arbitration scheme. The worst case occurs when each local arbiter

along the response path always harms the response flow, and the maximum

blocking number under both schemes can be statically bounded applying

calculations.

With the round-robin scheme at each router stage, a response can be blocked

by at most a single response from the other local path. Considering the re-

sponse intervals from the memory modules and the basic pipelined data path
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latency (crossing routers and multiplexers without blocking), such inter-path

blocking will not lead to any intra-path blocking of the responses behind.

Therefore, the maximum blocking number in the response path is determined

by the router depth NR as NWC
RS (ω) = NR. The worst-case response path la-

tency tWC
RS (ω) can be calculated as the sum of the basic pipelined path latency

(through the router network and the Bluetree interconnect) plus blocking as

follows.

tWC
RS (ω) = Nβ +NR +NWC

RS (ω)

= Nβ +NR +NR

= Nβ + 2×NR

(6.5)

The local static-priority arbitration can lead to more inter-path blocking.

With static priority at each router stage, the internal arbiter will always

allow memory responses from a local path with higher priority to block the

other local path. Following the architectural characteristics, the memory re-

sponses in a specific path are separated with intervals, and a single memory

response experiences the basic pipelined data path latency. Therefore, a sin-

gle response will not be stalled at a local router stage for long. The inter-path

blocking does not cause any intra-path blocking to memory responses behind

in the same path, as clients accept responses immediately, unlike memory

modules which take t(Dj) to respond to requests.

When a response ω crosses the leaf stage of the router network, there will be

only a single interfering response from the other local path considering the

memory responding intervals. Then the response ω experiences more inter-

path blocking at the subsequent router stages closer to the client. The max-

imum blocking number in the response path can be bounded as NWC
RS (ω) =

ND, with the assumption that the response flow is always interfered. In this

case, the worst-case response path latency tWC
RS (ω) can be calculated as fol-
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lows.

tWC
RS (ω) = Nβ +NR +ND (6.6)

Taking the static-priority arbitration in Bluetree router as an example, the

worst-case latency tWC of the memory access ω can be computed from the

worst-case latency across the request path tWC
RQ (ω) and the response path

tWC
RS (ω). The overall calculation can be reformed based on the above analysis

as follows.

tWC(ω) = tWC
RQ (ω) + t(Dj) + tWC

RS (ω)

= NWC
RQ (β0)× t(Dj) + t(Dj) + tWC

RS (ω)

= (NWC
RQ (β0) + 1)× t(Dj) +NB +NR +ND.

(6.7)

Analytical Results and Measured Results

This section compares the analytical worst-case memory access latency and

the measured worst-case memory access latency across the Meshed Bluetree

architecture under system cardinality 8×1, 8×2 and 8×4. Bluetree blocking

factor is set as α = 1, and each local arbiter is set with the same value in the

entire Bluetree interconnect. Bluetree router is set with round-robin scheme.

The latency of the paralleled memory modules are assumed as a constant 20

in clock cycles. In this case, the analytical results are calculated following the

above analysis that there is no blocking within the router network.

The measured results are from hardware simulations. Traffic generators are

employed as clients, and each traffic generator keeps pushing memory requests

into its memory access path. In this case, the system can be flooded with

memory requests (potentially pending), aiming towards that each memory

request experiences its maximum blocking. The root memory modules are

implemented using Bluespec BRAM package [107] with extra delays as a
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Figure 6.4. Worst-Case Memory Access Latency across Meshed Bluetree Ar-

chitecture

constant 20 in clock cycles. The system is implemented using Bluespec System

Verilog [107][108], with simulations running on BlueSim simulator [107][108].

This simulation measures memory access latency across the Meshed Bluetree

architecture that the latency of each memory access is measured.

Similar to the analysis of Figure 4.4, the measured memory access latency

gradually increases until at a constant value. Then the maximum measured

constant is selected as the measured worst-case memory access latency across

the relevant memory access path. In addition, the worst-case memory access

latency is identical with blocking factor α = 1 in each memory access path,

both analytical and measured results. In this case, Figure 6.4 shows the

comparison of analytical worst-case memory access latency and measured

worst-case memory access latency over system cardinality with bar chart.

The horizontal axis is for system cardinality 8× 1, 8× 2 and 8× 4, and the

vertical axis is for the worst-case results in clock cycles. It is observed that

the measured results are smaller than the analytical results. It is to be noted

that the 8× 1 Meshed Bluetree architecture is the same as the conventional

8-client Bluetree-based architecture.
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Discussion

Following the generic analytical flow to safely bound the worst case of the

locally arbitrated architecture, the worst-case analysis inevitably produces

pessimistic results across the Meshed Bluetree architecture. This can lead to

conservative system design and resource dimensioning, as the memory access

latency is the main part forming the overall program execution time. If the

exact memory access profiles can be provided, the accurate memory access

latency with no pessimism can be determined based on the detailed status

of the memory flow and the local arbiter at every pipelined stage. With

uncertainty on memory access profiles which is often the case in reality, the

worst-case analysis reported in this section must be deployed for real-time

applications even with pessimistic results.

The worst-case bound provided can also be tightened, e.g., by restricting

the demand from processors with limit, and the discussion on the tightness

also requires sufficiently representative memory workloads to be fair. As for

practical applications, the number of memory requests issued to a system is

limited and the memory access pattern is dependent on memory response.

This potentially follows the workload pattern Nµ
RQ(µi) and T µRQ(µi). In this

case, the root queue modification with the root queue management can be

appropriately employed to facilitate timing behaviour analysis of memory

accesses across such architecture, which remains the future work.

In summary, compared with the conventional Bluetree-based architecture,

the Meshed Bluetree architecture allows simultaneous memory accesses to

be processed by the paralleled memory modules concurrently. It provides

good average-case performance and guarantees the worst-case memory access

latency which is particularly important for real-time applications.
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Figure 6.5. Hardware Consumption: Bluetree Multiplexer
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Figure 6.6. Hardware Consumption: Bluetree Router
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Figure 6.7. Hardware Consumption: Bluetree Wire
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Table 6.1. Hardware Consumption at RTL Level

Component LUT Register BRAM

Bluetree Multiplexer 105 269 0

Bluetree Router 88 251 0

6.3 Evaluation: Hardware Consumption

This section evaluates the hardware consumption of the Meshed Bluetree

architecture. The numbers of components required to construct the Meshed

Bluetree interconnect, including Bluetree multiplexers, Bluetree routers and

Bluetree wires, are reported in Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, with

the system cardinality increasing from 4 × 1 to 128 × 16. These results are

calculated using (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), which covers the entire interconnect.

As shown in these figures, the numbers of components are proportional to the

number of clients and memory modules, respectively.

The hardware consumption of Bluetree multiplexer and Bluetree router at

the register-transfer level (RTL) is reported in Table 6.1, in terms of look-

up tables (LUTs), registers, and BRAMs, which are the basic logic units on

FPGA. Gate-level consumption, which depends on the fabrication technol-

ogy, can be evaluated in the future work that more detailed information such

as the width and length of wires, as well as the exact amount of area, is avail-

able. The design employs Bluetree multiplexers with the local blocking factor

α = 1 and the static priority-based arbitration within Bluetree routers. The

entire Meshed Bluetree architecture is implemented using Bluespec System

Verilog [107][108] and synthesised with Xilinx Vivado [111][112].

As shown in Table 6.1, a single Bluetree router consumes slightly fewer re-

sources than a Bluetree multiplexer, and the relevant difference is mainly on
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the design of internal arbiter. The BRAM consumption is 0 with the selected

arbitration schemes. It is to be noted that this resource consumption is ob-

tained from Vivado synthesis report, and the resource consumption can be

much lower after optimisation. Based on Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7

and Table 6.1, the hardware consumption of the Meshed Bluetree interconnect

increases linearly over the system cardinality.

6.4 Evaluation: Synthetic Memory Workloads

This section evaluates memory access latency across Meshed Bluetree archi-

tectures by FPGA experiments with synthetic memory workloads. Multiple

experiments with varying experimental parameters has been conducted, and 2

groups are selected in this section to evaluate the timing behaviour of mem-

ory accesses across the Meshed Bluetree architecture under various system

configurations.

In the following experiments, traffic generators are employed as clients with

synthetic memory workloads which follow the workload pattern Nµ
RQ(µi) and

T µRQ(µi). Each traffic generator issues 100 memory requests totally. Out-

standing request number is fixed as 2 Nµ
RQ(µi) = 2 as shown in Table 4.3,

and request interval varies as T µRQ(µi) ∈ [1, 64] with randomly generated val-

ues in Appendix A.1. Bluetree blocking factor is set as α = 1, and each

local arbiter is set with the same value in the entire Bluetree interconnect

to provide relatively fair accesses for all clients. Bluetree router is set with

round-robin scheme. The Meshed Bluetree systems are synthesised using Xil-

inx Vivado [111][112] and implemented on Virtex-7 FPGA VC709 [114] with

100MHz of clock frequency.
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Figure 6.8. Execution Time with Multiple Homogeneous Memory Modules

The following experiments measure the execution time of each experiment

which reflects the overall system performance. In addition, each experiment

also measures memory access latency across the Meshed Bluetree architecture

that the latency of each memory access is measured.

6.4.1 Memory Access Latency with Multiple Homoge-

neous Memory Modules

This experiment evaluates memory access latency across 8-client Meshed

Bluetree architecture with multiple homogeneous memory modules, under

system cardinality 8× 1, 8× 2, and 8× 4. The memory modules are imple-

mented based on FPGA BRAM [110] with additional 20 clock cycles. The

memory accesses are randomly partitioned among these paralleled memory

modules following the uniform distribution.

Figure 6.8 shows the execution time of experiments over system cardinality

with bar chart. The horizontal axis is for system cardinality 8×1, 8×2 and 8×

4, and the vertical axis is for the execution time in clock cycles. It is observed
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Figure 6.9. Average Memory Access Latency with Multiple Homogeneous

Memory Modules

that the measured execution time is roughly reduced by half as the number of

memory modules doubles. The reduction of the execution time is not exactly

by half, instead slightly less than, because memory accesses experience longer

data path latency across the Meshed Bluetree interconnect, according to the

timing behaviour analysis. Although a portion of data path latency can be

masked by the waiting for the root memory module, the latency of a single

memory access increases. Besides that, following a randomised process, the

memory accesses are not evenly partitioned to the paralleled architecture,

neither the target memory modules nor the memory request issuing time

instants. In this case, the contention over a heavier shared memory module

increases the relevant memory access latency.

Latency of each memory access in this measurement is also analysed. Fig-

ure 6.9 shows the average memory access latency with the highest measured

memory access latency over system cardinality. The horizontal axis is for sys-

tem cardinality 8×1, 8×2 and 8×4, and the vertical axis is for average memory

access latency with the whisker for the highest measured memory access la-

tency, both in clock cycles. Although the blocking due to the shared resources

still occurs, the simultaneous memory requests are partitioned into multiple
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Figure 6.10. Execution Time with Mixed Memory Modules

memory modules in parallel through the Meshed Bluetree interconnect (al-

though not evenly partitioned). This effectively alleviates the contention to a

single memory module and thus reduces the average memory access latency

as well as the highest measured memory access latency referring to the figure.

It is also observed that the highest measured memory latency is 319, 246 and

117 in 8× 1, 8× 2 and 8× 4 systems respectively. The results are much lower

the analytical results which statically bounds the worst case without exact

memory access profiles. It is to be noted that the Meshed Bluetree architec-

ture is designed towards memory access latency reduction in the average case,

whilst with analytical time-predictable behaviour and safe worst-case bound.

6.4.2 Memory Access Latency with Mixed Memory Mod-

ules

This experiment evaluates memory access latency across 8-client Meshed

Bluetree architectures with mixed memory modules under system cardinality

of 8 × 2, directly employing an FPGA BRAM module [110] and a VC709

DDR3 DRAM module [115]. In this experiment, the percentage of memory
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Figure 6.11. Average Memory Access Latency with Mixed Memory Modules

accesses to BRAM varies from 10%, 30%, to 50%, as the faster memory mod-

ule tends to be in smaller size and with smaller memory address range. It is

to be noted that memory write is not research focus, as write buffers are de-

ployed in DRAM modules to expedite memory writes. By contrast, synthetic

memory workloads focus on memory reads. In this case, traffic generator is-

sues memory read requests with randomly generated memory addresses and

thus leads to considerable DRAM latency on memory reads.

Figure 6.10 shows the execution time of experiments over the percentage of

BRAM accesses with bar chart. The horizontal axis is for the increasing

percentage of BRAM accesses 10%, 30% to 50%, and the vertical axis is

for execution time in clock cycles. It is observed that the execution time

is reduced with the increasing percentage of BRAM accesses. When this

percentage increases from 10% to 30%, the execution time is reduced by

approximately 20% due to the much faster response from the BRAM module.

When the percentage further increases from 30% to 50%, the execution time

drops even faster by approximately 40%. In this case, if the architecture scales

with faster memory modules in parallel, the overall system performance can

have more noticeable improvement.
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Figure 6.11 shows the average memory access latency with the highest mea-

sured memory access latency over the percentage of BRAM accesses. It is

observed that the average memory access latency is reasonably reduced with

more accesses to the faster BRAM module. However, the highest measured

memory access latency remains almost unchanged referring to the whiskers.

As the memory accesses are randomly partitioned between the BRAM module

and the DRAM module, the traffic generator can quickly issue next memory

requests to the DRAM module after receiving the very fast response from the

BRAM module. In this case, the contention to the shared slow DRAM mod-

ule is not alleviated, and thus the highest measured memory access latency

is not reduced.

6.5 Evaluation: Benchmarks

This section evaluates the overall system performance of Meshed Bluetree ar-

chitectures under various system configurations with Mälardalen benchmark

suite [116]. The experiments are based on 8-Microblaze [85] FPGA system

running 8 calculation-intensive benchmarks of different functionality. Each

Microblaze executes a benchmark as cnt, compress, cover, expint, fdct, insert-

sort, jfdctint and qsort-exam. It is to be noted that there is no local memory

deployed, which makes the root memory modules with intensive memory

workloads. Bluetree blocking factor is set as α = 1, and each local arbiter is

set with the same value in the entire interconnect to provide relatively fair

accesses for each Microblaze. Bluetree router is set with round-robin scheme.

This experiment configures systems as 8×1 with a single DRAM module and

8× 2 with 2 DRAM modules, employing VC709 DDR3 DRAM module [115]

(and there are totally 2 DRAM modules on VC709). The 8×1 system with a
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Figure 6.12. Boxplot of Execution Time in 8×1 Meshed Bluetree Architecture

with Single DRAM Module

single DRAM module is denoted as Single DRAM for short. In this system,

8 Microblazes share a single DRAM module. The 8× 2 system where mem-

ory accesses are partitioned as separate instruction DRAM accesses and data
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Figure 6.13. Boxplot of Execution Time in 8×2 Meshed Bluetree Architecture

with Instruction DRAM Module and Data DRAM Module

DRAM accesses is denoted as Mixed DRAM. This system essentially employs

a separate instruction DRAM module and a separate data DRAM module.

The other 8×2 system where memory accesses are evenly partitioned to these
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Figure 6.14. Boxplot of Execution Time in 8×2 Meshed Bluetree Architecture

with Dual DRAM Modules

2 DRAM modules is denoted as Dual DRAM. In this system, every 4 Microb-

lazes share a single DRAM module. It is to be noted that memory accesses

issued by Microblazes include both memory reads and memory writes from
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Figure 6.15. Average Execution Time in Meshed Bluetree Architectures

benchmarks in this experiment. These 3 Meshed Bluetree systems are syn-

thesised using Xilinx Vivado [111][112] and implemented on Virtex-7 FPGA

VC709 [114] with 100MHz of clock frequency. This experiment measures ex-

ecution time of benchmarks over 100 repeated runs that the execution time

of each run is measured.
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Figure 6.16. Interquartile Range of Execution Time in Meshed Bluetree Ar-

chitectures

Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show boxplot of execution time in

this measurement. Each benchmark is plot separately, and the vertical axis

is for execution time in clock cycles. It is to be noted that the scale of each

vertical axis varies. In addition, the average execution time over system con-
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figuration in this measurement is shown in Figure 6.15 with bar chart. The

horizontal axis is for system configuration Single DRAM, Mixed DRAM and

Dual DRAM, and the vertical axis is for the average execution time in clock

cycles. Similarly, the interquartile range of execution time over system con-

figuration in this measurement is shown in Figure 6.16 with bar chart. The

horizontal axis is for system configuration Single DRAM, Mixed DRAM and

Dual DRAM, and the vertical axis is for the interquartile range of execu-

tion time. Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 better compares the overall system

performance of these Meshed Bluetree architectures over various system con-

figurations within the same scale of vertical axis.

Compared with Single DRAM and Mixed DRAM, the average execution time

slightly reduces for each benchmark. By contrast, the interquartile range of

execution time dramatically increases, which partially reflects variation of

execution time. Even though instruction accesses and data accesses are par-

titioned in Mixed DRAM, the number of outstanding memory requests to

access a single memory module remains that all 8 Microblazes can simulta-

neously access a single DRAM module at a time. This leads to high memory

access latency. On the other hand, when a single memory module is under

high pressure, the other memory module is less accessed, due to the limited

number of outstanding memory requests from these Microblazes. This leads

to much lower memory access latency. In this case, wide variation of memory

access latency leads to wide fluctuation of execution time, as memory access

is the main part forming the overall benchmark execution. Following similar

reduction trend of average execution time, the highest measured execution

time is slightly reduced from Single DRAM to Mixed DRAM, for each bench-

mark, according to the accurate measured results. The system configuration

Mixed DRAM fails to effectively alleviate the contention to a single shared

memory.
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By comparison, Dual DRAM has the lowest average execution time among

these system configurations. Compared with Single DRAM and Dual DRAM,

the average execution time is reduced roughly by half. As memory accesses

are evenly partitioned to the paralleled memory modules for all benchmarks,

the number of outstanding memory requests to access a single memory mod-

ule is reduced to half, thus memory access latency dropping. In this case,

execution time is reduced significantly. It is also observed that the interquar-

tile range of execution time noticeably reduces for some benchmarks such

as Figure 6.16 (g) jfdctint and Figure 6.16 (h) qsort-exam. However, the

interquartile range of execution time remains almost unchanged for some

benchmarks such as Figure 6.16 (a) cnt and Figure 6.16 (b) compress. This

very much depends on behaviour of benchmarks. For example, due to the

intrinsic variability of benchmark fdct, even the base memory address of ar-

rays is unknown (which depends on function parameters). As a consequence,

wide variation of execution time can be observed for benchmark fdct un-

der each system configuration, referring to those large interquartile ranges in

Figure 6.16 (e).

6.6 Summary and Discussion

This chapter proposes the Meshed Bluetree interconnect as the distributed

time-predictable multi-memory interconnect for multi-core architectures. Con-

structed by the coupling of a router network and multiple locally arbitrated

Bluetree-based architectures, the Meshed Bluetree architecture allows multi-

ple processors to simultaneously access multiple memory modules with time-

predictable behaviour. In general, a single memory access across the Meshed

Bluetree architecture experiences higher latency due to the longer pipelined

data path. However, simultaneous memory accesses can be processed by
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the parallel memory modules concurrently, which effectively alleviates the

contention over a single shared memory module as well as a single shared

distributed memory interconnect. In this case, latency of intensive memory

accesses can be reduced.

The hardware consumption to construct the Meshed Bluetree interconnect is

reported, which increases linearly over the system cardinality. Experiments

with FPGA implementations demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

work. Experimental results from FPGA implementations with synthetic

memory workloads demonstrate that with increasing number of paralleled

memory modules employed, the average memory access latency is reduced

with the same scale. Experimental results from FPGA implementations with

Mälardalen benchmarks demonstrate that the Meshed Bluetree architecture

can alleviate the contention to a single shared memory module. This reduces

memory access latency and thus reduces overall execution time.

In summary, the Meshed Bluetree architecture allows multiple processors to

simultaneously access multiple memory modules with time-predictable be-

haviour. It alleviates the contention to a single shared memory module as

well as a single shared distributed memory interconnect. This effectively re-

duces memory access latency in the average case, contributing to solve the

research question Q3.

The main contribution presented in this chapter is summarised as follows.

Meshed Bluetree is proposed as the distributed time-predictable multi-memory

interconnect. Constructed by the coupling of a router network and multiple

locally arbitrated Bluetree-based architectures in parallel, the Meshed Blue-

tree architecture allows multiple processors to simultaneously access multiple

memory modules with time-predictable behaviour.
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It to be noted that this architecture can be extended to other configurations

than the locally arbitrated Bluetree design. Further improvement involves to

investigate hardware-software co-design strategies for multi-core architectures

with multi-memory interconnects.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

This research explores timing behaviour of the multi-core architectures with

shared distributed memory interconnects and improves the distributed time-

predictable memory interconnect for multi-core architectures. This chapter

draws the concluding remarks, and the reminder of this chapter is structured

as follows. Section 7.1 summarises the proposed work in this research based

on the given research questions. Section 7.2 revisits the main contributions

which are summarised at the end of each chapter. Section 7.3 proposes the

future work.

7.1 Research Summary

Chapter 4 analyses the timing behaviour of the multi-core architectures with

shared distributed memory interconnects. First, Chapter 4 addresses the re-

source contention and the blocking effect across the data paths within shared

memory multi-core architectures and proposes the generic analytical flow to
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predict the memory access behaviour across the locally arbitrated architecture

and statically bound the worst-case memory access latency when there is un-

certainty on memory access profile. This contributes to solve the research

question Q1: Can analytical method predict timing behaviour of memory ac-

cesses and bound the worst-case memory access latency in multi-core archi-

tectures with shared distributed memory interconnects? With the proposed

analytical method, time predictability of the locally arbitrated architecture

can be guaranteed. By contrast, the timing behaviour analysis of the glob-

ally arbitrated architecture reflects its global scheduling cycle. In addition,

Chapter 4 also explores and analyses the timing behaviour of the locally ar-

bitrated architecture and the globally arbitrated architecture by experiments

with synthetic memory workloads.

Chapter 5 addresses the variation of memory access latency within the multi-

core architectures with shared distributed memory interconnects. It proposes

the root queue modification with the root queue management to the locally ar-

bitrated architecture by employing and utilising an additional hardware queue

between the distributed interconnect root and the shared memory module.

With sufficient root queue size, the root queue modification smooths resource

sharing across the locally arbitrated architecture and thus memory access la-

tency only varies with varying memory workloads. Besides that, the root

queue modification also facilitates the timing behaviour analysis that the

worst-case memory access latency can be bounded applying calculations in-

stead of deriving with exact memory access profiles. Based on the root queue

modification, the root queue management is further proposed by utilising

dummy packets to reduce variation of memory access latency. Experimental

results from hardware simulations and FPGA implementations demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed work. This contributes to solve the research

question Q2: Can multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory

interconnects be modified at the hardware level to reduce variation of memory
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access latency? Applying the root queue modification with the root queue

management, variation of memory access latency across the locally arbitrated

architecture is effectively reduced. By contrast, the deployment of the globally

arbitrated architecture can rely on effective analysis of accurate application

behaviour to benefit specific applications.

Chapter 6 addresses the aggravated resource contention over the multi-core

architectures with shared distributed memory interconnects due to increasing

memory workloads. Based on the mesh-of-trees topology, it proposes Meshed

Bluetree as the multi-memory interconnect for multi-core architectures. Con-

structed by the coupling of a router network and multiple Bluetree-based

architectures in parallel, the Meshed Bluetree architecture allows multiple

processors to simultaneously access multiple memory modules with time-

predictable behaviour. This effectively reduces the contention to a single

shared memory module as well as a single shared distributed memory inter-

connect. Experimental results from FPGA implementations with synthetic

memory workloads and real-world benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness

of the proposed work. This contributes to solve the research question Q3: Can

multi-core architectures with shared distributed memory interconnects be im-

proved by architectural enhancement for increasing memory workloads? With

the proposed distributed multi-memory interconnect, multiple processors can

simultaneously access multiple memory modules with time-predictable be-

haviour. This potentially alleviates resource contention due to increasing

memory workloads and thus reduces memory access latency in the average

case. The locally arbitrated Bluetree and the Meshed Bluetree architecture

are taken as examples, and this design can be extended to other configurations

than the Bluetree-based architecture.

Based on the above analysis, the work presented in this thesis demonstrates

the research hypothesis which is revisited as follows.
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Distributed memory interconnect for multi-core architectures can be improved

by architectural enhancement on hardware that the root queue modification

with the root queue management reduces variation of memory access latency

and the mesh-of-trees extension enables multiple processors to simultaneously

access multiple memory modules, whilst guaranteeing the time-predictable be-

haviour.

7.2 Main Contributions

The summarised main contributions are revisited as follows.

• The generic analytical flow is proposed for time-predictable behaviour of

memory accesses across multi-core architectures with locally arbitrated

interconnects. Without exact memory access profiles, this static anal-

ysis can guarantee the safe worst-case bound for real-time applications

applying calculations.

• The root queue modification with the root queue management is pro-

posed for multi-core architectures with locally arbitrated interconnects

that variation of memory access latency is effectively reduced and the

timing behaviour analysis is also facilitated, contributing towards real-

time multi-core systems.

• Meshed Bluetree is proposed as the distributed time-predictable multi-

memory interconnect. Constructed by the coupling of a router network

and multiple locally arbitrated Bluetree-based architectures in parallel,

the Meshed Bluetree architecture allows multiple processors to simul-

taneously access multiple memory modules with time-predictable be-

haviour.
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7.3 Future Work

The future work related to this research is proposed as follows.

A potential research is to investigate hardware-software integration or co-

design strategies for multi-core architectures, such as investigating strategies

that divide and map tasks to the paralleled memory modules in the Meshed

Bluetree architecture or similar architectures. This potentially further im-

proves the overall system performance, including execution time, power con-

sumption, as well as reliability. In addition, more benchmarks, e.g., with

more intensive demands or of mixed types, can also be adopted to evaluate

the proposed design, and finer analysis can also be conducted on representa-

tive memory workload patterns.

Another potential research is to address the scalability of the shared dis-

tributed memory interconnect for multi-core architectures. With an expand-

ing system configuration, i.e., an increasing number of processors, the con-

tention over memory accesses keeps getting aggravated. Meshed Bluetree is

proposed as an improvement method however with longer data path, thus

higher memory access latency, and the responding speed of memory modules

at the interconnect roots still limits the overall system performance. Further

enhancement is to deploy memory modules at the distributed stages (poten-

tially within the locally arbitrated design). This can raise research issues such

as most beneficial memory types, appropriate memory size, as well as efficient

memory management scheme especially for scratchpad memory (SPM).
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Appendix A

Request Interval

FPGA experiments are conducted with synthetic memory workload. The

path request interval TRQ(Pi) varies between two successive memory requests

which employs the randomly generated values as follows.

A.1 Varying Request Interval [1, 64]

TRQ(P0) = [ 17, 15, 28, 14, 39, 16, 53, 63, 50, 19, 25, 43, 51, 53, 38, 49, 25,

25, 29, 30, 51, 43, 55, 42, 47, 58, 15, 59, 9, 46, 52, 24, 22, 64, 58, 31, 14, 19,

2, 3, 49, 30, 22, 53, 28, 64, 30, 13, 28, 24, 18, 29, 46, 17, 4, 23, 40, 26, 12, 64,

60, 45, 4, 61, 56, 23, 13, 16, 8, 54, 26, 8, 29, 29, 62, 15, 4, 52, 29, 50, 63, 31,

48, 57, 5, 42, 39, 18, 17, 29, 23, 23, 61, 14, 12, 36, 41, 17, 18, 40 ];

TRQ(P1) = [ 9, 51, 14, 20, 50, 9, 6, 22, 12, 42, 45, 11, 49, 24, 7, 14, 6, 51, 44,

42, 20, 47, 47, 17, 46, 13, 32, 1, 46, 17, 16, 59, 56, 5, 39, 41, 26, 37, 54, 55,

57, 28, 11, 3, 38, 46, 14, 7, 13, 40, 51, 2, 7, 10, 49, 56, 24, 42, 7, 35, 32, 29,
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10, 19, 14, 45, 54, 30, 48, 13, 11, 46, 1, 44, 14, 57, 3, 41, 12, 46, 47, 22, 34,

10, 28, 61, 14, 5, 39, 43, 64, 1, 43, 57, 35, 40, 24, 12, 57, 27 ];

TRQ(P2) = [ 41, 7, 31, 3, 57, 4, 19, 18, 61, 2, 30, 28, 15, 63, 60, 9, 64, 28, 49,

4, 50, 28, 36, 32, 21, 25, 57, 64, 54, 11, 44, 23, 62, 13, 43, 52, 54, 9, 61, 40,

21, 15, 19, 27, 20, 23, 4, 25, 28, 39, 41, 43, 25, 63, 8, 32, 26, 51, 2, 18, 36, 15,

21, 30, 26, 6, 10, 37, 51, 30, 30, 47, 26, 23, 35, 63, 24, 19, 38, 22, 36, 6, 46,

28, 11, 16, 59, 57, 31, 63, 34, 24, 41, 8, 14, 3, 50, 58, 29, 45 ];

TRQ(P3) = [ 58, 63, 50, 47, 28, 50, 19, 44, 28, 18, 43, 62, 2, 28, 2, 8, 33, 5, 20,

34, 29, 20, 54, 31, 32, 27, 64, 25, 29, 22, 20, 35, 22, 58, 8, 51, 60, 10, 56, 29,

57, 38, 50, 63, 54, 7, 15, 50, 11, 7, 37, 15, 30, 62, 39, 50, 60, 37, 8, 40, 17, 35,

6, 23, 64, 57, 11, 62, 34, 29, 56, 11, 21, 19, 1, 53, 63, 54, 48, 33, 42, 41, 48,

64, 25, 15, 43, 7, 5, 21, 25, 56, 12, 27, 25, 16, 10, 43, 34, 11 ];

TRQ(P4) = [ 29, 48, 59, 43, 41, 28, 18, 34, 1, 2, 1, 44, 47, 37, 47, 12, 28, 6, 64,

55, 55, 6, 51, 15, 47, 48, 54, 30, 43, 41, 47, 56, 1, 15, 22, 47, 16, 29, 64, 10,

53, 59, 62, 54, 15, 36, 63, 10, 39, 33, 2, 29, 1, 18, 57, 49, 39, 48, 22, 23, 26,

55, 28, 13, 26, 43, 4, 6, 64, 36, 11, 5, 19, 5, 33, 5, 41, 39, 25, 6, 10, 8, 38, 41,

42, 44, 29, 8, 15, 41, 58, 64, 15, 6, 49, 6, 7, 7, 60, 39 ];

TRQ(P5) = [ 30, 8, 16, 25, 54, 50, 52, 35, 55, 14, 22, 3, 48, 11, 19, 37, 45, 39,

39, 40, 29, 47, 31, 27, 63, 56, 47, 30, 43, 12, 57, 64, 36, 53, 36, 43, 46, 16, 17,

27, 21, 6, 53, 46, 27, 3, 11, 6, 61, 33, 3, 62, 52, 64, 40, 61, 45, 13, 48, 39, 45,

19, 31, 9, 36, 44, 61, 60, 37, 42, 25, 35, 57, 6, 57, 10, 59, 24, 53, 22, 45, 11,

63, 18, 44, 29, 34, 13, 37, 17, 22, 39, 10, 1, 51, 52, 46, 25, 56, 58 ];

TRQ(P6) = [ 3, 56, 16, 14, 64, 46, 18, 28, 32, 43, 62, 37, 1, 57, 4, 60, 48, 30,

15, 46, 40, 9, 41, 39, 4, 6, 44, 17, 40, 39, 13, 8, 15, 21, 62, 26, 16, 23, 12, 17,

58, 35, 8, 20, 23, 64, 26, 32, 50, 15, 23, 21, 19, 42, 17, 33, 9, 8, 57, 50, 19, 41,
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49, 61, 32, 39, 13, 18, 8, 64, 41, 10, 19, 30, 41, 48, 7, 21, 30, 30, 25, 64, 59,

20, 42, 48, 29, 36, 54, 5, 43, 31, 30, 42, 25, 28, 64, 51, 24, 61 ];

TRQ(P7) = [ 56, 14, 48, 32, 31, 49, 34, 47, 48, 61, 22, 17, 13, 1, 53, 47, 57, 61,

6, 47, 12, 35, 23, 35, 53, 7, 35, 47, 38, 26, 7, 9, 45, 8, 11, 21, 22, 39, 48, 32,

26, 52, 20, 46, 18, 57, 62, 33, 33, 49, 55, 8, 22, 46, 33, 13, 44, 22, 56, 39, 57,

3, 13, 32, 41, 13, 30, 37, 43, 4, 21, 53, 64, 63, 38, 49, 60, 57, 58, 51, 1, 49, 50,

28, 50, 1, 59, 60, 44, 46, 28, 49, 34, 20, 4, 63, 51, 54, 59, 4 ].

A.2 Varying Request Interval [1, 256]

TRQ(P0) = [ 52, 91, 195, 84, 219, 216, 125, 188, 109, 245, 238, 94, 221, 219,

252, 120, 209, 125, 3, 122, 107, 227, 132, 64, 148, 110, 196, 207, 238, 37, 102,

44, 79, 157, 17, 245, 245, 115, 251, 176, 131, 197, 35, 1, 167, 187, 85, 191, 44,

169, 145, 106, 100, 42, 17, 30, 8, 113, 87, 88, 242, 165, 146, 83, 101, 178, 27,

36, 192, 20, 138, 16, 79, 189, 84, 49, 65, 118, 132, 34, 182, 91, 47, 218, 100,

26, 130, 109, 157, 243, 67, 238, 212, 22, 188, 76, 244, 63, 63, 37 ];

TRQ(P1) = [ 152, 179, 3, 58, 78, 206, 55, 3, 244, 141, 108, 81, 150, 211, 95,

168, 34, 63, 199, 210, 58, 17, 237, 167, 224, 67, 194, 253, 58, 171, 97, 189, 33,

104, 156, 40, 75, 54, 161, 106, 193, 24, 165, 71, 75, 42, 5, 159, 1, 206, 119,

148, 55, 128, 43, 142, 153, 198, 181, 23, 164, 111, 35, 18, 76, 52, 244, 47, 187,

77, 178, 93, 59, 236, 170, 197, 154, 243, 149, 146, 160, 202, 164, 206, 196, 102,

112, 199, 211, 155, 198, 75, 216, 247, 23, 142, 200, 105, 249, 53 ];

TRQ(P2) = [ 183, 198, 23, 163, 68, 130, 179, 2, 231, 94, 152, 241, 115, 79, 145,

191, 236, 61, 2, 187, 105, 247, 10, 155, 199, 187, 41, 77, 108, 199, 209, 39,

209, 12, 227, 7, 2, 66, 163, 200, 120, 171, 67, 44, 154, 31, 150, 14, 231, 51, 46,

140, 196, 221, 83, 46, 218, 178, 69, 150, 59, 254, 215, 217, 167, 212, 147, 44,
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94, 62, 187, 219, 237, 94, 158, 48, 108, 170, 94, 195, 189, 49, 190, 173, 248,

256, 180, 254, 92, 31, 89, 253, 181, 105, 91, 61, 206, 130, 86, 214 ];

TRQ(P3) = [ 220, 240, 53, 196, 19, 54, 194, 93, 55, 242, 78, 130, 185, 133,

244, 123, 73, 237, 67, 96, 193, 56, 179, 245, 112, 243, 23, 196, 30, 165, 191,

51, 242, 200, 77, 41, 180, 237, 235, 4, 211, 129, 191, 55, 201, 210, 15, 8, 99,

165, 168, 212, 16, 109, 52, 153, 162, 151, 21, 30, 98, 107, 226, 32, 248, 169,

147, 74, 222, 219, 186, 251, 27, 188, 118, 82, 18, 136, 84, 142, 166, 81, 109,

14, 154, 251, 157, 84, 72, 40, 102, 71, 156, 132, 7, 64, 181, 178, 41, 158 ];

TRQ(P4) = [ 16, 113, 12, 161, 247, 10, 147, 252, 195, 125, 219, 136, 256, 75,

240, 5, 68, 13, 53, 5, 232, 133, 243, 51, 155, 229, 207, 1, 75, 136, 59, 23, 168,

157, 125, 91, 99, 86, 64, 58, 233, 188, 163, 240, 59, 88, 22, 245, 98, 8, 247,

134, 135, 134, 85, 178, 176, 252, 78, 242, 233, 20, 105, 58, 98, 229, 114, 80,

27, 60, 130, 100, 189, 21, 98, 75, 250, 202, 83, 58, 151, 32, 127, 156, 209, 117,

178, 162, 81, 76, 93, 113, 100, 153, 110, 244, 199, 77, 75, 67 ];

TRQ(P5) = [ 21, 15, 98, 157, 14, 110, 181, 247, 196, 39, 213, 47, 65, 111, 194,

178, 42, 28, 132, 90, 250, 89, 207, 228, 232, 155, 220, 85, 171, 179, 150, 84,

142, 187, 89, 49, 89, 146, 226, 32, 239, 69, 158, 221, 103, 253, 24, 115, 208,

35, 167, 163, 145, 64, 190, 197, 233, 7, 247, 101, 255, 240, 117, 18, 154, 104,

120, 107, 165, 179, 47, 10, 36, 12, 17, 177, 116, 128, 123, 212, 172, 127, 199,

6, 117, 53, 103, 55, 4, 86, 130, 238, 250, 135, 247, 214, 124, 122, 143, 195 ];

TRQ(P6) = [ 139, 60, 140, 171, 133, 36, 37, 66, 88, 220, 56, 98, 130, 215, 146,

146, 21, 153, 46, 72, 152, 119, 199, 26, 39, 61, 231, 203, 239, 118, 124, 131,

48, 49, 167, 229, 52, 189, 236, 102, 109, 71, 89, 18, 242, 14, 184, 77, 49, 202,

180, 227, 90, 149, 208, 163, 211, 243, 120, 33, 246, 244, 158, 226, 100, 179,

192, 18, 255, 124, 174, 184, 247, 178, 184, 42, 44, 18, 66, 227, 183, 186, 60,

103, 169, 180, 247, 213, 208, 139, 153, 148, 97, 2, 41, 183, 220, 226, 32, 80 ];
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TRQ(P7) = [ 105, 230, 233, 169, 229, 17, 217, 161, 31, 161, 62, 159, 172, 213,

139, 182, 231, 24, 18, 119, 239, 131, 222, 95, 143, 213, 19, 85, 49, 121, 233,

21, 108, 163, 120, 80, 23, 245, 53, 205, 181, 24, 17, 225, 212, 27, 189, 135, 1,

39, 175, 142, 215, 167, 159, 195, 137, 56, 166, 251, 232, 43, 34, 99, 74, 81, 47,

228, 4, 191, 7, 100, 146, 36, 248, 8, 216, 7, 243, 81, 121, 255, 115, 250, 162,

254, 62, 227, 45, 50, 236, 240, 99, 147, 188, 151, 45, 65, 110, 172 ].
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